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Rudolph
jumper!

Baby’s new friend! Classic stockinl-in-one
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This pretty cardie with

 hearts is perfect for the 

festive season, page 20
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Editor's letter

Welcome
It’s never too early to start planning  

your Christmas knits and so we’ve  

got plenty of festive inspiration for the 

littlest members of your family this issue. 

For a must-knit Christmas pattern get started with Jane 

Burns’ adorable Rudolph jumper (page 6) – baby will be 

the star of the show! Our collection of super-cute hats 

on page 47 will keep little heads cosy and looking festive 

ũ�XLI�HMJƤGYPX�TEVX�MW�HIGMHMRK�[LMGL�SRI�XS�ORMX��[I�

couldn’t, so we’re knitting the set!).

An heirloom knit not to be missed is Ann Franklin’s 

WXYRRMRK�WRS[ƥEOI�FPEROIX��-XŭW�TIVJIGX�JSV�[MRXIV�EVVMZEPW�

and is sure to be treasured (page 25).

Also this issue, we’ve not forgotten Halloween  

– whip up a pumpkin hat and toys for the  

nursery and don't miss all the 

gorgeous new season yarns  

on page 28. Enjoy!

PS If you have any technical queries about the patterns 

featured, email loveknitting@immediate.co.uk for help.  

Don’t miss our next issue, on sale on 27th November.

Use pretty colours on

Jo Allport's Christmas

tree jumper, page 73

Beary Christmas!

Our cuddly ted is

easy to knit, page 63

Decorate the nursery

with these pumpkin

toys, page 70

Cast on this fun

elf-style jumper

today, page 34

Lucy Why
Editor

yld
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Projects
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6 Rudolph jumper 
Our adorable red-nosed reindeer  
knit will go down in history! 

14 Star sweater 
Swiss-darned with a star motif,  
this stripey sweater is super cute

20 Red cardigan 
Dress her up in this bright cardie  
with love hearts on the sleeves  

25 Baby blanket 
Knit an heirloom gift with our soft  
ERH�GYHHP]�WRS[ƥEOI�FPEROIX
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Say hello to Pip the penguin – a chilly 
friend who needs lots of warm hugs!
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Get ready for winter with a Scandi-
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47 Hats collection                                              
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63 Teddy 
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86 How to knit �Ѵ�Stockists 90 Last word: Anna Wilkinson 91 Next issue

70 Pumpkin toys 
Snuggly and soft, these little knits  
are a fun addition to baby's toybox 

73 Christmas tree jumper 
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sweater stand out from the crowd! 

77 7ERXE�SYXƤX 
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romper suit in soft alpaca yarn  
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Rudolph umper

R
udolph is always a

favourite character at

Christmas-time – that

shiny red nose and cheeky

smile, pulling Santa’s sleigh

and helping deliver presents

to boys and girls around the

world! So any little one is sure

to delight in this fun jumper,

worked as a classic drop

WLSYPHIV HIWMKR JSV IEWI SJ ƤX

and knitting. Rudolph’s face

is created with some simple

intarsia on the front, and then

embellished with 3D extras

JSV E WYTIV�XI\XYVIH ƤRMWL�

About this yarn
King Cole Big Value DK
100% acrylic

145m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

99p, for stockists call 01756 703 670

or visit www.kingcole.com

Shiny noe!

Top Tip
Sew Rudolph’s noe 
nd ears n firmly to 

kep tem ecure nd 
safe for little nes

Get your needles at the ready – our adorable 

Rudolph jumper is sure to be in demand  

this Christmas! By Jane Burns
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Photograph your little one

in their jumper and use the

 pic for Christmas cards!

Easy i-cord makes 
short work of 

Rudolph’s ntlers
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Rudolph jumper
You will need
■ King Cole Big Value DK, 50g in:

Red (shade 4029) x 2 (3: 3: 3: 4) 

balls – Yarn A

Koala (shade 4024) x 1 ball – Yarn B

Taupe (shade 4023) x 1 ball – Yarn C 

Emerald (shade 4050) x 1 ball  

– Yarn D

White (shade 4020) x 1 ball – Yarn E

Black (shade 4053) x 1 ball – Yarn F

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting 

needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) circular 

needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) double-pointed 

needles

■ Stitch markers

■ 6 buttons, 1.2cm (½in) (buttons 

pictured are from www.

textilegarden.com)

■ Toy stuffing

Measurements
■ See sizing guide

Tension
■ 22 sts and 30 rows to 10cm (4in)

over st-st, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) 

knitting needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements
0-6

months

6-12

months

12-18

months

18-24

months

2-3

years

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 46 51 53 56

in 16¼ 18 20 20¾ 22

Actual
measurements

cm 47 51 58 61 63

in 18½ 20 22¾ 24 24¾

Length to
shoulder

cm 27 29 32 35 37

in 10¾ 11½ 12½ 13¾ 14½

Sleeve length
cm 14.5 18 25 30 32

in 5¾ 7 9¾ 11¾ 12½

8 LO V E K N IT T I N G

Rudolph umper

Rudolph jumper
Back
* Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles

and yarn A, cast on 52 (56: 64: 68: 72) sts.

Rows 1-8 (8: 10: 12: 14) Knit.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles. **

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 Purl.

Repeat Rows 1 & 2 until piece measures

16 (18: 19.5: 21: 23)cm, 6¼ (7: 7¾: 8¼:

9)in from cast-on edge. Place markers

at beg and end of row to mark sleeve 

placement.

Next row Continue to work in stocking

stitch as set until piece measures 27 (29: 

32: 35: 37)cm, 10¾ (11½: 12½: 13¾:

14½)in from cast-on edge, ending with  

a WS row. 

7LSYPHIV ƥET

Change to 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3)needles.

Rows 1-9 Knit.

Cast off.

Front
Work as Back from * to **.

Set up for Chart.

Row 1 /�� ���� ����������%��O�&��O��������

30: 32: 34)A.

Row 2 4�� ���� ����������%��T�&��T��������

29: 31: 33)A.

Repeat Rows 1 & 2, 4 (5: 6: 7: 8) times  

in total.

Commence working from Chart  

(on page 10).

Row 1 K13 (15: 19: 21: 23) work Row 1 

from Chart, k13 (15: 19: 21: 23).

Row 2 P13 (15: 19: 21: 23), work Row 2 

from Chart, p13 (15: 19: 21: 23).

Continue working from Chart as set, at

the same time when piece measures 16

(18: 19.5: 21: 23)cm, 6¼ (7: 7¾: 8¼: 9)in

from cast-on edge, place markers at beg

and end of row to mark sleeve placement.

'SRXMRYI [SVOMRK MR WXSGOMRK WXMXGL EW WIX

YRXMP TMIGI QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��� ����� ��

cm, 8¼ (9: 10¼: 10¾: 11½)in from cast-on 

IHKI��IRHMRK�[MXL�E�;7�VS[�

Begin neck shaping

Next row K20 (22: 25: 27: 28), turn, leave 

rem 32 (34: 39: 41: 44) sts on holder.

Next row Purl.

Working on these 20 (22: 25: 27: 28) sts 

only, continue as follows:

Decrease one stitch as neck edge every 

alt RS row 5 times.

15 (17: 20: 22: 23) sts.

Continue working in stocking stitch until

piece measures 27 (29: 32: 35: 37)cm,

10¾ (11½: 12½: 13¾: 14½)in, ending after 

a WS row.

7LSYPHIV ƥET

Change to 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles.

Rows 1-4 Knit.

Row 5 K4 (4: 5: 5: 5), k2tog, yo, k3 (5: 6: 8: 

9), yo, k2tog, k4 (4: 5: 5: 5).

Rows 6-9 Knit.

Cast off purlwise.

With RS facing, and working on rem 32

(34: 39: 41: 44) sts, slip next 12 (12: 14: 14:

�� WXW SRXS WXMGL LSPHIV� VINSMR =EVR % XS

rem 20 (22: 25: 27: 28) sts and knit to end.

ElmeKamel.ir
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Next row Purl.

Working on these 20 (22: 25: 27: 28) sts 

only continue as follows:

Decrease one stitch as neck edge every 

alt RS row 5 times.

15 (17: 20: 22: 23) sts.

Continue working in stocking stitch until

piece measures 27 (29: 32: 35: 37)cm,

10¾ (11½: 12½: 13¾: 14½)in, ending after 

a WS row.

7LSYPHIV ƥET

Change to 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles.

Rows 1-4 Knit.

Row 5 K4 (4: 5: 5: 5) k2tog, yo, k3 (5: 6: 8: 

9), yo, k2tog, k4 (4: 5: 5: 5).

Rows 6-9 Knit.

Cast off purlwise.

Sleeves (make two alike)
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

=EVR %� GEWX SR �� ���� ��� ��� ��	WXW�

Rows 1-8 (8: 8: 10: 10) Knit.

Place markers for fold line at each end of 

last row.

Rows 1-8 (8: 8: 10: 10) Knit.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles.

Next row (RS) Inc 3 sts evenly across the 

row. 35 (35: 39: 39: 39) sts.

Work in stocking st throughout, inc one  

st at each end of 5th and every foll

�XL ��XL� �XL� �VH� �VH VS[�YRXMP  

49 (49: 55: 61: 61) sts.

Continue in stocking stitch as set without

shaping until piece measures 14.5 (18, 25,

30, 32)cm, 5¾ (7: 9¾: 11¾: 12½)in from

fold line markers, ending after a WS row. 

Cast off.

It’s in the detail
Button-up shoulders make this

ER IEW] ƤX IZIR JSV XLI ]SYRKIWX�

babies – and we adore these

perfectly themed stag buttons

from www.textilegarden.com

Overlap the back and front

shoulders and mark the positions 

of the buttonholes with stitch

markers, then securely stitch on

the buttons to line up perfectly.

Neckband
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) circular

needles and Yarn A, with RS facing, pick

up and knit 56 (56: 58: 68: 72) sts evenly 

around the front neckline.

Rows 1-4 Knit.

Row 5 K3, yo, k2tog, knit to last 5 sts, 

k2tog, yo, knit to end.

Rows 6-7 Knit.

Row 8 Decrease 6 (6: 6: 7: 8) sts evenly 

Rudolph umper

Rudolph’s green neckband

doubles as a pocket

 for festive treasure!

ElmeKamel.ir
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Rudolph umper

across row. 50 (50: 52: 61: 64) sts.

Row 9 Knit.

Cast off purlwise.

Ears (make two alike)
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

Yarn B, cast on 7 sts.

Row 1 Purl.

Row 2 /�� Q�� ORMX�XS�PEWX�WX��Q���O�����WXW�

Row 3 Purl.

Row 4 K1, m1, knit to last st, m1, k1. 

�� WXW�

Rows 5-9 Beg with a purl row, work in 

st-st as set.

Row 10 K1, ssk, knit to last 3 sts, 

O�XSK� O��

Cast off.

Fold Ear in half lengthwise, bring the side

edges together and sew closed. Using

image as a guide sew to head securely.

Nose
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

Yarn A, cast on 6 sts.

Row 1 (Kfb) 6 times. 12 sts.

Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 Kfb, (k1, kfb) 5 times, k1. 18 sts.

Rows 4-8 Beg with a purl row, work in 

st-st as set.

Row 9 (K1, k2tog) 6 times. 12 sts.

Row 10 (P2tog) 6 times. 6 sts.

Cut yarn leaving a long tail, use tapestry

needle to pull tail through all 6 sts on

needle. Pull tight to close. Sew side seam 

GPSWIH� WXYJƤRK EW ]SY KS�

Using image as a guide, sew into position.

Antlers
Cut lengths of yarn and lay them on top 

Top Tip
If yu prefer, ue

duplicae stitch to make
te eyes nce yu’ve
finsed te frnt

of the sweater to form antlers. Once you

are happy with the shape of the antlers,

measure the length of yarn for each antler 

piece and knit as below.

Long antlers (make two)

Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) double-pointed

RIIHPIW ERH =EVR *� GEWX SR � WXW� �(S RSX

XYVR XLI[SVO� WPMHI EPP � WXW XS SXLIV IRH

SJ RIIHPI� O�� TYPPMRK[SVOMRK ]EVR XMKLXP]

across the back of the piece; rep from *

until piece measures desired length.

Short antlers (make two)

Work as Long antlers to desired length.

Sew antlers into position.

Pocket
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

Yarn D, cast on 22 sts.

Row 1 (K2, p2) 5 times, k2.

Row 2 (P2, k2) 5 times, p2.

Repeat Rows 1 & 2, 4 (5: 6: 7: 8) times in 

total. Cast off in rib pattern as set.

Using image as a guide sew into position, 

leaving top open to form a pocket.

Finishing
Block pieces to make them easier to

assemble. Embroider mouth, using the 

photos as a guide.

Lay front of sweater with garter stitch

shoulder sections overlapping back garter 

tab section. Oversew the garter rows

together at the armhole edge only. Fold

sleeves in half lengthwise and use stitch

marker to line the centre of the sleeve cap

with the shoulder seam (this will be half

way up the garter shoulder tab). Pin into

position. Once happy, sew into position. 

Join side and sleeve seams.

Sew on buttons for neck closing. 

Key

= RS: knit

WS: purl

■ = Red – Yarn A

■ = Koala – Yarn B

■ = Taupe – Yarn C

= White – Yarn E

■ =  Black – Yarn F

Rudolph chart
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Reader letters

Share your baby knits with us for a chance to

win a fabulous knitting prize…

We’d love to hear all about what you’ve been knitting!

Yur Knits! Star leter
Buttonedup
I loved knitt

jumper from

issue 61 for

my great-

grandsons,

Lucas and

Leo. I used

Rico Baby

Classic DK – a lovely soft

yarn. My time is spent

knitting for my grand/great-

grandchildren and items

for my local neo-natal unit.

I eagerly await each new

edition of Love Knitting for

Baby, as it’s always packed

with gorgeous patterns,

tips and new ideas. Even

after knitting for 64 years

I’m inspired by the fabulous

knitting patterns around.

Pat Christie, via Facebook

Lucy says  Jo Allport’s

design looks amazing

worked in the Rico yarn, Pat.

Baa-rilliant
I make these sheep and cow

keyrings to sell at a market

stall to raise money for our

local hospital. It’s a really great

way to use up spare DK in my 

stash, but it means I often

make larger projects out of 

cream and brown colours to

make sure I have the right colours

left over for my stash!

Lulu Smythe, via email

Lucy says They’re ever so cute,

Lulu. No doubt people would

love them just as much in

non-traditional colours!

Lulu knits to

raise money

for her local 

hospital

In the Loop... Don’t forget to share your baby knits with us for your chance to feature in the magazine and win prizes

                           

Win prizes!
This issue’s star letter

WINS £50 worth of

gorgeous yarn and

adorable patterns for

little ones, courtesy  

of King Cole.

Cuddly 
cables
I made this

all-in-one for my

great-grandson

using Women’s

Institute yarn

and an old Sirdar

pattern I’ve had

for years. I’m 76

and have knitted

most of my life.

I stopped as the grandchildren

grew bigger, but after losing my

LYWFERH ƤZI ]IEVW EKS - [EW

lonely and needed to keep busy, 

so started again. I have arthritis

in my hands, and keeping them

moving is the best way forward. 

Wilma Milne, via email

Lucy says Your great-grandson

is a lucky little boy, Wilma.

New babes
I hope you like this cardie I made

for a friend’s grandchild. It’s a

King Cole pattern and although

it looks complicated it isn’t too

HMJƤGYPX MJ ]SY GER GEFPI� - YWIH

Stylecraft Special DK in Royal

Blue. For years I knitted for

friends’ babies and now they’re

all grown up and having babies of 

their own, I have a new outlet!

Liz Fitzer, via Facebook

Lucy says Your friends are lucky

to have you to knit for them, Liz.

Super man
I hope your readers would be

interested in seeing my Super

Stan from issue 63 – It makes

me so happy to see my work

appreciated. I made him for my

partner’s 50th birthday, adding

he initials ‘SP’ for Super Paul and

utting ‘50’ on his cloak. He was

ver the moon with him – he even

I[ LMQ EVSYRH XLI VSSQ�

ill Rivett, via Facebook

ucy says He’s super, Jill. We’re

delighted he was well received.

Liz knitted this

for a friend’s

grandchild

Knitting helps

ease Wilma’s 

arthritis

ing this

m

r

l l f

p

th

p

ov

ƥ

J

L

d

Jill’s ‘super

man’ was a

special gift

s…

knittingmagazine/
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Catch up with all the latest knitting news,

best buys and crafty dates for your diary…

Run, run Rudolph
Cassie May, knitter extraordinaire behind

Little Red Window’s dinky designs, is a

former architect whose love for craft sees

her painting furniture, crocheting and knitting

lovely things. Her baby hats are too cute for

words, and this reindeer one is the perfect

knit to get us excited for the festive season.

Free from www.littleredwindow.com (size

6 months only) or £4.87 from www.etsy.

com/shop/littleredwindow (all sizes)

Buzz, buzz
0SSOMRK JSV XLI TIVJIGX WXSGOMRK ƤPPIV JSV E GVEJX]

pal who can’t stop knitting? Look no further than

these sweet little pots of balm from Love+Leche. 

Perfect for soothing dry, cracked hands, Little Bee

Bars are all-natural, bee-autiful lotions in three

delicious scents: citrus-rose, lavender-rosemary

and lemongrass. Handmade using beeswax from 

New Mexico and 

organic, skin-healing

GEPIRHYPE ƥS[IVW� ERH

scented with plant-

based essential oils,

they absorb quickly 

into the skin for soft

ƤRKIVXMTW ERH WQSSXL�

snag-free knitting.

£8.75 from www.

loopknittingshop.com

Best buys

Super trouper 
Wool and the Gang’s new 

baby yarn, Super Trouper 

Wool, a pure merino, comes 

in 10 shades and is inspired

by Abba songs. Get tots 

singing in the Waterloo and

Mama sweaters and the Mia

beanie, botts and mitts set.

Super Trouper Wool, £6.50
per 50g (80m)
ball, www.
woolandthe 
gang.com

Watch the birdie  

This lovely book

from best-selling

knitting designer Sue

Stratford features 21

feathered friends from

TYJƤRW� ƥEQMRKSW ERH

parakeets to seagulls 

ERH FYPPƤRGLIW�

Available for pre-order

now (published on 30

November) for £12.99

www.searchpress.com

Spruce it up
*IWXMZI ƤRMWLMRK XSYGLIW HSRŭX

come much sweeter than these

XIIR]�XMR] [SSHIR ƤV XVIIW JVSQ

My Fabric House. We think they’d

look absolutely perfect stitched

onto a snow-white cardigan or 

a pair of red rompers.

£3.99 for 10 from www.

myfabrichouse.co.uk

 

Spruce it upSpruce it up

a 

,
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Dates
for your diary
6 October

West Wales  

Wool Show

Narberth, Wales

Run by Pembrokeshire 

Guild of Weavers,

Spinners and Dyers,

this show supports

local producers.

westwaleswoolshow.

weebly.com

11-14 October

Knitting & Stitching 

Show

Alexandra Palace, 

London

The ultimate crafty

bonanza celebrates  

all things woolly.

www.theknittingand

stitchingshow.com/

london

19-21 October

Loch Ness Knit Fest

Inverness Leisure

Centre, Scotland

Enjoy workshops, crafting 

village, marketplace, a

ceilidh, highland feast

and cruises on the Loch. 

www.lochnessknit 

fest.com

2-3 November

Yarnporium

Westminster, London

A celebration of yarn,

ƤFVI� JVMIRHW ERH XLI

making community,

as well as exciting

workshops and talks.

www.yarninthecity.com

Santa’s 
little stars
We love the new festive

patterns and shades in

Stylecraft’s super-sparkly

Wondersoft Stardust DK

]EVR ũ ƤRH SYX QSVI EFSYX

it in our yarn guide on

page 28. We couldn’t resist

sharing this adorable elf

sweater, hat and booties

set with you, too – it’s our

favourite, but there’s also

a super-fun penguin hat

and toy and stylish scarlet

WRS[ƥEOI W[IEXIV[MXL MXW

matching bobble hat.

Stylecraft Wondersoft

Stardust DK, £3 per

100g (270m) ball;

patterns from £2.99.

For stockists, go to www.

stylecraft-yarns.co.uk

Cosy Christmas
Packed with presents
for all the family,
Christmas Knits Book

6 from King Cole
is perfect if you’re
making your gifts this
year. Designer Jane
Burns has included
plenty of designs for
the smallest members
of the family, too, from
Santa booties to a
rather well-dressed
festive pussycat.

Find Christmas Book 6

at King Cole stockists, 

www.kingcole.com or

call 01756 703 670

Spoilt for choice
Trust Sublime to spoil us 
with yarny treats for new 
season knitting options.  
Their two soft new yarns, Isabella  
(a wool and cotton blend) and Elodie 
(a dapple-effect pure merino) are 
perfect for baby garments.
Isabella, £6.03 per 50g
(130m) ball; Elodie £6 54
per 50g (116m) 
ball. Find stockists
at www.sublime 
yarns.com or 
01924 369 666

Sweetie pie
Brand new from
Sirdar, Supersoft
Aran Rainbow Drops 
comes in a rainbow
of speckled shades
like Jelly Bean, Rocky
Road and Gummy
Bear. This irresistible
treat is a super choice 
for baby garments
and accessories, like
this cardie in Minty.

Sirdar Supersoft Aran

Rainbow Drops, £5

per 100g (236m) ball.

Pattern 5184, £2.99.

For stockists go to

www.sirdar.co.uk

, £6.54  

Scrummy new yarns 
from  

Sublime

ElmeKamel.ir
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Star umper

Y
ou can’t go wrong

with stripes and a

simple star motif –

they suit both boys and girls,

making this pattern one that

you’re bound to come back to

again and again. The jumper

is knitted in stocking stitch

throughout, with a ribbed collar

and cuffs so it’s stretchy and

soft to pull on. One shoulder

is fastened with buttons as

well, for extra ease. Knitted in

hardwearing Peter Pan DK, it’s

a stellar choice for wearing to

nursery or on playdates.

About this yarn
Peter Pan DK
55% nylon, 45% acrylic

170m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£3.10, for stockists call 01943 872 264

or visit www.tbramsden.co.uk

Star of wnder

Top Tip
For a tuch of 

Chrstmas sparkle, 
work te star motif in  

a glitery DK yarn 

Your little one will shine like the star they are  

in this jumper from Peter Pan – a classic  

knit that works all year round

ElmeKamel.ir
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Pair this cosy star 

jumper with jeans or

a little skirt for girls

A toasty warm knit for girls  and boys

ElmeKamel.ir
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Star jumper
You will need
■ Peter Pan DK, 50g in:

Blue Jeans (shade 913) x 2 (2: 2: 2: 3) 

balls – M

Baby Blue (shade 306) x 1 (2: 2: 2: 3) 

balls – A

Seal (shade 947) x small amount for 

Swiss darning – B

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting 

needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles 

■ Stitch markers

■ Stitch holders

■ 3 buttons

Tension
■ 24 sts and 32 rows to 10cm (4in)

over st-st using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) 

needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements
0-6

months

6-12

months

12-18

months

18-24

months

2-3

years

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 46 51 56 61

in 16 18 20 22 24

Actual
measurements

cm 51 56 61 66 71

in 20 22 24 26 28

Length to
shoulder

cm 22 26 30 34 39

in 8¾ 10¼ 11¾ 13¼ 15¼

Sleeve length
cm 12 15 19 23 27

in 4¾ 6 7½ 9 10½

16 LO V E K N IT T I N G

Star umper

Star jumper
Back
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

M, cast on 61 (67: 73: 79: 85) sts.

Row 1 (RS) P1, *k1, p1; rep from * to end.

Row 2 K1, *p1, k1; rep from * to end. 

These 2 rows form rib.

Work in rib for 4 rows more, finishing on  

a wrong side row.

'LERKI XS �QQ��9/����97���RIIHPIW�ERH�

yarn A.

Starting with a k row, work in st-st 

throughout as follows:

Using A, work 2 rows.

Using M, work 2 rows.

These 4 rows form striped st-st.

Working in striped st-st throughout

as now set, continue straight until Back

measures 22 (26: 30: 34: 39)cm, 8½ (10¼:

11¾: 13½: 15¼)in, finishing on a wrong 

side row.

Shape shoulders

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� � WXW EX FIK SJ RI\X �

rows, then 6 (8: 8: 8: 10) sts at beg of 

following 2 rows.

Break yarn and leave remaining 21 (23: 

25: 27: 29) sts on a st holder (for 

Neckband).

Front
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and

M, remembering to work in striped st-st,

work as given for Back until 14 (16: 16: 18:

18) rows less have been worked than on 

Back to start of shoulder shaping, 

finishing on a wrong side row. 

Shape front neck

Next row (RS) K26 (29: 31: 34: 36) and

turn, leaving remaining 35 (38: 42: 45: 49) 

sts on a st holder.

Work on this set of sts only for first side 

of neck.

Dec 1 st at neck edge of next 4 rows, then 

on following 2 (3: 3: 4: 4) alt rows.  

20 (22: 24: 26: 28) sts.

Work 1 row, finishing on a wrong  

side row.

Shape shoulder

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� � WXW EX�FIK�SJ�RI\X�

and following alt row.

Work 1 row.

'EWX SJJ VIQEMRMRK � ��� �� �� �� WXW�

Return to sts left on st holder, slip centre

9 (9: 11: 11: 13) sts onto another st holder

(for Neckband), re-join yarn with right side 

facing and knit to end.

26 (29: 31: 34: 36) sts

Dec 1 st at neck edge of next 4 rows, then

on following 2 (3: 3: 4: 4) alt rows. 20 (22: 

24: 26: 28) sts.

Work 6 rows, finishing on a wrong side

row. (Note: Left shoulder is 4 rows lower 

than right shoulder to allow for front 

shoulder buttonhole band.)

Sleeves (both alike)
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

M, cast on 31 (33: 35: 37: 39) sts.

Starting with Row 1, work in rib as

given for Back for 6 rows, finishing

on a wrong side row.

'LERKI�XS��QQ��9/����97���RIIHPIW�ERH�

ElmeKamel.ir
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Star umper

yarn A. Starting with a k row, work  

in st-st throughout as follows:

Using A, work 2 rows, inc 1 (1: 1: 1:

0) st at each end of first of these

rows. 33 (35: 37: 39: 39) sts.

Using M, work 2 rows, inc 1 (1: 1: 0:

1) st at each end of first of these

rows. 35 (37: 39: 39: 41) sts.

These 4 rows form striped st-st and

start sleeve shaping.

Working in striped st-st throughout

as now set, inc 1 st at each end of

next (next: next: next: 3rd) and 4 (3:

1: 0: 0) following alt rows, then on

3 (6: 9: 13: 12) following 4th rows,

then on 0 (0: 0: 0: 2) following 6th

rows. 51 (57: 61: 67: 71) sts.

'SRXMRYI WXVEMKLX YRXMP 7PIIZI

measures 12 (15: 19: 23: 27)cm,

4¾ (6: 7½: 9: 10½)in, finishing on

a wrong side row.

'EWX�SJJ�

Pressing
With wrong side facing, pin out all

pieces to measurements given.

Press as instructions given on ball

band.

To make up
Join right shoulder seam by

top-sewing.

Back shoulder button band

Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and

M, with right side facing, pick up and knit

23 (25: 27: 29: 31) sts evenly along left 

back shoulder edge.

Starting with a Row 2, work in rib as given

for Back for 3 rows, finishing on a wrong 

side row.

'EWX�SJJ�MR�VMF�

Front shoulder buttonhole band

Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

M, with right side facing, pick up

and knit 23 (25: 27: 29: 31) sts evenly 

along left front shoulder edge.

It’s in the detail
The star motif is worked in Swiss 

darning, otherwise known as

duplicate stitch. You could use

duplicate stitch for sewing in

your yarn ends too – it’s perfect

for stripey knits like this one!

Weave the ends in along a row

of the same colour for a few

centimetres, then snip close to

XLI�ORMXXMRK�JSV�E�RIEX�ƤRMWL���

Starting with a Row 2, work in rib as given

for Back for 1 row, finishing on a wrong 

side row.

Row 2 (RS) Rib 7, yrn, work 2 tog (to make

first buttonhole), rib 7 (8: 9: 10: 11), yrn,

work 2 tog (to make 2nd buttonhole), rib 5 

(6: 7: 8: 9).

Work in rib for 1 row more, finishing

on a wrong side row.

'EWX�SJJ�MR�VMF�

Neckband

Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

M, with right side facing, starting at

cast-off edge of Front Shoulder

Buttonhole Band, pick up and knit 12 (14:

14: 16: 16) sts down left side of front neck, 

k across 9 (9: 11: 11: 13) sts

on front holder, pick up and knit 12 (14:  

Pick your own

shades for this

classic star knit

ElmeKamel.ir
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Star umper

Swss darn
te star motif
centraly n te 

jumper

14: 16: 16) sts up right side of front neck,

k across 21 (23: 25: 27: 29) sts on back

neck holder, then pick up and knit 5 sts

from row end edge of Back Shoulder

Button Band. 59 (65: 69: 75: 79) sts.

Starting with a Row 1, work in rib as

given for Back for 2 rows, finishing

on a right side row.

Row 3 (WS) Rib to last 4 sts, yrn, work

2 tog (to make 3rd buttonhole), rib 2.

Work in rib for a further 2 rows, finishing 

SR�E�[VSRK�WMHI�VS[��'EWX�SJJ�MR�VMF�

Star
Following diagram and using Yarn B,

swiss-darn star motif onto Front as in

photograph – position motif centrally on

Front, with top of motif at least 6 (8: 8: 10:

10) rows below Neckband, or in desired

position, taking note that the motif needs 

19 stitches and 26 rows to complete. 

To make up
Lay Front Shoulder Buttonhole Band over 

Back Shoulder Button Band so that

cast-off edges match pick-up rows and 

sew together at armhole edge.

Mark points along side seam edges of

Front and Back 11 (12: 13: 14: 15)cm,

4¼ (4¾: 5: 5½: 6)in, either side of shoulder

seams, then sew cast-off edge of Sleeves

to body between these points. Join side

and sleeve seams by top-sewing. Attach

buttons to correspond with buttonholes.

25

23

21

19

17

15

13

11

9

7

5

3

1

19 Stitches

26

24

22

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

Star chart More ideas
For more gorgeous

patterns take a look at

the huge range of designs 

and yarns for babies

and the whole family at

www.tbramsden.co.uk

Key

■ =  Swiss darn in Seal

ElmeKamel.ir
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NOW AVAILABLE FROM
HOBBYCRAFT | WOOL WAREHOUSE | BLACK SHEEP | COLEMANS CRAFT WAREHOUSE | THE SILK ROAD 

WOOLLY GIRAFFE | DERAMORES | CRAFTWORLD NORTHERN IRELAND | PEACH UNICORN 

THE RANGE | WOOLFULL | READICUT | PLUS MANY MORE

Super Soft,
Marled, Yarn

100%
Polyester

Quick To
Work With

8 Delightful 
Shades

NEW

ElmeKamel.ir
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Red cardie

K
nit a cute and playful

cover-up that will add

personality to any little

girl’s wardrobe! We’ve fallen

in love with Jo’s cardigan and

its many delightful details,

including curved fronts in a

bolero style, a pretty Peter

Pan collar and hearts on the

sleeves. There’s certainly

plenty to keep your needles

busy! The soft look of the

cardie is enhanced further by

a beautiful merino yarn from

Patons, which comes in

a range of divine shades.

About this yarn
Patons Baby Smiles Fairytale
Merino Mix DK
50% wool, 50% polyamide

120m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£3.70, visit www.knitpatons.com

or call 01484 950630

Festive bele

Top Tip
Work te sleve 

earts from te chart 
or writen patern, 
depending n yur 

preference

Heart-patterned cuffs and a Peter Pan-style 

collar give this cherry-red cardie extra  

style points! By Jo Allport

ElmeKamel.ir
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The cardie is knitted in 

superwash merino yarn

which is wonderfully soft 

Cute knit  for girls in a beautiful red shade!

ElmeKamel.ir
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Red cardie
You will need
■ Patons Baby Smiles Fairytale Merino 

Mix DK, 50g in:

Red (shade 01030) x 4 (4: 5: 5: 6) 

balls

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting 

needles

■ 2 pairs of 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting 

needles

■ 3 stitch holders

■ 1 x 1.5cm button

Tension
■ 22 sts and 30 rows to 10cm (4in)

over st-st, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) 

knitting needles

Abbreviations
■ Dec 1 (Decrease 1 st):

On a WS row: P2, p2tog at the beg of

row; p2tog tbl, p2 at the end of row.

On a RS row: K2, ssk at the beg of

row; k2tog, k2 at the end of row.

■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements
0-6

months

6-12

months

12-18

months

18-24

months

2-3

years

8S ƤX
chest

cm 47 50 52 54 56

in 18½ 19¾ 20½ 21¼ 22

Actual chest
measurements

cm 56 60 62 65 67

in 22 23¾ 24½ 25½ 26½

Back
length

cm 26 28 29 31 35

in 10¼ 11 11½ 12 13¾

Sleeve length
cm 16 17 19 21 24

in 6¼ 6½ 7½ 8¼ 9½
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Red cardie

Red cardigan  
Heart pattern
Worked over 8 sts and 11 rows.

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Rows 2 and 3 Knit.

Row 4 P3, k1, p4.

Row 5 K3, p3, k2.

Row 6 P1, k5, p2.

Row 7 K1, p7.

Row 8 K7, p1.

Row 9 K2, (p2, k1) twice.

Row 10 Purl.

Rows 11 and 12 Knit.

Back
Using 4mm (UK 8, UK 6) needles, cast 

on 63 (67: 71: 73: 75) sts.

Starting with a knit row, work in st-st

until work measures 16 (17: 18: 19:

22)cm, 6 (6¾: 7: 7½: 8½)in, ending with 

a WS row and measured from the  

cast-on edge.

Shape armholes

'SRX MR WX�WX EW WIX ERH GEWX SJJ � ��� ��

3: 3) sts at the beg of the next 2 rows.  

59 (63: 65: 67: 69) sts.

Dec 1 st at both ends of the next and

following RS row. 55 (59: 61: 63: 65) sts.

Work straight in st-st as set until work 

measures 26 (28: 29: 31: 35)cm,

10¼ (11: 11½: 12¼: 13¾)in, ending

with a WS row and measured from the  

cast-on edge.

Shape shoulders

'EWX SJJ � WXW�EX�XLI�FIK�SJ�XLI�RI\X  

2 rows.  

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� � WXW�EX�XLI�FIK  

of the foll 2 rows.

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ��������������������WXW���

Left front
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles, cast 

on 7 sts.

Knit one row.

'EWX SR � WXW EX XLI FIK SJ XLI�RI\X�VS[�

(a WS purl row). 10 sts.  

Next row (RS) Knit.

Rep the last 2 rows twice more. 16 sts.

3rd, 4th and 5th sizes only

'EWX SR � WXW EX XLI FIK�SJ�XLI�RI\X�VS[�

(a WS row). 18 sts.

Next row (RS) Knit.

All sizes

Inc 1 st at the centre edge on every row 

for 8 (10: 10: 10: 10) rows.  

24 (26: 28: 28: 28) sts.

Inc 1 st at the centre edge on every

other row for 12 (12: 12: 14: 16) rows.  

30 (32: 34: 35: 36) sts.

Work straight in st-st as set until Front

measures the same as the Back to the 

armhole, ending with a WS row.

Shape armhole

'SRX MR WX�WX EW WIX ERH GEWX SJJ � ��� ��

3: 3) sts at the beg of the next row (a RS 

row). 28 (30: 31: 32: 33) sts.

Work one row straight, then dec 1 st

at the armhole edge of the next and

following RS row. 26 (28: 29: 30: 31) sts

Work straight in st-st as set until work 

ElmeKamel.ir
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Red cardie

measures 20 (22: 23: 24: 28)cm,

7¾ (8½: 9: 9½: 11)in, ending with

a WS row and measured from the  

cast-on edge.

Shape neckline

Next row (RS) Knit.

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� � WXW ERH�

purl to end. 22 (23: 24: 24: 24) sts.

Dec 1 st at the neck edge on the next  

4 rows. 18 (19: 20: 20: 20) sts.

Dec 1 st at the neck edge on the next

and every RS row until 14 (15: 16: 16: 

16) sts remain.

Work straight in st-st as set until Front

measures the same as the Back to the 

shoulder, ending with a WS row.

Shape shoulder

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX XLI FIK SJ XLI RI\X

row. Work one row straight, then cast 

off rem sts.  

It’s in the detail
The bottom hemline and curved

JVSRXW EVI ƤRMWLIH SJJ [MXL E

simple edging in single rib.

There are 203 (215: 227: 241:

259) stitches in total to pick up

before you work the edging, so

you may want to use a circular

3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needle to

accommodate all these stitches. 

Right front
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles, cast 

on 7 sts.

Purl one row.

'EWX SR � WXW EX XLI FIK�SJ�XLI�RI\X�VS[�

(a RS row). 10 sts.

Next row (WS) Purl.

Rep the last 2 rows twice more. 16 sts.

4th and 5th sizes only

'EWX SR � WXW EX XLI FIK�SJ�XLI�RI\X�VS[�

(a RS row). 18 sts.

Next row (WS) Purl.

All sizes

Inc 1 st at the centre edge on every row 

for 8 (10: 10: 10: 10) rows.   

24 (26: 28: 28: 28) sts.

Inc 1 st at the centre edge on every

other row for 12 (12: 12: 14: 16) rows.   

30 (32: 34: 35: 36) sts.

Work straight in st-st as set until Front

measures the same as the Back to the 

armhole, ending with a RS row.

Shape armhole

'SRX MR WX�WX EW WIX ERH GEWX SJJ � ��� ��

3: 3) sts at the beg of the next row (a 

WS row). 28 (30: 31: 32: 33) sts.

Dec 1 st at the armhole edge of the next 

and following RS row.

26 (28: 29: 30: 31) sts.

Work straight in st-st as set until work

measures 20 (22: 23: 24: 28)cm, 7¾

(8½: 9: 9½: 11)in, ending with a WS row

and measured from the cast-on edge.

Shape neckline

Next row (RS) 'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� � WXW��

k to end. 22 (23: 24: 24: 24) sts. 

Next row (WS) Purl.

Dec 1 st at the neck edge on the next  

4 rows. 18 (19: 20: 20: 20) sts.

Dec 1 st at the neck edge on the next

and every RS row until 14 (15: 16: 16: 

16) sts remain.

Work straight in st-st as set until Front

measures the same as the Back to the 

shoulder, ending with a RS row.

Shape shoulder

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX XLI FIK SJ XLI RI\X VS[��

Work one row straight, then cast off  

rem sts.  

Te ne-buttn
fasening adds

a neat nd
elegnt finsh

ElmeKamel.ir
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Red cardie

Sleeves (make 2 alike)
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, 

cast on 37 (37: 39: 39: 41) sts.

Work in single rib for 6 rows as follows, 

ending with a WS row:

Row 1 (RS) (K1, p1) to last st, k1.  

Row 2 (P1, k1) to last st, p1.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 9/ � RIIHPIW

and work 2 rows st-st across all sts 

from row 1.

Work heart pattern

(Tip: use place markers to mark the

start and end of the Heart Patterns so 

that the pattern stays correct.)

Row 1 (RS) K2 (2: 3: 3: 0), Heart Pattern

row 1 across 32 (32: 32: 32: 40) sts, k3 

(3: 4: 4: 1).

Row 2 P3 (3: 4: 4: 1), Heart Pattern row

2 across 32 (32: 32: 32: 40) sts, p2 (2: 

3: 3: 0).

These 2 rows set the position of the

pattern: the side sts worked in knit

(rows 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 12) and purl

(rows 4, 6, 8 and 10) and the central

32 (32: 32: 32: 40) sts worked in Heart 

Pattern.

4 (4: 4: 4: 5) patt reps

'SQTPIXI XLI �� VS[ ,IEVX 4EXXIVR�

Start the sleeve incs on the next row,

working from now on in st-st only:

Inc row (RS): K1, m1, k to last st, m1, k1.

(inc of 2 sts)

Work this inc row on every foll 6th row

until there are 41 (47: 49: 51: 55) sts.

Work straight in st-st as set until sleeve 

measures 16 (17: 19: 21: 24)cm,

6¼ (6¾: 7½: 8¼: 9½in), ending with  

a WS row.

'EWX�SJJ�EPP�WXW��

To make up
Bottom hemline

You may want to use a circular needle 

(see It’s in the detail).

Block pieces lightly. Sew both shoulder 

and side seams.

With RS facing, 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3)

needles, and starting at with the Left

Front, pick up and knit 70 (74: 78: 84:

92) sts along the left front curve to the

back, knit the 63 (67: 71: 73: 75) sts 

from the back, pick up and knit  

70 (74: 78: 84: 92) sts along the

right front curve. 203 (215: 227:  

241: 259) sts.

Work in Single Rib across all sts,

starting with a WS or row 2 for

4 rows, ending with a RS row.  

'EWX�SJJ�MR�6MF�SR�XLI�;7�

Insert sleeve caps into armholes  

and sew in place.

Neckline

Work neckline separately. Note that the 

collar starts at the bottom edge.

Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles, cast 

on 85 (87: 89: 95: 97) sts.

Set up row (WS) P21 (21: 21: 23: 23),

PM, p43 (45: 47: 49: 51), PM, p21 (21: 

21: 23: 23).

Row 1 (RS) K1,M1, k to 3 sts before

marker, ssk, k1, SM, k1, k2tog, k to 3 sts

before marker, ssk, k1, SM, k1, k2tog, k

to last st,M1, k1. 83 (85: 87: 93: 95) sts.

Row 2 P1,M1p, (p to marker, SM) twice, 

p to last st,M1p, p1.

85 (87: 89: 95: 97) sts.

Row 3 K1,M1, k to 3 sts before marker,

ssk, k1, SM, k1, k2tog, k to 3 sts before

marker, ssk, k1, SM, k1, k2tog, k to last 

st,M1, k1.

83 (85: 87: 93: 95) sts.

Row 4 (P to marker, SM) twice, p to end.

Row 5 K1,M1, (k to marker, SM) twice, k 

to last st,M1, k1.

85 (87: 89: 95: 97) sts.

Row 6 (P to marker, SM) twice, p to end.

Row 7 K1,M1, (k to marker, SM) twice, k 

to last st,M1, k1.

87 (89: 91: 97: 99) sts.

Row 8 P across row, removing markers.

'SRX MR WX�WX WXVEMKLX�JSV���VS[W�  

'EWX�SJJ�EPP�WXW�

Collar edging

Note: work collar edging along bottom 

edge – the cast-on edge.

Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles,

with RS facing, pick up and knit 15 sts

along edge of collar, pick up and knit 87

(89: 91: 97: 99) sts, pick up and knit 15 

sts along other collar edge.

117 (119: 121: 127: 129) sts.

Knit one row.

'EWX SJJ EPP WXW�

Attach to neckline from the WS, so that 

the collar folds over on the RS.

Try using backstitch to attach the collar 

to the neckline.

Sew button loop to the right side of

the cardigan and sew the button to the

other. Weave in ends and block lightly.

11

9

7

5

3

1

12

10

8

6

4

2

268 4 157 3

268 4 157 3

Heart chart

Key

= RS: Knit, WS: Purl

= WS: Purl, RS: Knit

=  8 st patt rep

The pretty heart pattern

adds texture and detail

to this stylish knit
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We love this icy colour

scheme, but it would also

look pretty in pink and purple 

Knit a gift made to treasure this Christmas

with Ann Franklin’s WXYRRMRK WRS[ƥEOI  

FPEROIX�MR�JVSWX]�FPYIW
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7RS[ƥEOI�FPEROIX

T
LIVI EVI WSQI ORMXW ]SY TVIHMGX [MPP FIGSQI JEQMP]

LIMVPSSQW ERH XLMW FIEYXMJYP FPEROIX MW NYWX XLEX�

/RMXXIH MR 6S[ERŭW KSVKISYWP] WSJX &EF] 1IVMRS 7MPO (/�

MXŭW E PY\YV] ORMX XLEX [MPP OIIT PMXXPI SRIW GSW]� -XŭW QEHI MR SRI

TMIGI� [MXL E GSRXVEWX KEVXIV WXMXGL FSVHIV ORMXXIH EX XLI WEQI

XMQI EW XLI QEMR WXVMTIW� =SYŭPP TVEGXMWI *EMV -WPI ERH MRXEVWME SR

XLMW TVSNIGX� EX XLI WEQI XMQI EW GVIEXMRK PSXW SJ XEGXMPI�XI\XYVI�

[MXL�XLI�PSZIP]�WRS[ƥEOI�QSXMJ�SR�XLI�TPEMR�TERIPW�

Blnket
=SY [MPP RIIH
■ 6S[ER &EF] 1IVMRS 7MPO (/� ��K MR� 

7RS[HVST �WLEHI�����\���FEPPW  

– Yarn A

&PYIFMVH �WLEHI ��� \ � FEPPW ũ =EVR &

'PSYH �WLEHI ��� \ � FEPP ũ =EVR '

8IEP �WLEHI ��� \ � FEPPW ũ =EVR (

-GIFIVK �WLEHI ��� \ � FEPP ũ =EVR�)

■ ����QQ �9/ �� 97 � GMVGYPEV

ORMXXMRK RIIHPI� ���GQ�PSRK�

■ � WXMXGL QEVOIVW

1IEWYVIQIRXW
■ ;MHXL ũ ��GQ ���~MR

0IRKXL�ũ���GQ����MR

Tension
■ �� WXW ERH �� VS[W XS ��GQ ��MR

SZIV WX�WX� YWMRK ����QQ��9/ ��  

97���RIIHPIW

Abbreviations
■ *SV WXERHEVH EFFVIZMEXMSRW  

WII�TEKI���

Blanket
'EWX SR ��� WXW YWMRK ����QQ��9/����

97 � RIIHPIW ERH�=EVR�%�

/RMX � VS[W�

4PEGI QEVOIVW �STXMSREP�

Row 10 /�� �41� O��� VIT JVSQ � YRXMP  

� WXW VIQEMR� 41� O�� 41� O��

�8LI QEVOIVW HIRSXI XLI�TEXXIVR�

VITIEXW�JSV�'LEVX�%�

7XVMTI � �SRI�GSPSYV
*SV 7XVMTI � [SVO XLI WXMXGLIW SJ 'LEVX %

MR XLI JSPPS[MRK [E]� OIITMRK XLI KEVXIV

WXMXGL FSVHIV EW WIX MR VS[ � �FIPS[�

[SVO EPP SJ XLI FPYI WXMXGLIW SJ XLI GLEVX

MR WXSGOMRK WXMXGL �ORMX SR XLI 67 �SHH

VS[W ERH TYVP SR XLI ;7 �IZIR VS[W�

ERH [SVO EPP SJ XLI [LMXI WXMXGLIW MR

VIZIVWI WXSGOMRK WXMXGL �TYVP�SR�XLI�67�

ERH�ORMX�SR�XLI�;7��

Row 1 (RS) /� MR =EVR %� NSMR MR =EVR

& ERH [SVO VS[ � SJ 'LEVX % MR =EVR &�

YRXMP � WXW VIQEMR� NSMR MR E WIGSRH�FEPP�

SJ�=EVR�%��O��WXW�MR�=EVR�%��

/IITMRK XLI KEVXIV WXMXGL FSVHIV MR =EVR

% EW WIX MR VS[ �� [SVO�XLI�VIQEMRHIV�SJ�

'LEVX�%�MR�=EVR�&�

&VIEO SJJ =EVR�&�ERH�ORMX����VS[W�MR�

=EVR�%�

7XVMTI � �X[S�GSPSYV
Row 1 /� MR =EVR %� NSMR MR =EVR ' ERH

[SVOMRK MR XLI *EMV -WPI QIXLSH ERH

WXSGOMRK WXMXGL XLVSYKLSYX� [SVO VS[

��SJ�'LEVX�%��[SVOMRK�EPP�SJ�XLI�[LMXI�

%FSYX XLMW ]EVR
Rowan Baby Merino Silk DK
��	 QIVMRS [SSP����	�WMPO 

���Q TIV ��K

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£6.25, for stockists call 01484 950

630 or visit www.knitrowan.com

The mix of shades of blue

with snowy white creates

a gentle frosty scene

ElmeKamel.ir
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LO V E K N IT T I N G � ���

7RS[ƥEOI�FPEROIX

WXMXGLIW MR =EVR %� ERH EPP SJ XLI FPYI

WXMXGLIW MR =EVR '� YRXMP � WXW VIQEMR�

XEOMRK GEVI XS X[MWX�GVSWW XLI X[S ]EVRW��

HVST =EVR ' ERH ORMX�XLI�PEWX���WXW�MR�

=EVR�%�EPSRI�

/IITMRK XLI KEVXIV WXMXGL FSVHIV MR =EVR

% EW WIX MR VS[ �� [SVO XLI VIQEMRHIV�SJ�

'LEVX % MR =EVRW % ERH '�

&VIEO SJJ =EVR�'�ERH�ORMX����VS[W�MR�

=EVR�%�

7XVMTI � �SRI�GSPSYV
*SV 7XVMTI � [SVO XLI WXMXGLIW SJ 'LEVX %

MR XLI JSPPS[MRK [E]� OIITMRK XLI KEVXIV

WXMXGL FSVHIV EW WIX MR VS[ � �FIPS[�

[SVO EPP SJ XLI FPYI WXMXGLIW SJ XLI

GLEVX MR VIZIVWI WXSGOMRK WXMXGL� �TYVP SR

XLI 67 �SHH VS[W ERH ORMX SR XLI ;7

�IZIR VS[W� ERH [SVO EPP SJ XLI [LMXI

WXMXGLIW MR WXSGOMRK WXMXGL �ORMX SR XLI

67 ERH TYVP SR XLI ;7 )<')48 JSV VS[

�� MR [LMGL EPP FPYI WXMXGLIW EVI ORMXXIH

�RSX TYVPIH� ERH )<')48 VS[ ��� MR

[LMGL EPP FPYI WXMXGLIW�WLSYPH�FI�TYVPIH�

�RSX�ORMXXIH�

Row 1(RS) /� MR =EVR %� NSMR MR =EVR (

ERH�[SVO�VS[���SJ�'LEVX�%�MR�=EVR�(��

YRXMP � WXW VIQEMR� NSMR MR E WIGSRH�FEPP�

SJ�=EVR�%��O��WXW�MR�=EVR�%��

/IITMRK XLI KEVXIV WXMXGL FSVHIV MR =EVR

% EW WIX MR VS[ �� [SVO�XLI�VIQEMRHIV�SJ�

'LEVX % MR =EVR (�

&VIEO SJJ =EVR�(�ERH�ORMX����VS[W�MR�

=EVR�%�

7XVMTI � �X[S�GSPSYV
;SVO MR I\EGXP] XLI WEQI [E] EW 7XVMTI

�� FYX YWMRK =EVR ) MR TPEGI SJ =EVR '�

&VIEO SJJ =EVR�)�ERH�ORMX����VS[W�MR�

=EVR�%�

7XVMTIW �� � ERH �
;SVO�7XVMTIW�����SRGI�QSVI��ƤRMWLMRK�

EJXIV XLI ƤREP �� VS[W SJ�KEVXIV�WXMXGL�

LEZI FIIR [SVOIH�

'EWX�SJJ�EPP�WXMXGLIW�

8S QEOI YT
;IEZI MR EPP IRHW�

&PSGO KIRXP] XS QIEWYVIQIRXW�

XEOMRK GEVI XS VIEH XLI�MRWXVYGXMSRW  

SR�XLI�FEPP�FERH��

It’s in the detail
The Fair Isle stripes are worked

in two-colours (with unused

]EVR WXVERHIH EW ƥSEXW EGVSWW

the back). For these stripes the

garter stitch border is knitted

using the same ball of yarn as

used for the rest of the row,

however the background colour

is only worked across the row

from inside the g-st border. 

22

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

Pattern repeat (22 sts)

23

21

19

17

15

13

11

9

7

5

3

1

Work in Fair Isle for the

WXVMTIW SJ [LMXI WRS[ƥEOIW

on blue backgrounds

Key

! =EVR % ũ 7RS[HVST

■ ! =EVR ' SV ) ũ 'PSYH SV -GIFIVK

Refer to pattern for single colour stripes
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Yarn uide

New season yarns
%YXYQR MW SJƤGMEPP] LIVI� ERH XLI GLMPPMIV [IEXLIV TVSZMHIW YW

[MXL XLI TIVJIGX I\GYWI XS QEOI VSSQ JSV E JI[ RI[ ]EVRW�

Sirdar Snuggly Squishy

'LYRO 100% polyester

e���� JSV E ���K ����Q FEPP

8S ƤRH E WXSGOMWX KS XS [[[�WMVHEV�GS�YO

SV GEPP ����� ��� ���

&YVWXMRK [MXL JYR

ERH FYXXIV] WSJXRIWW�

7RYKKP] 7UYMWL] MW

E GLYRO] GLIRMPPI

]EVR XLEX GSQIW MR E

JEF VERKI SJ WLEHIW��

IEGL SRI [MXL E

[LMXI FEWI ERH E

GSPSYVJYPGSPSY WTSX TVMRX�

8LI TIVJIGXT ]EVR JSV GVIEXMRK LYKKEFP]

O]GLYRO GEVHMKERWK �� NYQTIVWN T ERH FPEROIXWIXW

JSV XPIPMXX SSRIW� 7UYMWL] MW QEGLMRI

EFPI[EWL ERH

IEW] XSX GGEVI

JSV� EQIW2

PMOI LYGGOPIW' �

GI&SYR EERH

'EOI 4STT

EHH SXS XLLI

RKORMXXMR JJYR�

Cygnet Fairydust DK

(/� 99% acrylic, 1% polyester

e���� JSV E ���K ����Q FEPP

8S ƤRH E WXSGOMWX KS XS [[[�G]KRIX

]EVRW�GSQ SV GEPP ����� ��� ���

7TVMROPI E PMXXPI QEKMG SR ]SYV [MRXIV

ORMXW [MXL XLMW WLMQQIVMRK RI[ ]EVR

JVSQ ']KRIX� 7SJX EW GER FI [MXL E WYFXPI

WTEVOPI� *EMV]HYWX GSQIW MR MVVIWMWXMFP]

WUYMWLEFPI ���K FEPPW� WS ]SYŭZI KSX

TPIRX] XS [SVO [MXL� 'LSSWI JVSQ WM\

[LMQWMGEPP] REQIH WLEHIW� 8MXERME�

3FIVSR� 4YGO� )PƤI� 0YRE ERH 8MROIVFIPP�

8LIQEGLMRI�[EWLEFPI ]EVR GVIEXIW E

FIEYXMJYPP] WQSSXL� WTEVOPMRK JEFVMG [LIR

ORMXXIH YT� [MXL GV]WXEP�GPIEV HIƤRMXMSR XS

WLS[ SJJ XLI WMQTPIWX SJ WXMXGL TEXXIVRW�

Viking of Norway Baby Ull

��TP 100% wool

e���� JSV E ��K ����Q FEPP

8S FY] KS XS [[[�PSZIORMXXMRK�GSQ

2I[ XS XLI SRPMRI WLST� 0SZI/RMXXMRK�

ERH WTYR JVSQ TYVI [SSP� &EF] 9PP MW

E PY\YVMSYWP] WSJX QIVMRS ��TP] ]EVR� -X

GSQIW JVSQ XLI GSSP GPMQEXIW SJ 2SV[E

WS MX WXERHW XS VIEWSR XLEX MXŭW TIVJIGX

JSV WRYKKP] [MRXIV ORMXW� %ZEMPEFPI MR

E GSQTVILIRWMZI TEPIXXI SJ �� WSPMH

WLEHIW� JVSQ ZMZMH TIEGSGO FPYI XS WSJX�

YRHIVWXEXIH GVIEQ� XLMW LMKL�UYEPMX] ]EVR

MW E KVIEXKVIEX GLSMGIGLSMGI JSVJSV 7GERHM7GERHM�WX]PIWX]PI ORMXWORMXW

XLEXX [MPP QEMRXEMR XLIMV UYEPMX] EW XLI]ŭVI

TEWWIH HS[R XLVSYKL XLI

KIRIVEXMSRW� 8EOI E PSSO

EX XLLI SXLIV

]EVRRW MR

XLI :MOMRK

SJ 22SV[E]

VERKKI� XSS

ũ XLLI]ŭVI

NYWX EW

KSVKKISYW�
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Yarn guide

Bernat Baby Marly

'LYRO]��100% polyester

e������JSV�E����K�����Q�FEPP�

8S�FY]�KS�XS�[[[�PSZIORMXXMRK�GSQ

4EWXIPW�EVIRŭX�NYWX�JSV�WTVMRK��8LMW�

KSVKISYW�QEVPIH�]EVR�MW�FVERH�RI[�JVSQ�

&IVREX�ERH�GSQIW�MR�E�WSJX��TS[HIV]�

TEPIXXI�XLEXŭW�TIVJIGX�JSV�EPP�WIEWSRW��

(IWMKRIH�XS�FI�KIRXPI�XS�HIPMGEXI�WOMR��

1EVP]�MW�QEGLMRI�[EWLEFPI�ERH�EZEMPEFPI�

MR�FMK��FSYRG]����K�FEPPW��[MXL�IMKLX�

HIPMKLXJYP�WLEHIW�XS�GLSSWI�JVSQ�ũ�[I�

PSZI�&YXXIVGVIEQ��6SFMRŭW�2IWX�ERH�1MWX]�

*IVR��1EVP]�MW�ER�EJJSVHEFPI�GLSMGI�JSV�

FPEROIXW��GSZIV�YTW�ERH�EGGIWWSVMIW�XS�

OIIT�PMXXPI�SRIW�GSW]�MR�GLMPPMIV�QSRXLW�

Debbie Bliss Baby 
Cashmerino Tonals

(/��55% wool, 33% acrylic, 12% cashmere

e�����JSV�E���K�����Q�FEPP�

8S�FY]�KS�XS�[[[�PSZIORMXXMRK�GSQ�

=SY�SRP]�LEZI�XS�

WXVSOI�XLMW�]EVR�XS�WII�

[L]�MX�W�FIIR�TSTYPEV�

WMRGI�MX�[EW�GVIEXIH��

8LI�GEWLQIVI� 

GSRXIRX�KMZIW�E�

WYTIVMSV�WSJXRIWW��ERH�

XLI�EGV]PMG�QEOIW�JSV�

IEW]�GEVI��IEW]�[IEV�

ORMXW��0MXXPI�SRIW�[MPP�PSZI�FIMRK�[VETTIH��

MR�XLMW�WYQTXYSYW�]EVR�EW�QYGL�EW�]SY�PP�

PSZI�[EXGLMRK�XLI�PMXXPI�ƥIGOW�SJ�GSPSYV�

QEXIVMEPMWI�EW�]SY�ORMX��8LIVI�EVI�JSYV�

RI[�WLEHIW�

XS�GLSSWI�

JVSQ�XLMW�

WIEWSR��

4IEGL��

%ZSGEHS��

0EZIRHIV�

ERH�'MXVYW��

o

%VER��80% wool, 20% polyamide

e�����JSV�E���K����Q�FEPP�

8S�FY]�KS�XS�[[[�FIVKIVIHI 

JVERGI�GS�YO�

8VERWPEXIH�JVSQ�XLI�*VIRGL��XLMW�]EVRŭW�

REQI�QIERW�ŬWSJX�[SSPŭ�ERH�SYV�JVMIRHW�

EGVSWW�XLI�'LERRIP�EVIRŭX�I\EKKIVEXMRK��

&VERH�RI[�XLMW�WIEWSR��MXŭW�ER�EVER�[IMKLX�

FPIRH�SJ�TYVI�[SSP�ERH�TSP]EQMHI��WS�

MX�LEW�E�PMXXPI�WXVIXGL��XSS�ũ�TIVJIGX�JSV�

PMXXPI�SRIW�[LS�EVI�GVE[PMRK��WLYJƥMRK�SV�

XSHHPMRK�EFSYX��-XŭW�E�KVIEX�STXMSR�JSV�GSW]�

ERH�GSQJSVXEFPI�W[IEXIVW�ERH�GEVHMKERW�

XLEX�[MPP�WII�]SYV�PMXXPI�SRIW�VMKLX�XLVSYKL�

XLI�[MRXIV�ERH�MRXS�WTVMRK��8LIVI�EVI����

WLEHIW�XS�GLSSWI�JVSQ��MRGPYHMRK�E�FVMKLX�

WYRR]�]IPPS[�ERH�E�[EVQ�QEVMRI�FPYI��

King Cole 
Comfort 
Cheeky Chunky

'LYRO]��60% acrylic, 40% nylon

e�����JSV�E����K�����Q�FEPP

8S�ƤRH�E�WXSGOMWX�KS�XS�[[[�OMRKGSPI�

GSQ�SV�GEPP���������������

-J�]SY�PSZI�XLI�PSSO�SJ�GSPSYV[SVO��FYX�

EVI�E�PMXXPI�WLSVX�SJ�XMQI�XS�FI�GLERKMRK�

WLEHIW�SV�[SVOMRK�JVSQ�E�GSQTPMGEXIH�

GLEVX��XLIR�]SYŭPP�PSZI�'SQJSVX�'LIIO]�

'LYRO]��8LI�ZMFVERX�WTPEWLIW�SJ�GSPSYV�

GVIEXI�VIEP�MQTEGX��[MXL�ƥEWLIW�ERH�WTIGW�

SJ�GSPSYV�ETTIEVMRK�EW�MJ�F]�QEKMG�EW�

]SY�ORMX��8LI�EGGSQTER]MRK�HIWMKRW�EVI�

PSZIP]��IWTIGMEPP]�XLMW�W[IIX�VSYRH�RIGO�

GEVHMKER��*VSQ�4IEGL�*M^^�XS�'MRHIV�

8SJJII��XLIVI�EVI�WM\�WGVYQTXMSYW� 

W[IIXMI�MRWTMVIH�WLEHIW�XS�GLSSWI�JVSQ��

Stylecraft Wondersoft 
Stardust 

(/��95% premium acrylic, 5% polyester

e��JSV�E����K�����Q�FEPP

8S�ƤRH�E�WXSGOMWX�KS�XS�[[[�WX]PIGVEJX�

]EVRW�GS�YO�SV�GEPP���������������

8MQI�JSV�E�PMXXPI�FMX�SJ�WTEVOPI��7TYR�JVSQ�

XLI�WEQI�TVIQMYQ�EGV]PMG�EW�;SRHIVWSJX�

(/��ERH�QEGLMRI�[EWLEFPI�JSV�QYGO]�

PMXXPI�TYTW��;SRHIVWSJX�7XEVHYWX�MW�E�NS]�

XS�ORMX�[MXL��ERH�XS�[IEV��%W�XLI�REQI�

WYKKIWXW��MX�LEW�E�XLVIEH�SJ�WTEVOPI�

VYRRMRK�XLVSYKL�MX��JSV�WLMQQIVMRK�ORMXW�

XLEX�X[MROPI�MR�XLI�PMKLX��4PYW�XLIVI�EVI�X[S�

RI[�JIWXMZI�WLEHIW��,SPP]�ERH�4STT]��XS�

KIX�]SYV�'LVMWXQEW�ORMXXMRK�YRHIV[E]��

8EOI�E�PSSO�EX�SRI�SJ�XLI�JEF�JIWXMZI�ORMXW�

XS�KS�[MXL�XLI�RI[�WLEHIW�SR�TEKI���� 

Rowan Cashsoft Merino 

7TSVX�[IMKLX��57% wool, 33% acrylic,  

10% cashmere

e�����JSV�E���K�����Q�FEPP�

*SV�WXSGOMWXW�KS�XS�[[[�ORMXVS[ER�GSQ�

&VERH�RI[�JVSQ�6S[ER��&EF]�'EWLWSJX�

1IVMRS�MW�E�KSVKISYW�FPIRH�SJ�[SSP��

EGV]PMG�ERH�GEWLQIVI�XLEXŭW�HIWMKRIH�

XS�GEVI�JSV�FEF]�WOMR�MR�XLI�QSWX�KIRXPI�

[E]�MQEKMREFPI��8LI�TEPIXXI�MRGPYHIW�

���ZMRXEKI�MRWTMVIH�WLEHIW��ERH�VERKIW�

JVSQ�WSJX��GLEPO]�WLEHIW�PMOI�&EF]�&PYI��

XLVSYKL�XS�FSPH�FVMKLXW�PMOI�+MVP]�4MRO� 

ERH�8YVUYSMWI��WS�]SY�GER�QM\�ERH�

QEXGL�XLIQ�XS�]SYV�LIEVXŭW�GSRXIRX�� 

8LMW�HIPY\I�]EVR�MW�QEGLMRI�[EWLEFPI��

ERH�SJJIVW�JEFYPSYW�WXMXGL�HIƤRMXMSR�

EPSRK�[MXL�E�WSJX�LERHPI��
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Penguin toy

W
ith his stripey

scarf and toasty

hat, complete

with an oversized pompom,

Penguin Pip is all dressed up

and ready to face the chilly

winter weather! Made from

soft DK yarn in simple garter

and stocking stitch, he’s a fun

make that’s a perfect project

for the season. Any little one

will love receiving this arctic

cutie in their stocking this

year, and Penguin Pip is sure

to be the recipient of many

a Christmas cuddle!

About this yarn
Rico Baby Classic DK
50% acrylic, 50% polyamide

165m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£2.79, to order call 0800 505 3300

or visit www.woolwarehouse.co.uk

Pip te penguin 

Top Tip
For a neat pompom, 

kep yur yarn strnds 
cloe togeter wen 
winding tem arund  

te card circles

P-p-p-pick up your knitting needles today  

and start making the adorably squishy  

Penguin Pip! By Angela Turner

ElmeKamel.ir
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This sweet toy will make

 a wonderful present for a 

Christmas-time baby!

Adorable new friend for little 
ones!

ElmeKamel.ir
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Penguin Pip
You will need
■ Rico Baby Classic DK, 50g in:

White (shade 001) x 1 ball – Yarn A

Slate (shade 056) x 1 ball – Yarn B

Orange (shade 018) x 1 ball – Yarn C

Jeans (shade 036) x 1 ball – Yarn D

Smokey Blue (shade 042) x 1 ball  

– Yarn E

■ 3mm (UK 11) needles

■ 8S] ƤPPMRK

■ White thread

■ Tapestry needle

■ 2 x 6cm (2½in) diameter card

circles or small pompom maker

Measurements
■ Approx. 25cm (9¾in) tall

Tension
■ 26 sts and 32 rows to 10cm (4in) 

over st-st, using 3mm  

(UK 11) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations  
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Penguin toy

Penguin Pip
Body
Start by rolling up a ball of Yarn B for

using when working the white central 

panel.

Using Yarn B, cast on 6 sts.

Row 1 Purl.

Next row Inc in every st. 12 sts.

Next row Purl.

Next row Inc in every st. 24 sts.

Next row Purl.

Next row (K1, inc in next st) to end.  

36 sts.

Next row Purl.

Next row (K2, inc in next st) to end.  

48 sts.

Next row Purl.

Next row (K3, inc in next st) to end.  

60 sts.

Next row Knit.

Starting with a knit row, st-st 4 rows.

Next row Using Yarn B, k16, using Yarn A,

k28, using Yarn B (from small ball of Yarn 

B), k16.

Keeping colours correct, st-st 19 rows.

Next row Keeping colours correct, (k8, 

k2tog) to end. 54 sts.

Starting with a purl row, st-st 11 rows.

Next row (K7, k2tog) to end. 48 sts.

Starting with a purl row, st-st 5 rows.

Next row (K6, k2tog) x2, (k3, k2tog) x4, 

knit to end. 42 sts.

Starting with a purl row, st-st 11 rows.

Next row Using Yarn B, k14, using Yarn A 

k15, using Yarn B, k13.

Next row Using Yarn B, p14, using Yarn A, 

p13, using Yarn B, p15.

Next row Using Yarn B, k16, using Yarn A 

k11, using Yarn B, k15.

Next row Using Yarn B, p16, using Yarn A, 

p9, using Yarn B, p17.

Cont using Yarn B alone.

Next row (K5, k2tog) to end. 36 sts.

Next row Purl.

Next row (K4, k2tog) to end. 30 sts.

Next row Purl.

Next row (K3, k2tog) to end. 24 sts.

Next row Purl.

Next row (K2, k2tog) to end. 18 sts.

Next row P2tog to end. 9 sts.

Cut yarn and thread through sts.

Pull up sts tightly then sew seam to half

way down body. Gather round cast on sts

and pull up tightly. Sew across seam of 

base then sew seam to half way up body,

leaving a 4cm gap. Turn right side out and

WXYJJ TIRKYMR ƤVQP]� 0IEZI KET STIR NYWX

now to tie in the eyes at the back of head.

Beak and eyes
Using Yarn C, cast on 16 sts.

First (and every alt) row Purl.

Next row (K2, k2tog) to end. 12 sts.

Next row (K1, k2tog) to end. 8 sts.

Next row (K2tog) to end. 4 sts.

Cut yarn and thread through sts.

Pull up sts tightly and secure. Sew seam 

to cast on edge. Turn right side out

ERH WXYJJ [MXL ƤPPMRK PMKLXP]� 4MR SR JVSRX

of face starting up from last dec row,

keeping base of beak in a horizontal line

but curving top of beak. Check beak is

in centre of face then sew in position

�EHHMRK E PMXXPI ƤPPMRK MJ RIGIWWEV]�

For eyes, cast on 2 sts using Yarn B and

cast off. Sew eyes in position either side

of beak, with about 7 sts between them.

7IGYVI IRHW MR KET� EHH E PMXXPI QSVI�ƤPPMRK�

then close gap securely. Using  

Top Tip
Dn’t overstuff

yur toy – make sure
that e stys sot  

nd huggable!

The beak and the

tail are made in

the same way

Add detail to the

eyes with a length

 of white thread
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Penguin toy

a length of white thread, sew a tiny stitch 

in the top right of each eye.

Wings (make 2 alike)
Using Yarn B, cast on 12 sts.

Row 1 Purl.

Next row Inc in every st. 24 sts.

Next row Purl.

Next row -RG MR ƤVWX WX� O��� MRG MR RI\X  

2 sts, knit to last st, inc. 28 sts.

Work 3 rows st-st.

Next row -RG MR ƤVWX WX� O��� MRG MR RI\X  

2 sts, knit to last st, inc. 32 sts.

Work 7 rows st-st.

Next row K14, k2tog tbl, k2tog, k14.  

30 sts.

Work 3 rows st-st.

Next row K13, k2tog tbl, k2tog, k13.  

28 sts.

Work 3 rows st-st.

Cont to dec in this way till 24 sts remain.

Next (and every alt) row Purl.

Next row K2tog, k8, k2tog tbl, k2tog, k8, 

k2tog. 20 sts.

Next row K2tog, k6, k2tog tbl, k2tog, k6, 

k2tog. 16 sts.

Next row K2tog, k4, k2tog tbl, k2tog, k4, 

k2tog. 12 sts.

Next row K2tog, k2, k2tog tbl, k2tog, k2, 

k2tog. 8 sts.

Cast off.

Fold wings over then sew seam to cast on

edge. Turn right side out and sew across

top. Pin in place at sides of body in line

with last dec row at neck, starting at white

panel and working towards back. Check 

wings are level then  

sew securely. 

Feet
Make feet using patt for beak. Sew up in

XLI WEQI[E] FYX HS RSX WXYJJ [MXL ƤPPMRK��

Pin feet in place at g-st border line of

base, trying to keep the centre line in line 

with the beak, with about

12 sts between them. Sew securely  

and tie in all loose ends. 

Tail
Make tail using patt for beak with Yarn B.

7I[ YT MR XLI WEQI[E]� EHH ƤPPMRK ERH

sew in position at base of penguin in line 

with the centre seam.

Scarf
Outer scarf

Using Yarn D, cast on 7 sts.

G-st 4 rows.

Change to Yarn A and g-st 2 rows.

Change to Yarn E and g-st 2 rows.

Change to Yarn D and g-st 2 rows.

Change to Yarn A and g-st 2 rows.

Change to Yarn E and g-st 2 rows.

Rep last 6 rows again.*

Cont in Yarn D only and g-st 86 rows.

Cast off.

Inner scarf

Rep as for outer scarf to *.

Cont in Yarn D only and g-st 10 rows.

Cast off.

Tie in all loose ends. Position inner scarf

ƤVWX VMKLX YRHIV FIEO� WXEVXMRK EFSYX LEPJ

way across beak working towards wing.

Sew in place. Attach cast off edge of

outer scarf to top section of inner scarf

and wrap around neck (over the tops of

XLI[MRKW� ERH XLIR WI[ ƤVWX WXVMTI SJ�

outer scarf to top of inner scarf.

You may also want to sew the ends

of the scarf to the body though this  

is not necessary.

It’s in the detail
There’s a lovely contrast and

HIƤRMXMSR FIX[IIR XLI [LMXI

central panel of the penguin’s

stomach and the rest of his

grey body, so in order to keep

a crisp, neat edge between the

two colours, make sure that you

twist the grey and white yarns 

every time that they meet.

Hat
Using Yarn D, cast on 54 sts.

G-st 2 rows. Change to Yarn A and g-st

2 rows. Change to Yarn E and g-st 2 rows.

Cont in Yarn D only and st-st 6 rows.

Next row (K7, k2tog) to end. 48 sts.

Next (and every alt) row Purl.

Next row (K6, k2tog) to end. 42 sts.

Next row (K5, k2tog) to end. 36 sts.

Next row (K4, k2tog) to end. 30 sts.

Next row (K3, k2tog) to end. 24 sts.

Next row (K2, k2tog) to end. 18 sts.

Next row P2tog to end. 9 sts.

Cut yarn and thread through sts.

Pull up tightly and secure. Sew seam of 

hat. Turn right side out.

Make bobble

Cut 2 circles of card approx 6cm (2½in)

diameter and then cut 2 small holes in the

centre. Wind up about 6 or 7 small balls of

Yarn D and set aside. Use these to wrap

around the 2 pieces of card. Use sharp

scissors to cut the yarns at the outside

edge of the pompom. Cut a 20cm (7¾in)

length of Yarn D, separate the 2 pieces

of card then wrap this yarn around the

centre, pulling tightly. Tie a knot to secure. 

Cut card circles and remove. Fluff up

the pompom. Trim to size then sew

securely on hat. Put hat on penguin, to

ƤRMWL �[I VIGSQQIRH WXMXGLMRK�MX MR  

place around the brim).  

A large bobble adds

E JYR ƤRMWLMRK XSYGL

to Pip the penguin!
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Striped umper

A
classic Christmas

colour palette is sure

to get you in the

mood for the festive season,

so cast on this fun jumper

today! Worked in simple four-

row stripes with a crisp white

edging, this knit features an

envelope neckline that's both

stylish and comfortable. The

yarn has a touch of silk and

cashmere, so you'll love the

feel of it, too. Baby will want to

wear this jumper every day, and

that's why it's going straight to

the top of the 'nice' list!

About this yarn
Sublime Baby Cashmere
Merino Silk DK
��	 I\XVE ƤRIQIVMRS� ��	 WMPO�

5% cashmere

���Q TIV ��K

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£5.83, for stockists call 01924 369 666

or visit www.sublimeyarns.com

Snta's elper

Everyday style for the festive season!

Top Tip
Take yur time  

to match yur stripes 
wen eming  

te jumper

Make this adorable elf-style jumper for your 

Christmas baby, with easy stripes that are  

full of festive cheer! By Sublime

ElmeKamel.ir
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You could make a

matching hat in the 

same stripe sequence

An easy knit that 
makes a special 
Chrstmas git
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Striped jumper
You will need
■ Sublime Baby Cashmere Merino  

Silk DK, 50g in:

Waterlilly (shade 005) x 1 (2: 2: 2) 

balls – Yarn A

Jelly Bean (shade 604) x 1 (2: 2: 2) 

balls – Yarn B

Teddy Red (shade 192) x 1 (1: 2: 2) 

ball – Yarn C

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting 

needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles 

■ Stitch markers

■ Stitch holders

Measurements
■ 8S ƤX ��� QXLW�������QXLW������]VW��

��� ]VW

Tension
■ 22 sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in)

SZIV WX�WX YWMRK��QQ��9/����97���

needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements
���

months

����

months

���

years

���

years

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 46 51 56

in 16 18 �� ��

Actual
measurements

cm 45 �� 55 61

in 17¾ 19¾ ��� ��

Full length  cm �� �� �� 39

in 9½ 11 ��~ 15½

Sleeve length
(adjustable)

cm 15 17 �� ��

in 6 6½ 8 9½
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Striped umper

Jumper
Stripe sequence
Rows 1-4 Using A, work 4 rows.

Rows 5-8 Using B, work 4 rows.

Rows 9-12 Using C, work 4 rows.

Back
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

%� GEWX SR �� ���� �������WXW��[SVO���VS[W�

in garter stitch.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles,

working stripe sequence as given: 

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 Purl.

Using B, continue in stocking stitch and

stripe sequence until back measures

�� ���� ��� ��GQ� �� ���}� ������MR��

finishing after a purl row. ***

Work 4 (4: 4: 6) rows more so that the

right side of the work faces you for the

beginning of the neck and shoulder

shaping.

8LI FEGO WLSYPH QIEWYVI ETTVS\ �� ����

��� ��GQ� �� ���� ��� ���MR EGVSWW EX�

this point, finishing after a purl row.

Shape back neck

Next row /�� ���� ��� ��� WPMT VIQEMRMRK

�� ���� ��� �� WXW SRXS E WXMXGL LSPHIV�

=SY[MPP GSQI FEGO XS XLIWI �� ���������

�� WXW PEXIV� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

;SVOMRK SR XLIWI �� ������������WXW�SRP]��

proceed as follows:

Next row �RIGO IHKI 'EWX SJJ � ��� �����

WXW� TYVP XS IRH� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

(Place a marker at end of this row for 

shoulder position).

Shape shoulder

Work 7 rows, dec 1 st at neck edge in

next and every following alternate row. 

11 (13: 16: 15) sts.

Next row Cast off 5 (3: 4: 4) sts, purl to 

IRH� � ���� ��� �� WXW�

Next row Knit.

Next row Cast off 6 (4: 5: 5) sts, purl to 

IRH�������������WXW�

For 2nd, 3rd and 4th sizes only

Next row Knit.

Next row Cast off rem (6: 7: 6) sts.

For all 4 sizes

To work the second side of the neck,

VIXYVR XLI �� ���� ��� �� WXW PIJX SR

a stitch holder onto the main needle.

With RS of the work facing you, slip 15

���� ��� �� WXW SRXS E WXMXGL LSPHIV�JSV�

back of neck, rejoin yarn to

VIQEMRMRK �� ������������WXW�ERH�TVSGIIH�

as follows:

The envelope neckline

makes this knit practical,

 comfortable and stylish!
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Striped umper

Next row �RIGO IHKI 'EWX SJJ � ��� �����

WXW� ORMX XS IRH� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Next row Purl (place a marker at

beginning of this row for shoulder 

position).

Shape shoulder

Work 8 rows, dec 1 st at neck edge in

next and every following alternate row. 

11 (13: 16: 15) sts.

Next row Cast off 5 (3: 4: 4) sts, knit to 

IRH� � ���� ��� �� WXW��

Next row Purl.

Next row Cast off 6 (4: 5: 5) sts, knit  

XS�IRH�������������WXW�

For 2nd, 3rd and 4th sizes only

Next row Purl.

Next row Cast off remaining  

(6: 7: 6) sts.

Front
9WMRK�����QQ��9/�����97���RIIHPIW  

It’s in the detail
The sweater has a contrast

edging around the neck, worked 

in garter stitch using white

yarn – it creates a beautifully

smooth and even neckline.

4MGO YT XLI WTIGMƤIH WXMXGLIW

neatly just inside the shaped

edge, following the curve of the

neckline and hiding the selvage.

and A, cast on 49 (55: 61: 67) sts, work  

� VS[W MR KEVXIV WXMXGL�

Change to 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles, 

working stripe sequence as given:

Work as given for Back to ***.

;SVO � VS[W QSVI� WS XLEX XLI VMKLX WMHI

of the work faces you for the beginning of 

the neck and shoulder shaping.

Shape neck

Next row /�� ���� ��� ��� WPMT VIQEMRMRK

�� ���� ��� �� WXW SRXS E WXMXGL LSPHIV�

You will come back to these sts later.  

�� ���� ��� �� WXW�

;SVOMRK SR XLIWI �� ������������WXW�SRP]��

proceed as follows:

Next row Purl.

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W� HIG � WX EX RIGO

edge in every row. 15 (17: 18: 19) sts.

(Place a marker at end of last row for 

shoulder position).

Shape shoulder

Work 7 (7: 7: 7) rows, dec 1 st at neck

edge in next every following alternate row. 

11 (13: 14: 15) sts.

Next row Cast off 5 (3: 3: 4) sts, purl  

XS IRH� � ���� ��� ���WXW�

Next row Knit.

Next row Cast off 6 (4: 4: 5) sts, purl  

XS�IRH�������������WXW�

For 2nd, 3rd and 4th sizes only

Next row Knit.

Next row Cast off remaining (6: 7:  

6) sts.

For all 4 sizes

To work the second side of the neck,

VIXYVR XLI �� ���� ��� �� WXW PIJX SR

a stitch holder onto the main needle.

With RS of the work facing you, slip

�� ���� ��� �� WXW SRXS E WXMXGL LSPHIV  

for front of neck, rejoin yarn to

VIQEMRMRK �� ������������WXW�ERH�TVSGIIH�

as follows:

Next row (neck edge) Knit to end.

Next row Purl.

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W� HIG � WX EX RIGO

edge in every row. 15 (17: 18: 19) sts

(Place a marker at beginning of last  

row for shoulder position).

Ths s a classic
knit that wil lok

god in lots of colur 
combinatins
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Striped umper

Shape shoulder

Work 8 (8: 8: 8) rows, dec 1 st at neck

edge in next and every following alternate 

row. 11 (13: 14: 15) sts.

Next row Cast off 5 (3: 3: 4) sts, knit  

XS IRH� � ���� ��� ���WXW�

Next row Purl.

Next row Cast off 6 (4: 4: 5) sts, knit to 

IRH�������������WXW�

For 2nd, 3rd and 4th sizes only

Next row Purl.

Next row Cast off remaining (6: 7:  

6) sts.

Sleeves (both alike)
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

%� GEWX SR �� ���� �������WXW��[SVO���VS[W�

in garter stitch.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles. 

Work in stripe sequence as given:

Work 31 (35: 43: 55) rows, increase 1 st

at each end of 13th (11th: 13th: 7th) and

every following 18th (8th: 6th: 8th) row

(there will be 17 (7: 5: 7) rows straight 

between each increase row).

39 (43: 49: 53) sts.

Continue without shaping until sleeve

QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��� ��GQ� � ��~� ��

9½)in, or length required, finishing after  

a purl row.

Shape sleeve top

Cast off 5 (5: 6: 5) sts at beginning of next 

�����������VS[W����������������WXW�

For 2nd, 3rd and 4th sizes only

Cast off (6: 7: 6) sts at beginning of next 

���������VS[W������������WXW� 

For all 4 sizes

Cast off remaining 9 (9: 9: 11) sts. 

Back shoulder & neck border
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

A, with RS facing, pick up and knit sts for 

border as follows:

4MGO YT ERH ORMX �� ���� ��� �� WXW IZIRP]

along right side of back neck, knit 15 (17:

��� �� WXW PIJX SR E WXMXGL LSPHIV EX FEGO

SJ RIGO ERH �� ���� ��� �� WXW IZIRP]�

along left side of back neck.  

59 (67: 71: 77) sts.

More ideas
Visit www.sublimeyarns.com

to see the full range of gorgeous

patterns and yarns for little ones

ERH�XS�ƤRH�]SYV�PSGEP�WXSGOMWX��

;SVO � VS[W MR KEVXIV�WXMXGL�

Cast off knitways.

Front shoulder & neck border
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

A, with RS facing, pick up and knit sts for 

border as follows:

TMGO YT ERH ORMX �� ���� ��� �� WXW IZIRP]

along right side of front neck, knit 15 (17:

��� �� WXW PIJX SR E WXMXGL LSPHIV EX JVSRX

SJ RIGO ERH �� ���� ��� �� WXW IZIRP]

along left side of front neck. 61 (69: 77:

�� WXW� ;SVO � VS[W MR�KEVXIV�WXMXGL�

Cast off knitways.

To make up
Place back shoulder and neck border over

front shoulder and neck border (matching 

at markers) and sew together at side edge. 

Fold sleeves in half lengthways, then

placing folds to shoulder seams, sew

sleeves in position for approximately

�� ���� ��� ��GQ� � ��}� ��� �}MR JVSQ XST

of shoulder. Join side and sleeve seams.

Pin out garment to the measurement

given. Cover with damp cloths and leave

until dry. See ball band for washing and 

further care instructions. 

Practise knitting

stripes on this fun

elf-style jumper!
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7RS[ƥEOI set

E
nsure your little one

is stylish from top to

toe with this delightful

jumper and hat in festive

colours. Toddlers will love

snuggling up in this special

SYXƤX HYVMRK XLI GSYRXHS[R

to the big day and all winter

long! If you’ve not yet ventured

into Fair Isle knitting, a smaller

garment such as this is a great

pattern to start with – have

E KS EX ORMXXMRK XLI LEX ƤVWX

before progressing onto the

jumper – we’re sure you’ll

be hooked in no time!

About this yarn
Rico Design Essentials
Merino DK
100% wool

120m per 50g

Machine wash at 40ºC

£4.49, for stockists visit

www.rico-design.co.uk

Scndi style

Top Tip
Merino DK s a 100% 

wol yarn with  
te benefit of being 
machine washable 

Little ones will love Monica Russel’s  

GPEWWMG�WRS[ƥEOI�NYQTIV�ERH�LEX�ũ�MXŭW� 

the perfect introduction to Fair Isle, too
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This super-smart set is

perfect for the festive 

season and beyond

A special 
SYXƤX�JSV�XLI�JIWXMZI�
season
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Jumper &  
hat et
You will need
■ Rico Design Essentials  

Merino DK, 50g in:

For the jumper:

Red (shade 05) x 3 (4: 4) balls  

– Yarn A

Natural (shade 60) x 1 (1: 1) ball  

– Yarn B

For the hat:

Red (shade 05) x 1 (2: 2) balls  

– Yarn A

Natural (shade 60)  x 1 (1: 1) ball  

– Yarn B

■ 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) knitting needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ A cable needle

■ 3 buttons

Measurements
■ Actual hat circumference 39.5 (43: 

46)cm, 15½ (17: 18)in

Tension
■ 21 sts and 26 rows to 10cm (4in)

over st-st, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) 

needles

Abbreviations
■ C3B: Slip next 2 sts to cable needle and

hold at back, (k1, k2) from cable needle

■ C3F: Slip next st to cable needle and

hold at front, (k2, k1) from cable needle

■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements 1-2 years 3-4 years 5-6 years

8S�ƤX�GLIWX
cm 53 58.5 63.5

in 21 23 25

Actual measurements
cm 57 63 66

in 22½ 24¾ 26

Length to shoulder
cm 28 32 36

in 11 12½ 14¼

Sleeve length
cm 21.5 26.5 29

in 8½ 9½ 10½
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7RS[ƥEOI set

Jumper
Back
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and 

Yarn A, cast on 60 (66: 69) sts.

Slipped wave cable border

Row 1 (RS) (P2, sl1 purlwise) to end. 

Row 2 (Sl1 purlwise, p2) to end. 

Row 3 (C3F) to end.

Row 4 Purl.

Row 5 (K2, sl1 purlwise) to end.

Row 6 (Sl1 purlwise, p2) to end.

Row 7 (C3B) to end.

Row 8 Purl.

Row 9 Knit.

Row 10 Purl.

Row 11 Knit.

Row 12 Purl.

Begin charts

Row 1 K2 (4: 6), work Row 1 of Chart A, 

k9 (11: 11), work Row 1 of Chart A,  

k3 (5: 6).

Last row sets chart placement.

Cont to work through Chart A Rows 2-9 

as set.

Row 10 K2 (4: 6), work Row 10 of Chart A,

k2 (3: 3), work Row 1 of Chart B, k2 (3: 3), 

work Row 10 of Chart A, k3 (5: 6).

Last row sets placement of Charts A and

B. Cont to work from Charts as set until 

Chart B is complete.

Row 15 K2 (4: 6), work Row 15 of Chart A, 

k9 (11: 11), work Row 15 of Chart A,  

k3 (5: 6).

Cont to work as set until all rows of Chart 

A are complete.

1

3

5

5101520

7

9
10

2

4

6

8

11

13

15

17

19
20

12

14

16

18

21

23
22

1

3

5

5

2

4

Chart A Chart B

Key

■ = Yarn A

=  Yarn B
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7RS[ƥEOI set

Break off Yarn B and cont in Yarn A in

st-st until work measures 25 (29: 33)cm,

9¾ (11½: 13)in, ending with a WS row.

Shape neck

Next row K23 (25: 27), turn leaving

remaining sts on a stitch holder.

Dec 1 st at neck edge of next 4 rows. 

19 (21: 23) sts.

Work 3 rows without shaping.

Cast off.

With RS facing, slip centre 14 (16: 15) sts 

onto a stitch holder. Rejoin yarn to

remaining 23 (25: 27) sts and knit to end.

Dec 1 st at neck edge of the next 4 rows. 

19 (21: 23) sts.

Work 1 row without shaping.

Left shoulder edging

Change to 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles 

and Yarn B.

Purl 1 row.

Next row K3 (5: 3), m1, *K3 (5: 4), m1; rep 

from * 3 (1: 3) more times, k4 (6: 4).  

24 (24: 28) sts.

Left shoulder buttonhole band

Row 1 (K1, p1) to end.

It’s in the detail
To change colour, twist the two

yarns together before working

the next stitch. When working

alternating sts of two colours,

keep an even tension and don’t

pull the yarn too tight. The yarn

ŬƥSEXWŭ EVI GEVVMIH EGVSWW XLI

FEGO SJ XLI [SVO ũ MJ XLI ƥSEXW SJ

one colour stay above the other,

then your work will look neater.

Last row sets the pattern for 1x1 rib.

Next row Rib 7 (7: 8), rib2tog, yo, rib 6 (6: 

8), rib2tog, yo, rib to end.

Work 2 rows in rib.

Cast off.

Front
Work as given for back until work

measures 21 (26: 30)cm, 8¼ (10¼:  

11¾)in, ending with a WS row.

Shape neck

K25 (27: 29), turn and leave remaining sts 

on a holder.

Dec 1 stitch each row at neck edge of 

next 4 rows. 21 (23: 25) sts.

Dec 1 stitch every alternate row on neck

edge only until 19 (21: 23) sts remain.

Work 4 (4: 6) more rows without shaping. 

Left shoulder edging

Change to 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles. 

Row 1 Purl.

Row 2 K4 (6: 4), m1, *K3 (5: 4), m1; rep

from * 3 (1: 3) more times, k3 (5: 3).  

24 (24: 28) sts.

Top Tip
Ths snowflake

et wuld lok lovely  
in frosty blue
shades, to

Who cn resst
a cue combo in
classic festive 

colurs?
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7RS[ƥEOI set

Left shoulder button band

Rows 1-4 (K1, p1) to end.

Cast off.

With RS facing, working on rem 35 (39:

�� WXW� WPMT �� ���� ��� �� WXW SRXS E WXMXGL

holder. Rejoin yarn to the rem 25 (27: 29) 

sts and knit to end.

Purl 1 row.

Dec 1 stitch at neck edge of next  

4 rows. 21 (23: 25) sts.

Dec 1 stitch at neck edge of every alt row 

until 19 (21: 23) sts remain.

Work 7 (7: 9) more rows without further 

shaping.

Cast off.

Sleeves (both alike)
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

Yarn A, cast on 33 (33: 33) sts.

Work rows 1-8 of cable border.

Next row Knit, increasing 1 st in the

middle of the row. 34 (34: 34) sts.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles.

Purl 1 row.

Inc 1 st at each end of next and the

following 8th row to 44 (50: 54) sts.

Continue without further shaping until

sleeve measures 21.5 (26.5: 29)cm,

8½ (10½: 11½)in, ending with RS facing 

for next row.

Shape top of sleeve

Cast off 2 sts at the beginning of next 

� ��� � VS[W� �� ���� �� WXW�

Cast off 3 sts at the beg of next 8 (8: 12) 

rows.

Cast off rem 12 (14: 14) sts.

Neckband

With RS facing, join right shoulder seam

using mattress stitch. Using 3.75mm

(UK9, US 5) needles, pick up and knit

4 sts down left side of shoulder edging,

11 (12: 13) sts down left front neck, knit

across 10 (12: 11) sts from stitch holder,

pick up and knit 11 (12: 13) sts evenly

across right side of front neck, pick up

and knit 7 sts evenly across the right-

hand side of the back neck, knit across

14 (16: 15) sts from stitch holder at the

back of the neck, pick up and knit 7 sts

evenly across the left-hand side of the 

back neck and 4 sts up side of the 

shoulder edging. 

68 (74: 74) sts.

Work 2 rows in (k1, p1) rib.

Next row Rib to last 4 sts, cast off  

1 stitch, rib to end.

Next row Rib 3, cast on 1 stitch, rib

XS IRH� ;SVO���QSVI�VS[W�MR�VMF�

Cast off.

To make up
Place the back shoulder ribbing over the 

front shoulder ribbing, sew them in

position at the armhole edge. Press all

the pieces of the jumper carefully. Fold

sleeves in half lengthways. Place the fold

against the shoulder seams to mark the

centre, sew the seams together ensuring

that both sides are even against the top 

of the first stripe of the body of the

jumper. Join side and sleeve seams. Sew

on the 3 buttons. Weave in all loose ends.

Hat
Using 3.75mm (UK9, US 5) needles and 

Yarn A, cast on 100 (106: 112) sts.

Row 1 (K2, p2) to last 0 (2: 0) sts, k0 (2: 0).

Row 2 P0 (2: 0), (K2, p2) to end.

Rep Rows 1-2 twice more, then work Row 

1 once more.

Row 8 P1 (3: 6) p2tog, *P4 (5: 5) p2tog;

rep from * to last 1 (3: 6) sts, purl to end. 

83 (91: 97) sts.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles.

Work 4 rows in st-st.

Start working from Chart A placing 

pattern as follows:

Row 1 K2 (2: 5), *work Row 1 of Chart A,

k5 (9: 9); rep from * once more, work Row 

1 of Chart A, k2 (2: 5).

Last row sets Chart placement.

Cont to work through Chart A Rows 2-9 

EW WIX�

Row 10 K2 (2: 5), *work Row 10 of Chart

A, k0 (2: 2), work Row 1 of Chart B, k0 (2:

2); rep from * once more, work Row 1 of 

Chart A, k2 (2: 5).

Last row sets placement of Charts A and

B. Cont to work from Charts as set until 

Chart B is complete.

Row 15 K2 (2: 5), *work Row 15 of Chart

A, k5 (9: 9); rep from * once more, work 

Row 15 of Chart A, k2 (2: 5).

Cont to work as set until all rows of Chart

A are complete. Break off Yarn B and cont

in Yarn A in st-st until work measures  

20 (21: 22)cm, 7¾ (8¼: 8½)in, ending with  

a WS row.

Next row Purl to end, increasing 2 sts 

evenly across the row for size 1. 

 85 (91: 97) sts.

Shape crown

Row 1 K1, *(k2tog, k4); rep from * to end.  

71 (76: 81) sts.

Rows 2-4 Work in st-st.

Row 5 K1, *(k2tog, k3); rep from * to end. 

57 (61: 65) sts.

Row 6 Purl.

Row 7 K1, *(k2tog, k2); rep from * to end. 

43 (46: 49) sts.

Row 8 Purl.

Row 9 K1, *(k2tog, k1); rep from * to end. 

29 (31: 33) sts.

Row 10 Purl.

Row 11 K1, *(k2tog); rep from * to end.  

15 (16: 17) sts.

Row 12 P1 (0: 1), (p2tog) to end. 

8 (8: 9) sts.

Break yarn and draw through remaining 

sts, tighten to close.

To make up
Sew up back seam using mattress stitch.

Make one pompom using both colours  

to go on top of hat. 

The little pompom on

the hat is a lovely

ƤRMWLMRK�XSYGL
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CALL 03330 162 138 and quote ‘SIMPLE XMAS 18 PRINT1’
ONLINE www.buysubscriptions.com/SimplyChristmas18

UK calls will cost the same as other standard ixed line numbers (starting 01 or 02) and are included as part of any inclusive or free minutes
allowances (if offered by your phone tariff). Outside of free call packages call charges from mobile phones will cost between 3p and 55p per

minute. Lines are open Mon to Fri 8am-6pm and Sat 9am-1pm. Overseas please call +44 (0)1604 973 746. *Prices including postage
are £5.99 for UK residents, £6.99 for Europe and £7.99 for Rest of World. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.
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£4.99
ONLY

plus P&P*

www.facebook.com/simplychristmasmag

s

From cooking to crafting, decorating to gift-buying,  
Simply Christmas is packed with ideas and inspiration to 

make sure you have a very happy holiday season!

COOKIE CUTTERS  

WITH EVERY ISSUE  

PLUS TWO FANTASTIC

SEASONAL RECIPE

COLLECTIONS
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Hook yourself a very

happy Ch i withChristmas wi

thisis collection of over

50 festive favourites  

from the Simply

Crorochet tea P ckedteam. Packedt

with patterns for gifts

annd decorations, plus  

winter warmer

acaccessories, it’s the

perferfect crochet

companion for the

holiday season.

JUST 
£8.99

inc P&P*

C H R I S T M A S

CALL 03330 162 138 and quote ‘YOUR CROCHET CHRISTMAS 18 PRINT1’
ONLINE www.buysubscriptions.com/crochetxmas

UK calls will cost the same as other standard ixed line numbers (starting 01 or 02) and are included as part of any inclusive or free minutes allowances 

(if ofered by your phone tarif ). Outside of free call packages call charges from mobile phones will cost between 3p and 55p per minute.
Lines are open 8.00am-6.00pm weekdays and 9.00am–1pm Saturday for orders only. Overseas please call +44 (0) 1604 973 746.

* Price applies to UK orders only. EUR price £10.99, ROW price £11.99. All prices include P&P. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

sweet festive ideas you’ll love!

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
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Merry Chrstmas! 
'IPIFVEXI�FEF]�W�ƤVWX�'LVMWXQEW�[MXL�SYV�WIPIGXMSR�SJ�JYR� 

ORMXW�JSV�PMXXPI�LIEHW��4MGO�]SYV�JEZSYVMXI�SV�QEOI�XLI�WIX�

Fun gift 
ideas  

you'll love  to knit!

ElmeKamel.ir
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Mr Frosty
�1EOI�EPP�SJ�FEF]ŭW�'LVMWXQEW�

SYXMRKW�I\XVE�NSPP]�[MXL�XLMW�EHSVEFPI�

WRS[QER�LEX� By Val Pierce
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Christmas�LEXW

T�
LMW�JVMIRHP]�JIPPS[�MW�QYGL�[EVQIV�XLER�LI�PSSOW��-R�JEGX��

1V�*VSWX]�MW�ORMXXIH�MR�X[S�GSW]�]EVRW�JVSQ�7MVHEV�ũ�E�WSJX�

(/�ERH�E�ŬWRS[ƥEOIŭ�]EVR�XLEX�GVIEXIW�E�ƥIIGI�JEFVMG��

=SY�PP�[SVO�XLMW�LEX�JVSQ�XLI�FSXXSQ�YT��WXEVXMRK�[MXL�XLI�VMFFIH�

IHKMRK�ERH�ƤRMWLMRK�[MXL�E�WLETIH�XST�ERH�E�PEVKI�ƥYJJ]�TSQTSQ�

Snowmn hat
=SY�[MPP�RIIH
■  Sirdar Snuggly Snowflake DK, 25g in: 

Milky (shade 630) x 1 (1: 2) balls – 

Yarn A

■  Sirdar Snuggly DK, 50g in: 

Bubbles Blue (shade 482) x 1 ball – 

Yarn B 

White (shade 251) x 1 ball – Yarn C

■  Oddments of orange and black  

DK yarn

■  3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles

■  4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles 

1IEWYVIQIRXW
■  To fit 0-3 (6-12: 12-18) months

■  To fit head circumference 35 (40: 

45)cm, 13¾ (15¾: 17¾)in

8IRWMSR
■   22 sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) 

over st-st using 4mm (UK 8, US 6)

needles

%FFVIZMEXMSRW
■  For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Snowman hat
9WMRK�����QQ��9/�����97���RIIHPIW�ERH�

=EVR�'��GEWX�SR������������WXW�

Row 1 �/���T��XS�PEWX�WXMXGL��O�� 

Row 2 4����O���T��XS�IRH� 

6ITIEX�VS[W���ERH����XLVII�XMQIW�ERH�

XLIR�VS[����SRGI����VS[W�

Next row 4����������T�XSK���T���T�XSK� 

�����������XMQIW��T��������������������WXW�

'LERKI�XS�=EVR�%�ERH��QQ��9/����97���

RIIHPIW��

;SVO�MR�WX�WX�JSV���������GQ�������~�� 

�}MR��IRHMRK�SR�E�TYVP�VS[��'LERKI�XS�

=EVR�&�

Next row�/RMX�

Next row�/RMX

Next row�4YVP�

Next row�/RMX

;SVO���VS[W�WX�WX�

Shape top  

0-3 months 

(IG���WXW�IZIRP]�EGVSWW�VS[������WXW�

                       

6-12 months 

(IG��WX�IZIRP]�EGVSWW�VS[�����WXW������������������������ 

12-18 months 

-RG���WXW�IZIRP]�EGVSWW�VS[�����WXW�

'SRXMRYI�JSV�EPP�WM^IW��

Next row��/���O�XSK��VIT�XS�PEWX�WX��O��

Next row�4YVP��

Next row��/���O�XSK��VIT�XS�PEWX�WX��O��

&IK�TYVP��[SVO���VS[W�WX�WX�

Next row��/���O�XSK��VIT�XS�PEWX�WX��O��

&IK�TYVP��[SVO���VS[W�WX�WX�

Next row��/���O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ���XS�PEWX�

WX��O��

Next row�4YVP�

Next row��/���O�XSK��VIT�XS�PEWX�WX��O��

Next row�4YVP�

Next row�/�XSK�XS�PEWX�WX��O��� 

������������WXW��

Next row�4YVP�

0-3 months 

/�XSK���XMQIW��O�����WXW� 

 

6-12 months 

/�XSK���XMQIW����WXW�

12-18 months  

/�XSK���XMQIW��O�����WXW�

&VIEO�]EVR�ERH�XLVIEH�XLVSYKL�WXW�SR�

RIIHPI��HVE[�YT�ERH�JEWXIR�SJJ

)]IW��QEOI�� 

9WMRK��QQ��9/����97���RIIHPIW�ERH�

FPEGO�(/�]EVR��GEWX�SR���WXW��

/RMX���VS[�

Next row�-RG���WX�EX�IEGL�IRH�SJ�RI\X�ERH�

JSPP�EPX�VS[W�XS����WXW�

/RMX���VS[W��

Next row�/�XSK�EX�IEGL�IRH�SJ�RI\X�ERH�

JSPP�EPX�VS[W�XS���WXW�

/RMX���VS[�ERH�GEWX�SJJ��

2SWI
9WMRK��QQ��9/����97���RIIHPIW�ERH�

SVERKI�(/�]EVR��GEWX�SR���WXW��

Next row�-RG���WX�EX�IEGL�IRH�SJ�RI\X�ERH�

JSPP�EPX�VS[W�XS����WXW�

;SVO���VS[W�

Next row�(IG���WX�EX�IEGL�IRH�SJ�RI\X�ERH�

JSPP�EPX�VS[W�XS���WXW��/���VS[�ERH�GEWX�SJJ��

8S�QEOI�YT
;SVO�MR�EPP�IRHW��7I[�WIEQ�SR�LEX��[LMGL�

VYRW�HS[R�XLI�GIRXVI�FEGO��8S�QEOI�

RSWI��VYR�E�XLVIEH�EPP�EVSYRH�XLI�SYXIV�

IHKI�SJ�XLI�RSWI�TMIGI��EHH�WSQI�WXYJƤRK�

ERH�HVE[�YT�XLVIEH��(SRŭX�TYPP�XSS�XMKLXP]�

ũ�NYWX�IRSYKL�XS�KMZI�E�VSYRHIH�WLETI��

7I[�ƤVQP]�XS�GIRXVI�JVSRX�SJ�LEX��7I[�

I]IW�IMXLIV�WMHI�SJ�XLI�RSWI��9WMRK�FPEGO�

]EVR��IQFVSMHIV�E�QSYXL�YWMRK�GLEMR�

WXMXGL��9WMRK�FPYI�ERH�[LMXI�(/�]EVRW�

XSKIXLIV��QEOI�E�PEVKI�TSQTSQ�ERH� 

WI[�XS�XST�SJ�LEX��

                      

%FSYX�XLIWI�]EVRW
7MVHEV�7RYKKP]�7RS[ƥEOI�(/
���	�TSP]IWXIV� 

��Q�TIV���K

1EGLMRI�[EWL�EX���¢'

£1.99

7MVHEV�7RYKKP]�(/
��	�R]PSR����	�EGV]PMG� 

���Q�TIV���K

1EGLMRI�[EWL�EX���¢'

£3.33

*SV�WXSGOMWXW�GEPP��������������� 

SV�ZMWMX�[[[�WMVHEV�GS�YO

ElmeKamel.ir
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Ho ho ho!
+IX�MRXS�XLI�'LVMWXQEW�WTMVMX�[MXL� 

Monica Russel’s�W[IIX�7ERXE�LEX�� 

-XŭPP�PSSO�WS�GYXI�MR�EPP�]SYV�JIWXMZI�TLSXSW��

Super-snug in merino and alpaca 
yarn
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Christmas�LEXW

C�
IPIFVEXI�FEF]ŭW�ƤVWX�'LVMWXQEW�[MXL�XLMW�EHSVEFPI�LEX�

ũ�MXŭW�KSX�EPP�XLI�JIEXYVIW�SJ�7ERXEŭW�S[R�LIEH[IEV��FYX�

GSQIW�MR�JSYV�WQEPPIV�WM^IW�JSV�PMXXPI�SRIW��1SRMGE�LEW��

YWIH�XLI�WSJXIWX�QIVMRS�ERH�EPTEGE�]EVR��WS�[LIXLIV�MXŭW�[SVR�JSV�

TEVXMIW�SV�XVMTW�XS�XLI�TEVO��]SYV�FEF]�[MPP�WXE]�WRYK�XLVSYKLSYX�

XLI�JIWXMZI�WIEWSR��;SVOIH�MR�XLI�VSYRH�MR�FVMKLX�VIH��ERH�ƤRMWLIH�

[MXL�E�[LMXI�FVMQ�ERH�GSSVHMREXMRK�TSQTSQ��XLMW�TEXXIVR�MW�JYR�XS�

ORMX��ERH�IEW]�JSV�FIKMRRIVW��XSS��1EOI�MX�JSV�]SYV�QMRM�'PEYW�XSHE]��

Snta hat
=SY�[MPP�RIIH
■   Yarn Stories Fine Merino & Baby 

Alpaca Aran, 50g in: 

Cream (shade 2504) x 1 ball – Yarn A 

Rouge (shade 2515) x 1 ball – Yarn B

■  5mm (UK 6, US 8) circular needle, 

30cm (11¾in) long

■  Set of 5mm (UK 6, US 8) double-

pointed needles for top of hat

■  Stitch marker 

1IEWYVIQIRXW
■  To fit 0 (3: 6: 9) months

■  To fit head circumference 35 (37: 39: 

41)cm, 14 (14½: 15½: 16)in

8IRWMSR
■   18 sts and 27 rows to 10cm (4in) 

over st-st using 5mm (UK 6, US 8)

needles

%FFVIZMEXMSRW
■  For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Santa hat
9WMRK��QQ��9/����97���GMVGYPEV�RIIHPI�

ERH�=EVR�%��GEWX�SR����������������WXW�

.SMR�WXW��FIMRK�GEVIJYP�RSX�XS�X[MWX�XLI�

]EVR��ERH�TPEGI�E�QEVOIV�XS�HIRSXI�XLI�

WXEVX�SJ�XLI�VSYRH�

Rounds 1-7 (RS)�4YVP�

'LERKI�XS�=EVR�&�

/RMX�IZIV]�VSYRH�YRXMP�[SVO�QIEWYVIW

��GQ���~MR�

(IGVIEWI�JSV�GVS[R� 

Round 1 �/����������������WOTS��VIT

JVSQ���XS�IRH�SJ�VSYRH�� 

���������������WXW�

Round 2 and all alt rounds�/RMX�

Round 3 �/����������������WOTS��VIT

JVSQ���XS�IRH�SJ�VSYRH�� 

���������������WXW�

Round 5��/����������������WOTS��VIT

JVSQ���XS�IRH�SJ�VSYRH�� 

���������������WXW�

Round 7��/����������������WOTS��VIT

JVSQ���XS�IRH�SJ�VSYRH�� 

���������������WXW� 

Round 9��/����������������WOTS��VIT

JVSQ���XS�IRH�SJ�VSYRH�

���������������WXW�

Round 11��/����������������WOTS��VIT

JVSQ���XS�IRH�SJ�VSYRH�

���������������WXW�

Round 13��/����������������WOTS��VIT

JVSQ���XS�IRH�SJ�VSYRH�

���������������WXW�

Round 15��/����������������WOTS��VIT

JVSQ���XS�IRH�SJ�VSYRH�

���������������WXW�

Round 17��/���������������WOTS��VIT

JVSQ���XS�IRH�SJ�VSYRH�

���������������WXW�

Round 19��/��������������WOTS��VIT�JVSQ

��XS�IRH�SJ�VSYRH�

���������������WXW�

'SRXMRYI�HIGVIEWMRK�IZIV]�EPX�VSYRH�EW

WIX��[SVOMRK���PIWW�WX�FIJSVI�[SVOMRK

XLI�WOTS�IEGL�XMQI�YRXMP�XLIVI�EVI� 

��WXW�PIJX��

/RMX���VSYRHW�

'YX�]EVR�ERH�YWMRK�E�WI[MRK�RIIHPI�

XLVIEH�MX�XLVSYKL�VIQ�WXW�ERH�HVE[

XLIQ�YT�XMKLXP]�XLIR�JEWXIR�SJJ�

8S�QEOI�YT
9WMRK�=EVR�%��QEOI�E�TSQTSQ�ERH� 

WI[�MX�SRXS�XLI�LEX��;IEZI�MR�IRHW�

%FSYX�XLMW�]EVR
Yarn Stories, Fine Merino  
& Baby Alpaca Aran
��	�[SSP����	�EPTEGE� 

��Q�TIV���K

1EGLMRI�[EWL�EX���¢'

e������JSV�WXSGOMWXW�GEPP�����������

����SV�ZMWMX�[[[�]EVRWXSVMIW�GSQ

-XŭW�MR�XLI�HIXEMP
This is such a simple pattern, 

YWMRK�TYVP�JSV�XLI�FVMQ�ERH�KEVXIV�

WXMXGL�JSV�XLI�QEMR�LEX��1EOI�

sure that you measure baby’s 

LIEH�GEVIJYPP]�FIJSVI�GLSSWMRK�

]SYV�WM^I�ERH�FIKMRRMRK�XS�ORMX��

as the brim doesn’t have a lot 

SJ�WXVIXGL�MR�MX��*SV�E�FMX�QSVI�

WXVIXGL��]SY�GSYPH�[SVO�XLI�FVMQ�

MR��O���T��VMF�MJ�]SY�TVIJIV��
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Jingle bels
Val Pierce’s 'LVMWXQEW XVII LEX MW

XVMQQIH [MXL GSPSYVJYP FEYFPIW ERH

E�WLMRMRK�WXEV�JSV�E�WTSX�SJ�JIWXMZI�JYR�

Use up

your DK

yarn for the

baubles! 
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Christmas�LEXW

8
LMW LEX MW WYGL JYR XS ORMX� 8LI XI\XYVIH ŬFVERGLIWŭ EVI

GVIEXIH [MXL I]IPIX VS[W� [LMGL EVI JSPHIH MR LEPJ XS QEOI

E TMGSX IHKI� -R FIX[IIR� PMXXPI VSYRH FEYFPIW FVMRK E FYVWX

SJ�'LVMWXQEWW]�GSPSYV��[LMPI�E�WXEV�EHHW�XLI�JIWXMZI�ƤRMWLMRK�XSYGL��

Tre hat
=SY [MPP RIIH
■ Sirdar Snuggly DK, 50g in:

Cutie Clover (shade 480) x 1 ball –

Yarn A

Oddments of DK yarn in bright

colours for baubles (five shades)

Oddment of bright yellow DK for star

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles 

1IEWYVIQIRXW
■ To fit 0-3 (6-12: 12-18) months

■ To fit head circumference 35 (40: 

45)cm, 13¾ (15¾: 17¾)in

8IRWMSR
■ 22 sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in)

over st-st using 4mm (UK 8, US 6)

needles

%FFVIZMEXMSRW
■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Christmas tree hat
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW�ERH�

=EVR %� GEWX SR �� ���� �� WXW�

Row 1 �/�� T� XS PEWX WX� O��

Row 2 4�� �O�� T� XS IRH�

6ITIEX VS[W � ERH �� XLVII XMQIW�ERH�

XLIR VS[ �� SRGI �� VS[W�

Next row 4� ��� ��� T�XSK� �T�� T�XSK

�� ���� �� XMQIW� T� ��� �� �� ���� �� WXW

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97���RIIHPIW��

;SVO � VS[W MR WX�WX�

**Next row �/�� ]J[H� O�XSK� VIT XS�IRH�

&IKMR TYVP� [SVO �� VS[W WX�WX���

6ITIEX JVSQ �� XS �� SRGI�

Next row /�� �]J[H� O�XSK� VIT XS�IRH�

&IK TYVP� [SVO �� VS[W WX�WX�

Next row /�� �]J[H� O�XSK� VIT XS IRH�

&IK TYVP� [SVO � VS[W WX�WX� HIGVIEWMRK EW

WIX SYX FIPS[ SR�PEWX�VS[�XS�WLETI�XST�

0-3 months

(IG � WXW IZIRP] EGVSWW�VS[�����WXW� 

6-12 months

(IG � WX IZIRP] EGVSWW�VS[�����WXW� 

12-18 months

-RG � WXW IZIRP] EGVSWW VS[�����WXW�

'SRXMRYI JSV EPP WM^IW�

Next row �/�� O�XSK��VIT�XS�PEWX�WX��O��

Next row 4YVP�

Next row �/�� O�XSK� VIT XS PEWX�WX��O��

&IK TYVP� [SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

Next row �/�� O�XSK� VIT XS PEWX�WX��O��

&IK TYVP� [SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

Next row �/���O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ���XS�PEWX�

WX� O��

Next row 4YVP�

Next row��/���O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ���XS�PEWX�

WX� O��

Next row 4YVP�

Next row /�XSK XS PEWX�WX��O��  

�� ���� �� WXW�

Next row 4YVP�

0-3 months

/�XSK � XMQIW� O�����WXW�

6-12 months

/�XSK � XMQIW� � WXW�

12-18 months  

/�XSK � XMQIW� O�� � WXW�

&VIEO ]EVR ERH XLVIEH XLVSYKL WXW�SR�

RIIHPI� HVE[ YT ERH JEWXIR�SJJ

7XEV �QEOI �
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW�ERH�

FVMKLX ]IPPS[� GEWX�SR����WXW�  

/RMX � VS[�

Next row /�� WP�� O�XSK� TWWS� �O�� WP��

O�XSK� TWWS� VITIEX XS PEWX � WXW� O��

Next row /�� WP�� O�XSK� TWWS� �O�� WP��

O�XSK� TWWS� VITIEX XS PEWX � WXW� O��

Next row /�� WP�� O�XSK� TWWS �O�� WP��

O�XSK� TWWS� VITIEX XS PEWX � WXW� O��

Next row /�� WP�� O�XSK� TWWS� �O�� WP���

O�XSK� TWWS� VITIEX XS PEWX WX� O��

Next row �7P�� O�XSK� TWWS� VITIEX XS IRH�

� WXW� &VIEO ]EVR ERH XLVIEH XLVSYKL WXW

SR RIIHPI� HVE[ YT ERH JEWXIR SJJ� .SMR

WMHI�WIEQ� 7I[�XLI�X[S�WXEVW�XSKIXLIV��

&EYFPIW
�1EOI �� MR XSXEP� � MR IEGL GSPSYV GLSMGI�

9WMRK �QQ �9/ �� 97���RIIHPIW��GEWX�SR�

� WXW� /RMX � VS[�

Next row -RG � WX EX IEGL IRH�SJ�RI\X�VS[�

ERH JSPP EPX VS[W�XS���WXW�

/RMX � VS[W�

Next row /�XSK EX IEGL IRH SJ RI\X�ERH�

JSPP�EPX�VS[W�XS���WXW��'EWX�SJJ��

8S QEOI YT
8LVIEH E RIIHPI [MXL =EVR %� *SPH IEGL

I]IPIX VS[ MR LEPJ SRXS 67 SJ [SVO XS JSVQ

E TMGSX IHKI� 7XMXGL RIEXP] EPSRK JSPH SR

XLI VMKLX WMHI SJ [SVO XS JSVQ XLI VMHKI�

(SR�X TYPP XLI ]EVR XSS XMKLXP] WMRGI XLI

LEX QYWX VIXEMR MXW IPEWXMGMX]� 6ITIEX SR

XLI SXLIV TMGSX VMHKIW� 7I[ XLI WIEQ

SR XLI LEX [LMGL VYRW HS[R XLI GIRXVI

FEGO� 1EVO TSWMXMSRW JSV FEYFPIW SR XLI

LEX� YWMRK XLI MQEKI EW E KYMHI� ERH

EPXIVREXMRK GSPSYVW� 4MR E FEYFPI MR TPEGI�

EHH E XMR] FMX SJ WXYJƤRK ERH WI[ WIGYVIP]

SRXS LEX� 6ITIEX [MXL XLI VIWX SJ FEYFPIW�

7I[�WXEV�XS�GIRXVI�XST�SJ�LEX��XS�ƤRMWL��

%FSYX XLMW ]EVR
7MVHEV 7RYKKP] (/
��	 R]PSR� ��	 EGV]PMG  

���Q TIV ��K

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

e����� JSV WXSGOMWXW GEPP ����� ����

����SV�ZMWMX�[[[�WMVHEV�GS�YO
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Little pud!
1EHI�MR�WSJX�[SSP�ERH�EPTEGE��ERH�XSTTIH�

[MXL�E�WTVMK�SJ�ORMXXIH�LSPP]��Monica 

Russel’s�'LVMWXQEW�FIERMI�MW�E�JIWXMZI�

QEOI�XLEXŭW�WYVI�XS�VEMWI�E�WQMPI�

Keep their 

little ears 

warm this 

winter

ElmeKamel.ir
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Christmas�LEXW

E
RWYVI XLI WQEPPIWX QIQFIV SJ XLI JEQMP] GER NSMR MR XLI�

JIWXMZI JYR F] ORMXXMRK XLIQ XLMW EHSVEFPI 'LVMWXQEW

TYHHMRK LEX� GSQTPIXI [MXL XVMQQMRKW� /RMXXIH MR QIVMRS

ERH EPTEGE ]EVR� MX�W [EVQ ERH GSW] EW [IPP EW GYXI� 7I[ XLI LSPP]�

ERH�FIVVMIW�SR�WIGYVIP]�XS�OIIT�XLIQ�WEJI�JVSQ�PMXXPI�ƤRKIVW�

Pudding hat
=SY [MPP RIIH
■ Yarn Stories Fine Merino & Baby 

Alpaca Aran, 50g in:

Toffee (shade 2519) x 1 ball – Yarn A

Cream (shade 2504) x 1 ball – Yarn B

Leaf (shade 2510) x 1 ball – Yarn C

■ 5mm (UK 6, US 8) circular needle, 

approx 30cm in length

■ 5mm (UK 6, US 8) double-pointed 

needles (DPNs)

■ Stitch marker

■ Small pompoms for holly berries

1IEWYVIQIRXW
■ To fit 0 (3: 6: 9) months

■ To fit head circumference 35 (37: 39:

41)cm, 14 (14½: 15½: 16)in

8IRWMSR
■ 18 sts and 27 rows to 10cm (4in)

over st-st, using 5mm (UK 6, US 8) 

needles

%FFVIZMEXMSRW
■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Pudding hat
'EWX SR �� ���� ��� �� WXW YWMRK GMVGYPEV

RIIHPI ERH =EVR %� .SMR XS[SVO MR XLI

VSYRH� XEOMRK GEVI RSX XS X[MWX�WXW��4PEGI�

QEVOIV JSV FIK SJ VSYRH�

/RMX MR =EVR % YRXMP [SVO QIEWYVIW�����������

��GQ� �} ��~� �� �}MR�

Next round �/� ��� �� ��%� O�&� O� ��� ���

��%� O�&� O� ��� ��� ��%� O�&� O� ��� �� ��

%� O�&� O������������%��O�&��O�����������%��

O�&�

Next round /�&� O� ��� �� �%� O�&� O� ���

�� �%� O�&� O� ��� �� �%� O�&� O� ��� �� �%�

O�&� O� ��� �� �%� O�&� O� ��� �� �%� O�&�

Next round /�&� O� ��� �� �%� O�&� O� ���

�� �%� O�&� O� ��� �� �%� O�&� O� ��� �� �%�

O�&� O� ��� �� �%� O�&� O� ��� �� �%� O�&�

Next round /�&� O� ��� �� �%� O�&� O� ���

�� �%� O�&� O� ��� �� �%� O�&� O� ��� �� �%�

O�&� O� ��� �� �%� O�&� O� ��� �� �%� O�&�

'YX =EVR % ERH GSRX [SVOMRK MR =EVR & YRXMP

LEX QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��� ��GQ���}���������

�~MR�JVSQ�FEWI�SJ�FVMQ�

(IGVIEWI JSV GVS[R

Round 1 /� ��� �� �� �WOTS� O�� VIT JVSQ���

XS IRH SJ VSYRH� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Round 2 /� ��� �� �� �WOTS� O�� VIT JVSQ���

XS IRH SJ VSYRH� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Round 3 /� ��� �� �� �WOTS� O�� VIT JVSQ���

XS IRH SJ VSYRH� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � HSYFPI�

TSMRXIH RIIHPIW ERH GSRX HIG EW JSPPW�

6SYRH � /� ��� �� �� �WOTS� O�� VIT JVSQ���

XS IRH SJ VSYRH� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Round 5 /� ��� �� �� �WOTS� O�� VIT JVSQ���

XS IRH SJ VSYRH� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Round 6/� ��� �� �� �WOTS� O�� VIT JVSQ���

XS IRH SJ VSYRH� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Round 7 /� ��� �� �� �WOTS� VIT JVSQ���XS�

IRH SJ VSYRH� � ���� ��� �� WXW�

Round 8 /� ��� �� �� �WOTS� VIT�JVSQ���XS�

IRH SJ VSYRH� � ��� �� � WXW�

Round 9 /� ��� �� �� WOTS � ���������XMQIW��

O������������� ���������WXW�

6months only

Round 10�/���WOTS��O�����WXW�

All sizes

'YX SJJ =EVR &�

9WMRK =EVR % QEOI ER M�GSVH EW JSPPW�

�/RMX � WXW� WPMHI XS SXLIV IRH SJ (42W

[MXLSYX XYVRMRK [SVO� VIT JVSQ���YRXMP�M�GSVH�

QIEWYVIW �GQ���}MR�

'EWX�SJJ�

,SPP] �QEOI � EPMOI
'EWX SR � WXW YWMRK �QQ��9/����97���

RIIHPIW ERH =EVR '�

Row 2 /�� ]S� O�� ]S� O�� � WXW�

Row 3 /�� T XS PEWX WX� O��

6S[ � /�� ]S� O�� ]S� O�� � WXW�

Row 5 /�� T XS PEWX WX� O��

Row 6/�� ]S� O�� ]S� O�� � WXW�

Row 7 /�� T XS PEWX WX� O��

Row 8 /�� ]S� O�� ]S� O�� �� WXW�

Row 9 'EWX SJJ � WXW� T XS PEWX WX� O�� � WXW�

Row 10 'EWX�SJJ���WXW��O���]S��O���]S��O��  

� WXW�

Row 11 /�� T XS PEWX WX� O��

Row 12 /�� ]S� O�� ]S� O�� � WXW�

Row 13 /�� T XS PEWX WX� O��

6S[ �� /�� ]S� O�� ]S� O�� �� WXW�

Row 15 /�� T XS PEWX WX� O��

Row 16/�� ]S� O�� ]S� O�� �� WXW�

Row 17 'EWX SJJ � WXW� T XS PEWX WX� O�� � WXW�

Row 18 'EWX�SJJ���WXW��O���]S��O���]S��O��  

� WXW�

Row 19 /�� T XS PEWX WX� O��

Row 20 /�� O�XSK� O�� � WXW�

Row 21 /�� T�XSK� O�����WXW�

Row 22 /�XSK�

*EWXIR�SJJ�

8S QEOI YT
*SPH XLI M�GSVH MR LEPJ� 7I[ MRXS TPEGI�

7I[ XLI LSPP] SRXS XLI JVSRX SJ XLI LEX�

HS[R XLI GIRXVI WIEQ SJ XLI PIEJ�

7I[�TSQTSQW�XS�XLI�XST�SJ�XLI�PIEJ�

%FSYX XLMW ]EVR
Yarn Stories, Fine Merino  
& Baby Alpaca Aran
��	 [SSP� ��	 EPTEGE  

��Q TIV ��K

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

e����� JSV WXSGOMWXW GEPP ����� ���

����SV�ZMWMX�[[[�]EVRWXSVMIW�GSQ
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Textured umper

H
eading out to the

park for a spot of

snowman building?

Then be sure to wrap baby up

in this adorable knit – simple,

classic and brilliantly warm,

it’s a real winter winner! The

sweater has a textured front

and back, and is knitted in

Sirdar Snuggly Rascal. Famous

for its softness, this yarn

comes in a range of fun colour

effects like this self-striping

number – there are ten shades

to choose from, so pick your

favourite and get knitting!

About this yarn
Sirdar Snuggly Rascal DK
55% nylon, 45% acrylic

165m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£3.49, for stockists call 01924 231

682 or visit www.sirdar.co.uk

Snug as a bug

Top Tip
To slip stitces 

nto a stitch holder, 
fed te lng metal or 

plastic part thrugh te 
specified stitces

Knitted in cool shades of grey and ice blue,  

this sweater from Sirdar will keep him cosy  

on winter walks and snow days! 

ElmeKamel.ir
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Stripes are always fun 

to knit and give an

I]I�GEXGLMRK�ƤRMWL
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Jumper
You will need
■ Sirdar Snuggly Rascal DK, 50g in

Munchkin (shade 459) x 2 (2: 3:  

4: 5) balls

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting 

needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles 

■ Stitch markers

■ Stitch holders

Tension
■ 22 sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in)

over st-st, and 26 sts and 33 rows to

10cm (4in) over using textured patt

using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements
0-6

months

6-12

months

1-2

years

2-3

years

4-5

years

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 46 51 56 61

in 16 18 20 22 24

Actual
measurements

cm 45 50 55 62 66

in 17¾ 19¾ 21¾ 24½ 26

Full
length

cm 24 28 32 38 42

in 9½ 11 12½ 16½ 19

Sleeve length
(adjustable)

cm 15 17 20 24 29

in 6 6½ 8 9½ 11½
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Textured umper

Jumper
Back
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles

and thumb method, cast on 59 (65: 71: 

80: 86) sts.

Row 1 P2, *k1, p2; rep from * to end.

Row 2 *K2, p1; rep from * to last

2 sts, k2.

These 2 rows will now be referred to

as 1x2 rib.

Work 6 (6: 6: 8: 8) rows more in  

1x2 rib.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 ��RIIHPIW�

and proceed as follows:

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 *P2, k1; rep from * to last

2 sts, p2.

Row 4 K2, *p1, k2; rep from * to end.

Rows 1-4 set textured patt.

Working in textured patt (throughout),

cont until back measures 12 (15: 18: 23:

26)cm, (4¾ (6: 7: 9: 10¼)in), ending with 

a WS row.

Shape raglan

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� ��WXW�MR�TEXX�EX�FIK

of next 2 rows.

53 (57: 63: 70: 76) sts.**

1st, 2nd, 3rd and 5th sizes only

Row 1 K1, sl1, k1, psso, patt to last

3 sts, k2tog, k1. 51 (55: 61: 74) sts.

Row 2 P2, patt to last 2 sts, p2.

Rows 1 and 2 set raglan shapings.

4th size only

Row 1 K1, sl1, k1, psso, patt to last

3 sts, k2tog, k1. (68) sts.

Row 2 P1, p2tog, patt to last 3 sts,

p2togtbl, p1. (66) sts.

Rows 1 and 2 set raglan shapings.

Work 2 rows, dec 1 st at each end as

before in every row. (62) sts.

All 5 sizes

Work 30 (32: 34: 36: 42) rows, dec

1 st at each end as before in next and

every foll alt row.

21 (23: 27: 26: 32) sts.

Leave rem 21 (23: 27: 26: 32) sts on

a stitch holder.

Front
Work as given for Back to **.

1st, 2nd, 3rd and 5th sizes only

Row 1 K1, sl1, k1, psso, patt to last

3 sts, k2tog, k1. 51 (55: 61: 74) sts.

Row 2 P2, patt to last 2 sts, p2.

Rows 1 and 2 set raglan shapings.

4th size only

Row 1 K1, sl1, k1, psso, patt to last

3 sts, k2tog, k1. (68) sts.

Row 2 P1, p2tog, patt to last 3 sts,

p2togtbl, p1. (66) sts.

Rows 1 and 2 set raglan shapings.

Work 2 rows, dec 1 st at each end as

before in every row. (62) sts.

All 5 sizes

Work 18 (20: 24: 22: 28) rows, dec

1 st at each end as before in next and

every foll alt row.

33 (35: 37: 40: 46) sts.***

Top Tip
If yu’re loking

for quick-knit git
ideas ths jumper 

s perfect!

ElmeKamel.ir
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Textured umper

Shape neck

Next row K1, sl1, k1, psso, patt 9 (9:

8: 11: 11), turn, leave rem 21 (23: 26: 

26: 32) sts on a stitch holder.

Working on these 11 (11: 10: 13: 13)

sts only, proceed as follows:

Next row Patt to last 2 sts, p2.

Next row K1, sl1, k1, psso, patt to

last 2 sts, patt2tog.

9 (9: 8: 11: 11) sts.

Next row Patt2tog, patt to last 2

sts, p2. 8 (8: 7: 10: 10) sts.

Last 2 rows set raglan and neck

shapings.

Work 4 (4: 4: 6: 6) rows, dec 1 st at

raglan edge as before in next and

every foll alt row AT SAME TIME dec 1

st at neck edge in next and every foll

alt row. 4 (4: 3: 4: 4) sts.

Work 3 (3: 1: 3: 3: 3) rows, dec 1 st at

raglan edge only as before in next and

foll 2nd (2nd: 0: 2nd: 2nd) row. 2 sts.

Next row P2tog. Fasten off.

With RS facing, working on rem 21

(23: 26: 26: 32) sts, slip 9 (11: 15: 12:

18) sts onto a stitch holder, rejoin

yarn to rem 12 (12: 11: 14: 14) sts

and patt to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1.

11 (11: 10: 13: 13) sts.

Next row P2, patt to end.

Next row Patt2tog, patt to last 3

sts, k2tog, k1. 9 (9: 8: 11: 11) sts.

Next row P2, patt to last 2 sts,

patt2tog. 8 (8: 7: 10: 10) sts.

Last 2 rows set neck and raglan

shapings.

Work 4 (4: 4: 6: 6) rows, dec 1 st at

neck edge in next and every foll alt

row AT SAME TIME dec 1 st at raglan

edge as before in next and every foll

alt row. 4 (4: 3: 4: 4) sts.

Work 3 (3: 1: 3: 3) rows, dec 1 st at

raglan edge only in next and foll

2nd (2nd: 0: 2nd: 2nd) row. 2 sts.

Next row P2tog. Fasten off.

Sleeves (both alike)
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles

and thumb method, cast on 37 (37: 39: 

39: 45) sts.

Row 1 *K1, p1; rep from * to last st, k1.

Row 2 P1, *k1, p1; rep from * to end.

These 2 rows will now be referred to

as 1x1 rib.

Work 5 (5: 5: 7: 7) rows more in 1x1

rib.

Next row P3 (3: 4: 4: 4), p2tog,

(p4 [4: 4: 4: 3], p2tog) 5 (5: 5: 5: 7)

times, p2 (2: 3: 3: 4).

31 (31: 33: 33: 37) sts.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 ��RIIHPIW�

and proceed as follows:

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 Purl.

These 2 rows will now be referred to

as st-st (stocking stitch).

Working in st-st (throughout), inc 1 st

at each end of 3rd and every foll

6th (4th: 4th: 4th: 6th) row to

35 (45: 43: 45: 53) sts.

1st, 3rd, 4th and 5th sizes only

Inc 1 st at each end of every foll

8th (6th: 6th: 8th) row to 39 (49:

53: 57) sts.

All 5 sizes

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP WPIIZI

measures 15 (17: 20: 24: 29)cm,

(6 (6½: 8: 9½: 11½)in), or length

required, ending with a WS row.

It’s in the detail
The pattern on the front and back

of the jumper is a simple 4-row

VITIEX XLEX GVIEXIW E [EJƥI�

like texture. It’s so easy to do,

using a combination of knit and

purl stitches on 4mm needles,

and adds lots of interest to the

jumper in combination with the 

self-patterning stripes.  

Shape raglan

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� � WXW EX FIK SJ

next 2 rows. 33 (37: 41: 43: 47) sts.

Work 8 rows, dec 1 st at each end

as before in next and foll 4th row.

29 (33: 37: 39: 43) sts.

Work 18 (22: 24: 26: 30) rows, dec

1 st at each end as before in next  

and every foll alt row.

11 (11: 13: 13: 13) sts. **

Leave rem 11 (11: 13: 13: 13) sts  

on a stitch holder.

Neckband
Join raglan seams, leaving left back

raglan open. With RS facing, using

3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, knit

across 11 (11: 13: 13: 13) sts left on a

stitch holder at top of left sleeve, pick

up and knit 10 (10: 8: 12: 12) sts evenly

along left side of neck, work across 9

(11: 15: 12: 18) sts left on a stitch holder

at front of neck as follows: k4 (5: 7: 6: 9),

inc in next st, k4 (5: 7: 5: 8), pick up and

knit 10 (10: 8: 12: 12) sts evenly along

right side of neck, knit across 11 (11: 13:

13: 13) sts left on a stitch holder at top

of right sleeve and knit across 21 (23:

27: 26: 32) sts left on a stitch holder at

back of neck. 73 (77: 85: 89: 101) sts.

Starting with Row 2 of 1x1 rib, work

6 (6: 6: 8: 8) rows.

'EWX�SJJ�MR�VMF�

To make up
Join left back raglan and neckband

seams. Join side and sleeve seams.

Pin out garment to the measurement

KMZIR� 'SZIV [MXL HEQT GPSXLW ERH

leave until dry. See ball band for

washing and further care  

instructions.

More ideas
Find patterns for all kinds of baby

knits, from jumpers and cardies

to hats and toys at www.sirdar.

co.uk and check out the huge

range of gorgeous yarns, too!
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Ask the experts
We invite a top team of knitting experts to answer your problems.  

Send your questions to us at love.knitting@immediate.co.uk

ƤPPIVW� 3YV JEZSYVMXIW MRGPYHI

XLI IPJ ERH XLI WRS[QER� .YWX

QEOI WYVI XLEX ]SY EHETX XLI

TEXXIVRW [LIVI RIGIWWEV

VIQSZMRK ER] WQEPP TEVXW� WS

XLI]ŭVI WEJI JSV XLI ]SYRKIWX

QIQFIVW SJ XLI JEQMP]� 8LI

FSSO MW SYX RS[ TVMGIH e�����

MERRY MAKES

QI’ve decided to make

ORMXXIH WXSGOMRK ƤPPIVW JSV

EPP Q] KVERHGLMPHVIR ũ ERH

XS TVIZIRX EVKYQIRXW XLI]

IEGL RIIH XS FI HMJJIVIRX�

%VI XLIVI ER] WYMXEFPI TEXXIVR

GSPPIGXMSRW SYX XLIVI#

Eleanor Brandt, Liverpool

AJoanna says: =SY RIIH

XLIA PEXIWX FSSO MR XLI ��

XS /RMX WIVMIW JVSQ 7IEVGL

4VIWW �[[[�WIEVGLTVIWW�

GSQ� ����� ��� ���� )PIERSV�

Tiny Christmas Toys to Knit F]

7EGLM]S -WLMM MW TEGOIH [MXL

MVVIWMWXMFPI QMRM QEOIW XLEX

[SYPH FI TIVJIGX WXSGOMRK

NEED FOR SPEED

Q1] PMXXPI SRI[ERXW QI

XS QEOI LMQ NYQTIVW JSV

,EPPS[IIR ERH 'LVMWXQEW�

FYX -ŭQ RSX WYVI -ŭPP LEZI XMQI

JSV FSXL� %R] MHIEW#

Melanie Jacobs, Cornwall

ASarah says: 1] JEZSYVMXI

XVMGOA JSV WIEWSREP

KEVQIRXW MW XS EHH ER

IQFIPPMWLQIRX XS E TPEMR

ORMXXIH NYQTIV� -J ]SYŭVI

JIIPMRK GVIEXMZI ]SY GSYPH

IQFVSMHIV ]SYV S[R

QSXMJ� FYX WLST�FSYKLX

SRIW [SVO [IPP XSS� 7I[�SR

TEXGLIW EVI EZEMPEFPI EX EPP

KSSH GVEJX WXSVIW ERH GER

IEWMP] FI WRMTTIH SJJ [LIR

XLI LSPMHE]ŭW SZIV� ;I PMOI

XLMW [MRXV] 4SPEV &IEV 
V 'YFW

HIWMKR JVSQ1MRIVZE 'VEJXW

�e����� [[[�QMRIVZEGVEJXW�

GSQ����������������

ALL WRAPPED UP

Q,EZI ]SY KSX ER] XMTW

JSV LS[ - GERQEOI

Q][VETTIH ORMXXIH KMJXW

PSSO I\XVE WTIGMEP YRHIV XLI

'LVMWXQEW XVII XLMW ]IEV#

Jacqueline Crow, Poole

AAngela says: ;L] RSX

PIX ]SYV JVMIRHW ERH

VIPEXMZIW ORS[ XLIMV TVIWIRX

MW LERHQEHI [MXL XLMW TVIXX]

VMFFSR� .EGUYIPMRI# -XŭW XLI

TIVJIGX ƤRMWLMRK XSYGL�

%W [IPP EW XLI Ŭ1EHI [MXL

0SZIŭ HIWMKR XLIVI EVI QSXMJW

JSV E RYQFIV SJ HMJJIVIRX

GVEJXW ũ JVSQ FEOMRK XS

WXMXGLMRK ERH� SJ GSYVWI�

ORMXXMRK� 8LI VMFFSR MW EZEMPEFPI

JVSQ 7XMXGL/MXW EX [[[�RSXSR

XLILMKLWXVIIX�GSQ ERH TVMGIW

WXEVX EX e� JSV X[S QIXVIW�

Meet some of our knitting experts…
Joanna
Benner
has helped
many people
learn to knit,
and is ready
to share her
know-how

Lucy 
Whyld
is Love Knitting’s
editor and has
all the very latest
yarn and baby
garment trends
EX LIV ƤRKIVXMTW

Angela
Turner
has designed

many of the baby

patterns and

toys featured in

Love Knitting

Sarah 
Winsper 
works for

our sister

magazines

Simply Knitting

and The Knitter

Add a motif to a jumper 

for a quick gift idea

Perfect pressies

for little ones:

Sachiyo Ishii’s toys

Give knits an extra

special touch with

some pretty ribbon

ElmeKamel.ir
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Turning it arund

PERFECT PAIR

Q'ER ]SY WYKKIWX

E JIWXMZI TEXXIVR JSV

E QEXGLMRK [MRXIV LEX ERH

NYQTIV XLEX - GERQEOI JSV

Q] WM\�QSRXL�SPH#

Emily Ford, Dorchester 

AAngela says: 7X]PIGVEJX

LEW VIPIEWIH WSQI

EHSVEFPI FEF] ORMXW MR MXW

RI[ JIWXMZI ,SPP] ERH 4STT]

WLEHIW SJ ;SRHIVWSJX

7XEVHYWX (/� ;I PSZI XLMW

NYQTIV� LEX ERHQMXXIRW WIX

�PIEƥIX ����� [LMGL GSQIW

MR WM^IW JVSQ FMVXL XS

ƤZI ]IEVW� 8LI ]EVR LEW

E JEFYPSYW WTEVOPI XLEX KMZIW

MX E PSZIP] 'LVMWXQEWW] JIIP�

'EPP ����� ��� ��� SV ZMWMX

[[[�WX]PIGVEJX�]EVRW�GS�YO

JSV QSVI HIXEMPW�

FEELING FESTIVE

Q-ŭH PMOI XS ORMX WSQIXLMRK

XS GIPIFVEXI Q] RMIGIŭW

ƤVWX 'LVMWXQEW� FYX WLI LEW

IRSYKL GPSXLIW ERH XS]W�

ERH -ŭZI EPVIEH] KMZIR LIV E

ROIX� WS

WXYGO JSV

EW� ;LEX

R - QEOI#

née

allace,

dinburgh

DO THE TWIST

Q-ŭZI NYWX WXEVXIH Q]

ƤVWX�IZIV ORMXXMRK

TVSNIGX� E WXSGOMRK

WXMXGL LEX JSV Q] FEF]

KVERHWSR� FYX XLI JEFVMG

HSIWRŭX WIIQ VMKLX� 1]

JVMIRH LEH E PSSO ERH

XLMROW -ŭQ X[MWXMRK Q]

WXMXGLIW ũ [LEX HSIW

XLMW QIER#

Doreen Grainger,

London

ASarah says:

% X[MWXIH WXMXGL

MW SRI XLEXŭW WMXXMRK XLI

[VSRK [E] EVSYRH SR

XLI RIIHPI� (SVIIR� 8EOI

E PSSO EX ]SYV ORMXXMRK

ERH XLI PIJX�LERH PIK SJ

IEGL WXMXGL WLSYPH FI

FILMRH XLI RIIHPI� ERH

XLI VMKLX�LERH PIK MR

JVSRX� 8LMW MW XLI GEWI

[LIXLIV ]SYŭVI SR E ORMX

SV E TYVP VS[� ;LIR ]SY

[SVO E WXMXGL� QEOI WYVI

XLEX ]SY MRWIVX XLI RIIHPI

MRXS XLI JVSRX PIK ũ XLI

SRI XLEXŭW RIEVIWX XS ]SY�

/RMXXMRK MRXS XLI FEGO PIK

[MPP X[MWX XLI WXMXGL� -R XLI

WEQTPIW EFSZI ]SY GER

WII XLI HMJJIVIRGI FIX[IIR

E WXSGOMRK WXMXGL JEFVMG

[LIVI XLI WXMXGLIW EVI

JEGMRK XLI YWYEP [E ERH

SRI [LIVI XLI]ŭZI FIIR

X[MWXIH SR XLI ORMX VS[W�

AJoanna says: ;LEX EFSYX

E HIGSVEXMSR XLEX GER

FI HMWTPE]IH ]IEV EJXIV ]IE

6IRɯI# 8LI TVSNIGXW MR Scandi

Knits Book 1 F] .ERI &YVRW�

[LMGL MRGPYHI GSPSYV[SVO

ERH GEFPIW� [MPP FI E JERXEWXMG

QIQIRXS JSV ]SYV RMIGIŭW

QYQ ERH HEH ũ ERH ]SYV

RMIGI [MPP ETTVIGMEXI XLIQ

LIVWIPJ LIVWIPJ [LIR WLIŭW E

FMX SPHIV� *MRH XLI FSSO EX ]SYV

RIEVIWX /MRK 'SPI WXSGOMWX�

BACK & FORTH

Q- FSYKLX WSQI GMVGYPEV

RIIHPIW XS QEOIQ]

HEYKLXIV E LEX� FYX -ŭZI LIEVH

XLI]ŭVI RSX NYWX JSV ORMXXMRK MR

XLI VSYRH ERH - GER HS EPP Q]

TVSNIGXW SR XLIQ MJ - [ERX�

,S[ HSIW XLMW [SVO#

Rose Martin, Hull

ALucy says: -XŭW XVYI� 6SWI��

=SYA GER YWI GMVGYPEV

RIIHPIW NYWX PMOI WXVEMKLXW�

;MXL XLI GEWX�SR WXMXGLIW SR

]SYV PIJX�LERH RIIHPI XMT� ORMX

EGVSWW XLI VS[ EW YWYEP� 8LIR

WMQTP] W[ET XLI VMKLX�LERH

RIIHPI XMT XS ]SYV PIJX LERH WS

XLI [SVOMRK ]EVR MW SR ]SYV

PIJX�LERH RIIHPI XMT EKEMR� ERH

]SYŭVI VIEH] XS WXEVX XLI RI\X

VS[� 'MVGYPEV RIIHPIW EVI KVIEX

JSV QEOMRK FMKKIV TVSNIGXW��

WYGL EW FEF] FPEROIXW�

FIGEYWI XLI [IMKLX MW GEVVMIH

SR XLI GEFPI� WS MXŭW IEWMIV SR

]SYV [VMWXW��

LUXURY YARN

Q- LEZI PSXW SJ EGV]PMG FEF]

]EVRW MR Q] WXEWL� FYX -ŭQ

PSSOMRK JSV WSQIXLMRKQSVI

PY\YVMSYW JSV Q] RI\X TVSNIGX��

-ŭH PMOI MX XS MRGPYHI REXYVEP

ƤFVIW ]IX WXMPP FIQEGLMRI

[EWLEFPI� %R] MHIEW#

June Smith, Bristol

ALucy says: 1EHI JVSQ

��	[SSP� ��	 EGV]PMG

ERH ��	 GEWLQIVI� 6S[ERŭW

RI[ &EF] 'EWLWSJX 1IVMRS

WSYRHW PMOI I\EGXP] [LEX

]SYŭVI PSSOMRK JSV� 8LMW WSJX�

QEGLMRI [EWLEFPI ]EVR MW

EZEMPEFPI MR E VERKI SJ WLEHIW��

-XŭW e���� TIV ��V K FEPP� ZMWMX

ORMXVS[ER�GSQ JSV WXSGOMWXW�

Stocking stitch (above)

and twisted stiches on
the knit rows (below)

] K

FPER

-ŭQ

MHI

GER

Re

Wa

Ed

Go sparkly with

Stylecraft’s new

festive yarn shades

Make festive

decorations

with King Cole

Use circular

needles just

like straights!

Rowan’s new Baby

Cashsoft Merino is made

JVSQ REXYVEP ƤFVIW
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Get ready for the new
season with Love

Crochet's collection
of adorable projects

Your latest Love Crochet is packed

with 25 gorgeous, quick and cute

makes to hook up for autumn.

Taking our inspiration from Mother

Nature, we've packed this issue full

f makes in autumnal cosy colours

such as copper, chocolate, plum

and burnt orange, in celebration

of the new season. We have a

beautiful leaf hanging; stunning

ranny scarf; a sweet fox, complete

with cute little hat and scarf; and of

course, our cover stars, the utterly

adorable pair of hedgehogs. We

have pages of projects to keep you

rocheting all autumn, so don't miss

out – take a look today!

SIMPLY TAP HERE TO 
SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE

G

Y

w

T

N

o

g

w

c

h

cr

TAP 
HERE

 for more 
info

Save when you subscribe to the digital edition

Get Love Crochet delivered direct to your device

c
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Cuddle time!
Anna Wilkinson's teddy bear is seriously soft and 

squishy, so squeeze him as much as you like!

Christmasgift they'll
love to

snuggle

ElmeKamel.ir
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Teddy toy

W
ith his simple shape and squashy body made from

stocking stitch, this bear can easily be knitted in

a weekend. This is an ideal project if you’re a new

knitter as you’ll only need to know how to knit, purl and decrease 

to make him and you’ll see fast results with the chunky yarn.

He’s a little too big for most Christmas stockings, but why not

give him to a child on Christmas Eve to cuddle up with in bed

– a perfect companion while they wait for Father Christmas!

This is a great quick-knit gift for little ones, so get started today!

Teddy
You will need
■ King Cole Magnum Chunky, 100g in

Sandstone (shade 1437) x 3 balls

■ Small amount black aran yarn  

for embroidery

■ 6mm (UK 4, US 10) knitting needles 

■ 8S] WXYJƤRK

Measurements
■ 47cm (18½in) high

Tension
■ 14 sts and 20 rows to 10cm (4in) 

over st-st using 6mm (UK 4,  

US 10) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Teddy
Front & back (both alike)
Using 6mm (UK 4, US 10) needles, cast 

on 70 sts.

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Row 2 (WS) Purl.

Row 3 Knit.

Row 4 Purl.

Row 5 Knit.

Row 6 Purl.

Row 7 K2, k2tog, knit to last 4 sts, 

k2tog, k2. 68 sts.

Row 8 Purl.

Row 9 Knit.

Row 10 Purl.

Row 11 Knit.

Row 12 Purl.

Row 13 Knit.

Row 14 P2, p2tog, purl to last 4 sts, 

p2tog, p2. 66 sts.

Rep these 14 rows a further 6 times.  

42 sts.

Starting with a knit row, work a further

four rows in st-st without any shaping. 

Cast off.

Tail, ears, feet (all alike) 
Knit 10 pieces in total.

Using 6mm (UK 4, US 10) needles,  

cast on 7 sts.

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Row 2 (WS) Purl.

Repeat these 2 rows twice more.

Cast off, but as you work the cast-off

row, knit the first 2 stitches together 

and the last 2 stitches together. 

Making up
With the right sides of the teddy

together, pair the smaller pieces  

and sew around three sides.

Turn to the right side. Position the

ears on the right side of one of the

larger pieces and the feet along the

bottom edge. Place the other large

piece and place on top. Sew around

leaving a gap for stuffing. Stuff and

sew up gap. Stitch tail to the back

of the bear and with black yarn,

embroider the face, using the  

photos as a guide.

About this yarn
King Cole Magnum Chunky
75% acrylic, 25% wool  

138m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£2.99, for stockists call 01756 703 

670 or visit www.kingcole.com

It’s in the detail
Take your time embroidering

the face details on your teddy

– they'll give him plenty of

personality! For the eyes and

nose, work in duplicate stitch

over the original stitches. You

might have to go over them a few

XMQIW EW MX�W E ƤRIV ]EVR� WS QEOI�

sure you get a good coverage.

ElmeKamel.ir
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Teddy toy

Simple steps easy cast off

Knit two stitches. Now insert tip of your

left-hand needle into the first stitch you

knitted on your right-hand needle, from 

left then right, as in above picture.

21

Continuing to use left-hand needle tip,

lift first stitch up and over second stitch

knitted, drop it off right needle first then 

off the left-hand needle.

3

Knit a stitch so that you have two sts on

your right needle and repeat cast off as

before until last stitch. Break yarn, thread

it through the final stitch and pull taut.

A simple stocking stitch

project is a great way for

a new knitter to practise 

We chat todesigner AnnaWilkinson on page 90

ElmeKamel.ir
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Knitting trends

We love…
Autumn afternoons and chillier weather call  

for soft, cosy knits in fallen leaf shades

SPICY MAPLE
Rico Baby Cotton
Soft Cinnamon
(shade 045), £2.50
for 50g (125m) ball.
Order from www.
loveknitting.com

Red Heart Soft
Yellow (shade

08217), £1.99 for
100g (167m) ball.
From www.wool
warehouse.co.uk

GOLDEN ACER
Sirdar Snuggly DK

Tangerine (shade
489), £2.89 for 50g
(165m) ball.
From www.wool
warehouse.co.uk

3 shades for autumn knits…
Nature-inspired shades for the new season

Autumn leaves
Lisa Chemery of Frogginette’s

lovingly created baby knits

are inspired by memories of

her grandmother. Each has

a vintage feel with sweet details

and timeless stitch patterns,

like her cosy Storytime Scholar cardie (left)

with garter stitch elbow patches and shawl

collar. Add more autumnal hues to your

little one’s wardrobe with Linda Whaley’s

sweet bobble hats (right), knitted in ruby

red, burnt orange, leafy green and copper.

Storytime Scholar pattern, £5.10 from

www.frogginette.com. Autumn bobble

hats, £3.50 from www.lindawhaley.co.uk

What are your favourite yarns to knit
with when it’s chilly?

Worsted yarns, such as Malabrigo
Rios; and Debbie Bliss Baby
Cashmerino for lighter garments.

What’s the perfect knitted gift for
a mum-to-be?

A bonnet! They’re so practical, I’m
glad they’re making a comeback.

What baby knits will you be working
on this season?

A sweater with a colourwork yoke
and a kimono-style crossover jacket
with a textured band.

What shades will you be knitting?

I’m in the mood for indigo and cream.

Fancy fox

Pumpkin patch

These sweet
little stitch

markers are
ideal for your

spookiest
Halloween

projects and
autumn knits!

£1.75 each 
from www.etsy.
com/uk/shop/
JibbyrooSews

with designer
Lisa Chemery (Frogginette)

Q
with d

&A
Be inspired by this season’s
woodland animal trend and
knit up a family of foxes! Made
from King Cole’s Tinsel Chunky
yarn, this rusty red fox and her
babies are soft, huggable and
oh-so-strokeable. The perfect

just-because
present for
your own
little cub this
autumn.

Pattern 
9110, £2.99. 
8S έRH�E�
stockist go 
to www.
kingcole.
com

Feel th

j

y

P

s

k
c
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e
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Happy Halowen 
We may be busy with our festive knits, but there's still time  

to whip up these fun creations for Halloween

Make

a pumpkin

hat and

toys! 

ElmeKamel.ir
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Pumpkin pie
Cast on this adorable Halloween hat from 

DROPS – it’s a quick and simple knit that’s 

sure to be a seasonal hit!

Keep  

little ears 

warm this 

autumn

ElmeKamel.ir
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Pumpkin hat

A
s the cooler nights start to draw in, a soft and woolly hat

becomes a baby necessity – and any little one is sure

to love this fun pumpkin design. It’s worked in a simple

broken rib stitch with a stretchy rolled edge brim, then a little bit

of easy colourwork at the top completes the look. This cosy hat

MW NYWX XLI XLMRK MJ ]SYŭVI LIEHMRK SYX XVMGO SV XVIEXMRK� SV[SYPH

make a fabulous quick-knitHalloween present.Make a matching 

set for all the younger kids in the family – they’ll look amazing!

Pumpkin hat
You will need
■ DROPS Karisma DK, 50g in:

Orange (shade 11) x 1 ball – Yarn A

Forest Green (shade 47) x 1 ball 

ũ =EVR &

■ 3.5mm (UK 10/9, US 4) circular

needle, approx 40cm in length

■ 3.5mm (UK 10/9, US 4) double-

pointed needles

■ 2mm (UK 14, US 0) double-pointed 

needles

■ Stitch marker

Measurements
■ To fit 0-6 (12: 24-48) months

■ Head circumference 42 (45: 48)cm, 

16½ (17¾: 19)in

Tension
■ 22 sts and 30 rows to 10cm (4in)

over st-st, using 3.5mm (UK 10/9, 

97 � RIIHPIW

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Hat
Using 3.5mm (UK 10/9, US 4) double-

pointed or circular needles and Yarn A,

GEWX SR �� ���� �� WXW� .SMR XS [SVO MR

the round, being careful not to twist.

Purl 1 round, then work in stocking st 

YRXMP TMIGIQIEWYVIW �GQ ��}MR�

Place stitch marker to mark rolling edge.

;SVO JVSQ 'LEVX %��� VITIEXMRK�MX���������

�� XMQIW EVSYRH�

;LIR TMIGIQIEWYVIW � ��� �GQ�

�� ��}� �~MR JVSQ WXMXGLQEVOIV� HIG�

� ��� � WXW IZIRP]� �� ���� �� WXW�

-RWIVX � ���� �� QEVOIVW MR XLI TMIGI�

� WXW ETEVX� *MVWX WX EJXIV ƤVWX QEVOIV�MW�

XLI ƤVWX WX WLS[R MR 'LEVX %���

2S[ [SVO 'LEVX %��� FYX GSRXMRYI [MXL

knit and purl pattern for Yarn A as in 

Chart A.1.

%JXIV ƤRMWLMRK XLI ƤZI VSYRHW SJ

'LEVX %��� [SVO MR =EVR & YRXMP ƤRMWLIH�

HIGVIEWMRK IZIV] SXLIV VSYRH EW JSPPS[W�

dec 1 st on right side of all markers until 

� ���� �� WXW VIQEMR SR RIIHPI�

7[MXGL XS �QQ �9/ ��� 97 � HSYFPI�

pointed needles and work for 3cm 

��}MR XS GVIEXI WXIQ�

Pull yarn through the remaining sts and 

fasten off.

About this yarn
DROPS Karisma DK
100% wool

100m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£1.90, for stockists visit  

www.garnstudio.com

Key

= K in Orange

= P in Orange

!�*SVIWX�+VIIR

A.2A.1

�

9

The stretchy rolled

edge brim will help to

keep the hat in place

The fun stalk is

easy to knit and

completes the look
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Harvest time
Knit these fun pumpkin toys by DROPS – they’re 

wonderfully squishy and snuggly, and  

perfect for Halloween playtime

Mix and 

match 

colours and 

sizes

ElmeKamel.ir
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Pumpkin toys

T
hese squishy pumpkins will make ideal cuddly toys for

babies and toddlers, and are wonderfully seasonal – knit

them once then get them out every year! They’re a fun

knit, too, with a clever sideways construction that uses increases

and decreases with a combination of garter and stocking stitch

to create the soft segments of the pumpkins. And the contrasting

WXIQ MW XLI TIVJIGX ƤRMWLMRK XSYGL� EPWS GVIEXMRK E WMQTPI LERHPI�

for little hands to grab. You could even add a rattle inside!

Pumpkin toys
You will need
■ DROPS Nepal Aran, 50g in:

Orange (shade 2920) x 2 balls 

ũ =EVR %

Goldenrod (shade 2923) x 1 ball 

ũ =EVR &

Olive (shade 7238) x 1 ball – Yarn C

■ 5mm (UK 6, US 8) knitting needles

■ 8S]�WXYJƤRK

Measurements
■ Large pumpkin (filled):

Circumference: approx. 48cm (19in);

Height: approx. 8cm (3¼in) without 

stem

■ Small pumpkin (filled):

Circumference: approx. 34cm

(13½in); Height: approx. 5.5cm 

(2¼in) without stem

Tension
■ 17 sts and 33 rows to 10cm (4in)

over garter stitch, using 5mm  

(UK 6, US 8) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

Large pumpkin
9WMRK �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW�ERH�

Yarn A, cast on 18 sts.

*SPPS[ 'LEVX %��� [SVOMRK MX � XMQIW�MR�

XSXEP ZIVXMGEPP]��SR�TEKI�����

Cast off.

Stem
Work back and forth from the side of

TYQTOMR �EPSRK ƤVWX WX JVSQ 67 IHKI�

9WMRK =EVR %� TMGO YT �� WXW IZIRP]

EPSRK VMKLX IHKI [MXL 67�JEGMRK��8YVR�

and knit 1WS row.

Switch to Yarn C and work in stocking st

with 1 edge st at each side.

%X XLI WEQI XMQI� SR IZIV] 67 VS[

HIG � WXW IZIRP]�YRXMP�XLIVI�EVI���WXW�

remaining.

On nextWS row, dec 1 edge st at each 

WMHI F] [SVOMRK T�XSK� � WXW�

2S[ [SVO [MXL 67 JEGMRK JSV IEGL VS[�

pulling the yarn tight across the back  

to create i-cord.

/ XLIWI � WXW YRXMP WXIQ QIEWYVIW

ETTVS\MQEXIP]���GQ���}MR�JVSQ�WXEVX�

of Yarn C.

Cut the yarn and pull it through all the 

sts, tighten together and fasten.

Assembly
Sew tog stem inside the edge sts using 

=EVR '�

*MPP XLI WXIQ [MXL WSQI WXYJƤRK� 7I[

cast-on and cast-off edge together in

outer loops of edge sts using Yarn A.

*MPP XLI TYQTOMR [MXL WSQI WXYJƤRK ũ

HS RSX SZIVWXYJJ MX� FYX ƤPP E PMXXPI EQSYRX

in each arch and a little amount in the 

middle of the pumpkin.

&EWXI MR IHKI WXW EVSYRH XLI IRXMVI

bottom, tighten tog and then baste up 

and down around opening. 

*EWXIR�SJJ�

About this yarn
DROPS Nepal Aran
��	 [SSP� ��	 EPTEGE  

75m per 50g

Hand wash only

£2, for stockists visit

www.garnstudio.com

Te pumpkin
stalk dubles

as a hndle for
little hnds  

to grab!
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Pumpkin toys

Small pumpkin
9WMRK �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW�ERH�

=EVR &� GEWX SR �� WXW�

*SPPS[ 'LEVX %��� [SVOMRK�MX���XMQIW�MR�

total vertically. 

Cast off.

Stem
Work back and forth from the side of

TYQTOMR �EPSRK ƤVWX WX JVSQ 67 IHKI�

9WMRK =EVR &� TMGO YT �� WXW IZIRP]

EPSRK VMKLX IHKI [MXL 67 JEGMRK�  

Turn and knit 1WS row.

Switch to Yarn C and work in stocking st 

with 1 edge st at each side.

%X XLI WEQI XMQI� SR IZIV] 67 VS[

HIG � WXW IZIRP]�YRXMP�XLIVI�EVI���WXW�

remaining.

On nextWS row, dec 1 edge st at each 

WMHI F] [SVOMRK T�XSK� � WXW�

2S[ [SVO [MXL 67 JEGMRK JSV IEGL VS[�

pulling the yarn tight across the back to 

create i-cord.

/ SZIV XLIWI � WXW YRXMP WXIQ QIEWYVIW

ETTVS\MQEXIP]��GQ���~MR�JVSQ�WXEVX�SJ�

Yarn C.

Cut the yarn and pull it through all the 

sts, tighten together and fasten.

Assembly
Sew tog stem inside the edge sts using 

=EVR '�

*MPP XLI WXIQ [MXL WSQI WXYJƤRK� 7I[

tog pumpkin in the side by sewing cast-

on and cast-off edge tog in outer loops 

SJ IHKI WXW YWMRK =EVR &�

*MPP XLI TYQTOMR [MXL WXYJƤRK ũ HS RSX

SZIVWXYJJ MX� FYX ƤPP E PMXXPI EQSYRX MR

each arch and a little amount in the 

middle of the pumpkin.

&EWXI MR IHKI WXW EVSYRH XLI IRXMVI

bottom, tighten tog and then baste up 

and down around opening. 

*EWXIR�SJJ��

Key

! / JVSQ 67� 4 JVSQ�;7

= K fromWS

! /�XSK JVSQ ;7

! � =3 FIX[IIR � WXW� ORMX =3

twisted on next row to avoid holes

A.2A.1
18

34

18

��

��

��

More ideas
The DROPS website at www.

garnstudio.com has lots of fab

free patterns, including plenty

of cute toys and baby knits.

Don't oversuff your

TYQTOMRW ũ ƤPP

them little by little 

ElmeKamel.ir
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Merry & bright
Try intarsiawith this
lovely tree 

motif

Get them rocking around the

Christmas tree when you

knit Jo Allport’s festive

jumper in a palette of  

modern hues
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Tree umper

R
ing in the festive changes with this gorgeous Christmas

tree knit. The pretty pastel stripes are a fun alternative

to traditional Christmas colours (Southern Hemisphere 

knitters take note!), but you could easily knit a more wintery

version in blues and greys, or opt for classic red and green if you

prefer. As well as practising your stripes and intarsia, you’ll also

get to work in the round when you knit the star – what a beautiful 

ƤRMWLMRK�XSYGL�JSV�XLI�XST�SJ�]SYV�XVII�MX�MW��

Tre jumper
You will need
■ Yarn Stories Fine Merino DK, 50g in: 

English Rose (shade 2536)

x 2 (3: 3: 3: 4) balls – Yarn A

Dark Chocolate (shade 2505)  

x 1 ball – Yarn B

Heather (shade 2539)

x 1 (1: 1: 1: 2) balls – Yarn C 

Fuchsia (shade 2509)  

x 1 ball – Yarn D

Primrose (shade 2513) 

x 1 ball – Yarn E

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

■ 5 or 6 4mm (UK 8, US 6) DPNs

■ 4 stitch markers and 2 stitch holders

Tension
■ 22 sts and 30 rows to 10cm (4in)

over st-st, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) 

knitting needles

■ 22 sts and 34 rows to 10cm (4in)

over broken rib, using 4mm (UK 8, 

US 6) knitting needles

Abbreviations
■ PM – Place marker

■ SM – Slip marker

■ Standard abbreviations – page 87

Tree jumper  
Front
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

Yarn A, cast on 63 (67: 71: 73: 75) sts.

Work in single rib as follows across all sts 

from row 1 for 10 rows, ending with  

aWS row:

Row 1 (RS) (K1, p1) to last st, k1. 

Row 2 (P1, k1) to last st, p1.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, UK 6) needles and

working in st-st across all sts from row 1,

work in the following Stripe Sequence:

2 rows in Yarn A

2 rows in Yarn C

Rep the last 4 rows 0 (0: 1: 1: 1) more time.

(total of 4 (4: 8: 8: 8) colour stripe rows).

Work the chart

Set the position of the Tree Pattern as

follows, working in the colours as stated.

Row 1 (RS) Using Yarn A, k13 (15: 17: 18:

19), PM, (Tree Pattern row 1 across 37

sts), PM, using Yarn A, k13 (15: 17: 18: 19).

Row 2 Using Yarn A, p13 (15: 17: 18: 19),

SM, (Tree Pattern row 2 across 37 sts),

SM, using Yarn A, p13 (15: 17: 18: 19).

These 2 rows set pattern position.

Cont in pattern with the side 13 (15: 17:

18: 19) sts worked in the Stripe Sequence 

and the central 37 sts worked in  

Tree Pattern.

AT THE SAME TIME, when work

measures 16 (17: 18: 19: 22)cm, 6¼ (6¾:

7: 7½: 8½)in, measured from the cast-on

edge and ending with aWS row, mark the

start and end of the next row to indicate

the position of the armholes. Cont in patt

until the 44 row patt has been completed. 

Change to Stripe Sequence as before for 

a total of 4 (4: 8: 8: 8) rows. 

Return to single shade

Now work in Yarn A and st-st only. **

Cont in patt as set until work measures 

About this yarn
Yarn Stories Fine Merino DK
100% wool, 120m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£5.75, visit www.yarnstories.com 

or call 01484 848431

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements
0-6

months

6-12

months

12-18

months

18-24

months

2-3

years

8S ƤX
chest

cm 47 50 52 54 56

in 18½ 19¾ 20½ 21¼ 22

Actual chest
measurements

cm 56 60 62 65 67

in 22 23¾ 24½ 25½ 26½

Back
length

cm 27 29 30 32 36

in 10¾ 11½ 11¾ 12½ 14

Sleeve length
cm 16 17 19 21 24

in 6¼ 6½ 7½ 8¼ 9½

ElmeKamel.ir
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Tree jumper

21 (23: 24: 25: 29)cm, 8¼ (9: 9½: 9¾:

11½)in, ending with a WS row and

measured from the cast-on edge.

Shape left neckline

Next row (RS) K21 (22: 23: 23: 23), turn 

and put the rem sts onto a holder.

Dec 1 st at the neck edge of the next 2 

rows, starting with a WS row.

Work one row straight, then dec 1 st at

the neck edge on the next and every RS

row until 15 (16: 17: 17: 17) sts remain.

Work straight until work measures 27 (29: 

30: 32: 36)cm, 10½ (11½: 11¾: 12½:

14¼)in, ending with a WS row and

measured from the cast-on edge.

Shape left shoulder

Cast off 7 (8: 8: 8: 8) sts at the beg of the 

next row.

Work one row, then cast off rem sts.

Shape right neckline

With RS facing, leave the central 21 (23:

25: 27: 29) sts on the holder, rejoin yarn at 

the neck edge and k to end.  

21 (22: 23: 23: 23) sts.

Dec 1 st at the neck edge of the next 2 

rows, starting with a WS row.

Work one row straight, then dec 1 st at the

neck edge on the next and every RS row 

until 15 (16: 17: 17: 17) sts remain.

Work straight until work measures 27 (29: 

30: 32: 36)cm, 10½ (11½: 11¾: 12½:

14¼)in, ending with a RS row and

measured from the cast-on edge.

Shape right shoulder

Cast off 7 (8: 8: 8: 8) sts at the beg of  

the next row.

Work one row, then cast off rem sts.

Back
Work ** to ** as for the Front, omitting the 

Tree Pattern.

Cont in patt as set until work measures

27 (29: 30: 32: 36)cm, 10½ (11½: 11¾:

12½: 14¼)in, ending with a WS row and 

measured from the cast-on edge.

Shape shoulders

Cast off 7 (8: 8: 8: 8) sts at the beg of the 

It’s in the detail
This triangular Christmas tree

motif is the perfect shape for

intarsia knitting. As the trunk

section is quite narrow, designer

Jo recommends stranding the

unused yarn across the back

of the trunk on rows 1 to 5,

and then switching to using

separate balls for each side of

the tree, working in intarsia.   

Top Tip
Wen yu are knitting
stripes, carry te yarn
yu are not using up te 

side of yur work
Key

= RS: Knit

WS: purl

■ = Yarn A – English Rose

■ = Yarn B – Dark Chocolate

■ = Yarn C – Heather

■ =  Yarn D – Fuchsia

44

42

40

38

36

34

32

30

28

26

24

22

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

43

41

39

37

35

33

31

29

27

25

23

21

19

17

15

13

11

9

7

5

3

1

36 20 428 1232 1624 834 18 226 1030 1422 6

35 19 327 1131 1523 733 17 125 929 1321 537
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Tree umper

next 2 rows.

Cast off 8 (8: 9: 9: 9) sts at the beg of the 

foll 2 rows.

Put the rem 33 (35: 37: 39: 41) sts onto  

a holder. 

Sleeves (make 2 alike)
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

Yarn A, cast on 30 (30: 32: 34: 36) sts.

Work in single rib for 6 rows as follows, 

ending with a WS row.

Row 1 (RS) (K1, p1) to end. 

Row 2 As row 1.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, UK 6) needles and

working in st-st across all sts from row 1,

work in the following Stripe Sequence:

2 rows in Yarn A

2 rows in Yarn C

Rep these 4 rows a further 4 (4: 5: 5: 6)

times and AT THE SAME TIME, work

sleeve incs on the next row, row 5:

Inc row (RS) K1, M1, k to last st, M1, k1. 

(inc of 2 sts)

Work this inc row on every foll 4th row

until there are 46 (50: 52: 54: 58) sts.

Once all the stripes have been completed,

work in Yarn A only and cont in st-st until

sleeve measures 16 (17: 19: 21: 24)cm,

6¼ (6½: 7½: 8¼: 9½)in, ending with a  

WS row.

Cast off all sts. 

To make up
Neckband

Block pieces lightly. Sew left shoulder 

seam. With RS facing, Yarn A and

3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles, knit the 33

(35: 37: 39: 41) sts from the back, pick up

and knit 14 (14: 14: 16: 16) sts along left

neck, knit the 21 (23: 25: 27: 29) sts from

the front holder, pick up and knit 14 (14: 

14: 16: 16) sts along the right neck.  

82 (86: 90: 98: 102) sts.

Work in single rib as follows for 6 rows:

Row 1 (WS) (K1, p1) to end. 

Row 2 (RS) As row 1.

Cast off in rib on the WS.

Sew right shoulder and neckline seam.

Insert the sleeve top between the markers 

and sew in place.

Sew side and sleeve seams.

Weave in ends. See ball band for further 

care instructions. 

Star
Points (make 5)

Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and 

Primrose, cast on 2 sts.

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Row 2 Purl.

Work incs as follows:

Row 3 K1, M1, k1. 3 sts.

Row 4 Purl.

Row 5 K1, M1, K to last st, M1, k1. 5 sts.

Row 6 Purl.

Rep rows 5 and 6 once more. 7 sts. 

Break yarn and put aside.

Tip – leave each point on the needle and

just push to the end. This way they are

all facing in the right direction, ready for 

joining.

For the 5th point, do not break yarn. 

Now work in the round, using 4mm (UK 8,

US 6) double-pointed needles as follows: 

Knit across the 5th point, then the 4th, 3rd,

2nd and 1st points, sharing the stitches 

between the needles.

Tip – put 2 points each on 2 separate

needles, and 1 point on another needle.

This makes the decreases easier to do.

Join, being careful not to twist, and knit 

one round. 35 sts.

Cont to work in rounds as follows:

Next round (RS) (Ssk, k3, k2tog) 5 times. 

25 sts.

Next round Knit.

Next round (RS) (Ssk, k1, k2tog) 5 times. 

15 sts.

Next round Knit.

Leaving a long tail, thread this through the

remaining 15 sts and pull tight to form 

the star.

Weave in all ends, block the Star and

place at the top of the tree on the front of 

the jumper. Sew in place. 

Work in te
rund to knit ths
sparkling star!
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Use soft

alpaca yarn

for this

playsuit

Snta baby!
Make the cutest Christmas

romper suit with this pattern

by DROPS – it’ll keep them

toasty from head to toe!
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Santa�SYXƤX

W
rapping baby up warm in winter weather just got

easier! All you need is this gorgeous all-in-one, worked

in easy stocking stitch with a chunky Santa hood and

snuggly moss stitch edgings. The romper is made in a delicate

alpaca 4-ply held double throughout, and knitted up on larger

needles to create a nice dense fabric. Alpaca is so huggably soft,

it’s the ideal choice next to baby’s skin. It’s perfect for Christmas,

or choose from over 50 shades if you’d prefer a non-festive look.

Snta utfit
You will need
■ DROPS Alpaca 4-ply, 50g in:

Red (shade 3620) x 5 (5: 6: 6: 7) 

balls – Yarn A

White (shade 1101) x 2 (2: 2: 2: 3) 

balls – Yarn B

■ 4.5mm (UK 7, US 7)

double-pointed needles (DPNs)

■ 5mm (UK 6, US 8) double-pointed 

needles (DPNs)

■ 5mm (UK 6, US 8) circular needle, 

60cm (23½in) long

■ 5 (5: 6: 6: 6) buttons

Tension
■ 17 sts and 22 rows to 10cm (4in)

over st-st using 5mm (UK 6, US 8) 

needles and yarn held double

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87

7ERXE SYXƤX
Pattern note: Yarn is worked double 

throughout.

Leg (make 2)
Using 4.5mm (UK 7, US 7) DPNs and Yarn B

held double, cast on 34 (36: 40: 44: 48) sts.

Join to work in the round, taking care not to 

twist sts and PM to mark beg of round.

Knit 1 round. Cont to work in moss st as

follows until piece measures 12cm (4¾in):  

Round 1 *K1, p1; rep from * to end.

Round 2 *P1, K1; rep from * to end.

Cut Yarn B. Change to 5mm (UK 6, US 8)

DPNs. With Yarn A (held double), work  

1 row in st-st.

Increase round K1, m1, k to last st, m1, k1.

Cont in st-st as set until piece measures

14cm (5½in), AT THE SAME TIME rep inc

round on every foll 2nd (2nd: 3rd: 4th: 5th) 

round 6 (7: 8: 8: 9) more times. 

48 (52: 58: 62: 68) sts.

Cont without shaping until piece measures 

21 (24: 27: 32: 37)cm, 8¼ (9½: 10½: 12¾:

14½)in, ending 2 sts before the marker on 

the final round.

Next round Cast off 4 sts, knit to end of 

round. 44 (48: 54: 58: 64) sts.

Slip sts onto a holder and make one more 

Leg the same.

Body
With the cast-off edges together, slip both 

Legs on the same 5mm (UK 6, US 8)

circular needle. 88 (96: 108: 116: 128) sts.

Now continue back and forth on circular 

needle from mid-front as follows:

Next row (RS) Cast on 3 sts, knit to end,

turn, cast on 3 sts. 94 (102: 114: 122: 134) 

sts. Cont as folls:

Row 1 K25 (27: 30: 32: 35) Right Front sts,

PM, k44 (48: 54: 58: 64) Back sts, PM, k25 

(27: 30: 32: 35) Left Front sts.

Row 2 (WS) K5, purl to last 5 sts, k5.

Row 3 (RS) Knit.

About this yarn
DROPS Alpaca 4-ply
100% alpaca

167m per 50g

,ERH [EWL EX ��¢'

£2.75, for stockists visit

www.garnstudio.com

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements
1-3

mths

6-9

mths

12-18

mths

2

years

3-4

years

8S ƤX
chest

cm 40.5 44 48 53 58.5

in 16 17½ 19 21 23

Actual
measurements

cm 52 57 64 69 76

in 20½ 22½ 25¼ 27 30

Length
cm 56 65 74 80 88

in 22 25½ 29 31½ 34½

Cuff to cuff
cm 58 63.5 70.5 82 92

in 23 25 27¾ 32½ 36
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Rep last 2 rows until piece measures 23 (28:

31: 34: 39)cm, 9 (11: 12: 13¼: 15½)in AT THE 

SAME TIME placing buttonholes on the 

Right Front band as folls:

Buttonhole row K2, k2tog, yo, knit to end.

Cont to work as set, repeating the

Buttonhole row when piece measures as

folls (note if no number for your size then 

work no more buttonholes):

23 (28: 31: 34: 39)cm or

9 (11: 12: 13¼: 15½)in

30 (36: 38: 42: 48)cm or

11¾ (14: 15: 16½: 18¾)in

37 (44: 46: 50: 56)cm or

14¼ (17¼: 18: 19½: 22)in

44 (52: 53: 58: 65)cm or

17¼ (20½: 20¾: 22¾: 25½)in

51 (60: 61: 66: 73)cm or

20 (23½: 24: 26: 28¾)in

- (-: 68: 74: 82)cm or - (-: 26¾: 29: 32¼)in

When piece measures 45 (53: 61: 66:

73)cm or 17¾ (20¾: 24: 26: 28¾)in, end

with a WS row, divide the piece by the

2 markers and complete Front and Back 

pieces separately.

Back
Continue in st-st, shaping as folls:

Cast on 3 sts at beg of next 4 (2: 6: 2: 4)

rows. 56 (54: 72: 64: 76) sts.

Cast on 5 sts at beg of next 2 (4: 2: 4: 4)

rows. 66 (74: 82: 84:96) sts.

Cast on 7 sts at beg of next 2 (2: 2: 4: 4)

rows. 80 (88: 96: 112: 124) sts.

Cast on 9 (10: 12: 14: 16) sts at beg of

next 2 rows. 98 (108: 120: 140: 156) sts.

Cont without shaping until piece

measures 55 (64: 73: 79: 87)cm, 21½ (25: 

28¾: 31: 34¼)in.

Next row K41 (45: 51: 60: 68), cast off

the centre 16 (18: 18: 20: 20) sts for neck, 

work to end.

Next row Purl to cast-off sts, leaving rem 

sts on a holder.

Next row Knit. Cast off.

With RS facing, rejoin yarn to rem 41 (45: 

51: 60: 68) sts on holder.

Work 2 rows in st-st. Cast off.

Left front
Continue in st-st with the 5 front band sts

in garter st as set, AT THE SAME TIME 

shaping as folls:

Cast on 3 sts at the sleeve edge of next

2 (1: 3: 1: 2) rows. 31 (30: 39: 35: 41) sts.

Cast on 5 sts at the sleeve edge of next

1 (2: 1: 2: 2) rows. 36 (40: 44: 45: 51) sts.

Cast on 7 sts at the sleeve edge of next

1 (1: 1: 2: 2) rows. 43 (47: 51: 59: 65) sts.

Cast on 9 (10: 12: 14: 16) sts at the sleeve

edge of next row. 52 (57: 63: 73: 81) sts.

Cont without shaping until piece

measures 52 (61: 69: 75: 83)cm, 20½ (24: 

27: 29½: 32½)in.

Shape neck

Next row Cast off 5 (6: 6: 7: 7) sts at

neck edge, patt to end.

47 (51: 57: 66: 74) sts.

Next row Patt to end.

Cast off 2 sts at beg of next 2 WS rows.

43 (47: 53: 62: 70) sts.

Dec 1 st at neck edge of next 2 rows.

41 (45: 51: 60: 68) sts.

Continue until piece measures 56 (65: 74:

80: 88)cm, 22 (25½: 29: 31¼: 34½)in and 

cast off loosely.

Right front
Work as for Left Front, reversing shaping

and working 5 st button band in garter st 

as set without working buttonholes.

It’s in the detail
To pick up sts around the neck,

hold the knitting you are picking

the sts up from in your left hand, 

and starting at the top-right

corner, insert the right needle

FIX[IIR XLI ƤVWX X[S WXW SJ XLI

row.Wind your yarn around the

RIIHPI ERH ŬORMXŭ XLI ƤVWX WXMXGL��

Pull the new stitch through

between the two stitches.

Continue until you have picked 

up the required stitches. 

To make up
Sew upper arm seams. Place Right Front

band over Left Front band and sew tog at

the bottom of Body piece. Sew underarm

seams, edge to edge in outer loops of sts. 

Sew on buttons.

Cuff
Pick up 32 (36: 36: 40: 40) sts around the

sleeve edge using 4.5mm (UK 7, US 7)

DPNs and two strands of Yarn B held 

together.

Work Moss st as set for Body until Cuff

measures 5cm (2in).

Cast off loosely in Moss st.

Repeat around the other sleeve edge.

Fold sleeve and Leg edges towards RS.

Hood
With RS facing, beg after the 5 st border

on the Right Front and ending before the

last 5 sts on the Left Front, pick up and

knit 42 (44: 46: 48: 50) sts around neck

edge using 5mm (UK 6, US 8) circular

needle and two strands of Yarn A held

double. Work in st-st back and forth on

needle, AT THE SAME TIME on the next

RS row inc evenly across the row to 66 

(70: 74: 78: 82) sts.

Continue in st-st as set until Hood

measures 21 (23: 25: 27: 28)cm, 8¼ (9: 

9¾: 10½: 11)in.

Cast off. Sew Hood together at top edge.

Hood border

With RS facing, using 4.5mm (UK 7, US 7) 

needles and 2 strands of Yarn B held

together, pick up and knit 81 (89: 97: 105: 

109) sts along the opening of Hood.

Next row (WS) K1, *p1, k1; rep from * to

end.

Next row (RS) K1, *p1, k1; rep from * to

end. Last 2 rows set Moss st. Work in

Moss st back and forth as set until border

measures 6cm (2½in). Cast off loosely in

Moss st. Fold border double towards RS

and sew border to the 5 garter sts each 

side. Make a white pom-pom with

a diameter of approx 5cm (2in) and 

attach to the top of Hood.

Finishing
Weave in ends and block to

measurements. 
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D
o you remember the

joy of fetching your

festive stocking down

from the loft and hanging it up,

ready for Christmas morning?

Recreate that delight with this

fun and colourful pair. Choose

from a bright colourwork

design or classic appliqué

snowman, or if you can’t

decide, why not make both!

They’re sure to delight children

(and adults, too!) and make

beautiful heirloom gifts that

will fast become part of

your festive traditions.

About this yarn
Wendy Love It DK
100% acrylic

220m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£2.79, for stockists call 01943 872 264

or visit www.tbramsden.co.uk

Festive ceer

Put these stockings up year after year

Top Tip
Persnalse tee 

stockings by chosing 
yur own colurs

’Twas the night before Christmas, and  

Ann Franklin’s brilliant stockings were  

hung by the chimney with care
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It wouldn’t be Christmas

 without a stocking to 

hang up for Santa!

Give colurwork 
nd appliqué  

a go with tee fun 
festive stockings!
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Stockings
You will need
■ Wendy Love It DK, 100g in:

For colourwork stocking: 

x 1 ball of each:

Cream (shade 5002) – Yarn A

Orange (shade 5008) – Yarn B

Green (shade 5005) – Yarn C

Purple (shade 5009) – Yarn D

Yellow (shade 5006) – Yarn E

Fuschia (shade 5010) – Yarn F 

Red (shade 5011) – Yarn G

White (shade 5001) – Yarn H

Blue (shade 5004) – Yarn I

Pink (shade 5003)– Yarn J

For snowman stocking: 

x 1 ball of each:

Red (shade 5011) – Yarn G

White (shade 5001) – Yarn H

An oddment of Blue (shade 5004)  

– Yarn I

A metre length of Orange (shade 

5008) – Yarn B

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) double-pointed 

knitting needles (DPNs)

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) circular

needle, 40cm long (optional but 

recommended)

■ 3 small red buttons

■ 2 black sequins

■ 5 small black bugle seed beads

■ A tapestry needle

■ A stitch marker 

Measurements
■ 59x19cm (23x7in)

Tension
■ 22 sts and 31 rows to 10cm (4in)

over st-st, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) 

needles

Abbreviations
■ w&t (wrap and turn): slip next stitch 

from LH to RH needle, take yarn

between needles to its starting point,

then turn. On next row, knit or purl the 

wrapped stitch together with the 

strand wrapping around it

■ Make bobble: Knit into the front,

back, front, back and front of the next

stitch, turn, purl these 5 sts, turn, knit

5 sts, pass the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th

stitch on the right-hand needle over 

the first st

■ For standard abbreviations  

see page 87
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Festive stockings

Stockings
Chart A & B notes
As the stocking is worked in the round,

every row of the chart is worked from

right to left, starting with the first stitch

of the pattern repeat. Each of the motifs

in the stocking is worked over 9 sts, and 

is repeated 8 times over the round.

Start at the bottom of the chart and 

work up.

Colourwork stocking
Toe and foot
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) DPNs and yarn

A, cast on 9 sts. Distribute the sts evenly

over the needles and join into the round 

taking care not to twist the sts.

Place a marker to indicate the 

beginning of the round.

Round 1 (RS) *Kfb; rep from * to end. 

18 sts.

Round 2 and every alternate round 

Knit.

Round 3 *K1, kfb; rep from * to end. 

27 sts.

Round 5 *K2, kfb; rep from * to end. 

36 sts.

Round 7 *K3, kfb; rep from * to end. 

45 sts.

Round 9 *K4, kfb; rep from * to end. 

54 sts.

Round 11 *K5, kfb; rep from * to end. 

63 sts

Round 13 *K6, kfb; rep from * to end. 

72 sts.

Round 14 Knit.

Round 15 Knit.

Breaking off and joining yarns at the

end of rounds as required, work rounds 

1-47 of Chart A.

Work heel

Slip the last 18 sts worked from the

right-hand needle to the left-hand needle.

Join in yarn A to the beginning of these 

18 sts.

Row 1 K36, w&t. 36 sts. 

Row 2 P35, w&t.

Row 3 K34, w&t.

Row 4 P33, w&t.

Continue working short rows in the

same way, working 1 fewer st before 
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Chart A Chart B

Key

= Yarn B

= Yarn C

= Yarn D

= Yarn E

= Yarn F

= Yarn G

= Yarn H

= Yarn I

= Yarn J

= Make Bobble

(see pattern

info)

(
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the w&t in each subsequent row, until

7 wraps have been worked on each side

of the heel. (14 wrapped sts altogether)

Row 15 K23, knit the next (wrapped) st

along with the wrap, w&t. (The last st 

will have two wraps.)

Row 16 P24, purl the next (wrapped) st

along with the wrap, w&t. (The last st 

will have two wraps.)

Row 17 K25, knit the next (double

wrapped) st along with the 2 wraps, w&t. 

Row 18 P26, purl the next (double

wrapped) st along with the 2 wraps, w&t.

Continue in the same way, (working 1

more st on each row to reach the first

double wrapped st, then working the

wrapped st along with both wraps,

before w&t the next st), until only 1

double wrapped st remains on each 

side of the heel.

Row 27 K35, knit the next (double

wrapped) st along with the 2 wraps,

w&t. (The final wrap should be worked

with the st on the first round of Chart B.)

Row 28 P36, purl the next (double

wrapped) st along with the 2 wraps, w&t. 

(The final wrap should be worked with

the st on the first round of Chart B.)

Slip 18 sts back onto the right-hand 

needle.

Rejoin the yarn to the centre back st 

and work rows 1-76 of Chart B.

Stocking top

Break off last colour. Join in yarn A.

Knit 2 rounds.

Next round *K1, p1; rep from * to end.

Work a further 11 rounds in (k1, p1) rib.

Cast off.

Hanging loop

Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and 

yarn A, cast on 40 sts.

Knit 1 row.

Cast off.

To make up
Neaten all ends. Fold the hanging loop

in half lengthways. Join the hook for

approx 3cm, ½in, from the side edges

up to the centre, creating a large loop.

Sew the straight sides of the hook to

the ribbed section of the stocking at the 

It’s in the detail
On colourwork motifs both

colours should be carried along

the whole length of the round,

with the unused yarn stranded

EW ƥSEXW EGVSWW XLI FEGO SJ XLI

piece. For neat results, when

changing colours, always pass

one colour above the other, and

pass the other colour below the

ƤVWX ERH TEWW XLI GSPSYVW MR XLI

same way consistently across

every row. (e.g. always pass Yarn

A over Yarn B, and always pass 

Yarn B under Yarn A.)

centre back, having the side edges

of the hook level with the bottom of

the ribbed section, and the loop lying

above the cast-off edge of the stocking.

Block gently to measurements,

following any yarn care instructions  

on the ball band.

The bobbles add extra

detail and texture

to the stocking
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Snowman stocking
Make the Snowman stocking in exactly 

the same way as the Colourwork

stocking, but using yarn H (White) for

the toe, heel, ribbing and hanging loop,

and working the 47 rounds of Chart A

and 76 rounds of Chart B as st-st in 

yarn G (Red).

Snowman
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and 

yarn H, cast on 18 sts.

Knit 2 rows.

Row 3 (RS) Kfb, knit to last 2 sts, kfb, 

k1. 20 sts.

Knit 3 rows.

Row 7 Kfb, knit to last 2 sts, kfb, k1. 

22 sts.

Knit 3 rows.

Row 11 Kfb, knit to last 2 sts, kfb, k1. 

24 sts.

Knit 11 rows.

Row 23 K1, k2tog, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 22 sts. 

Knit 3 rows.

Row 27 K1, k2tog, knit to last 3 sts, 

k2tog, k1. 20 sts. 

Knit 3 rows.

Row 31 K1, k2tog, k3, k2tog, k4, k2tog, 

k3, k2tog, k1. 16 sts. 

Knit 1 row.

Row 33 K1, k2tog, (k2, k2tog) twice, k2, 

k2tog, k1. 12 sts. 

Knit 1 row.

Row 35 K1, (k2tog) twice, k2, (k2tog) 

twice, k1. 8 sts. 

Knit 1 row.

Row 37 Kfb in every st to end. 16 sts. 

Knit 9 rows.

Break off yarn H and join in yarn I.

Beg with a k row, work in st-st for 4 rows.

Row 51 *K2, k2tog; rep from * to end. 

12 sts.

Row 52 Purl.

Row 53 *K1, k2tog; rep from * to end. 

8 sts.

Row 54 Purl.

Row 55 *K2tog; rep from * to end. 4 sts.

Break yarn and thread the end through

the sts left on the needle. Pull the end

of the yarn to tighten the sts together.

Hat band
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and 

yarn I, cast on 17 sts.

Row 1 (K1, P1) to last st, k1.

Cast off in rib.

Scarf collar
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and 

yarn I, cast on 12 sts.

Knit 1 row.

Cast off.

Scarf
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and 

yarn I, cast on 5 sts.

Knit 30 rows.

Cast off.

To make up
Make the main stocking up in the same 

way as the Colourwork stocking.

Sew the hat band to the front of the 

snowman’s head, level with the colour

change row. Make a pompom for the

top of the hat by wrapping a length of

yarn around two fingers; cut the yarn

off and then tie it through the centre to 

the top of the hat. Take one further

length of yarn and tie it around the yarn

bundle to create the pompom. Loop the

main scarf over the scarf collar and sew

in place. Sew the completed scarf to the

neck of the Snowman. Sew the three

buttons to the front tummy section of

the snowman. Use ordinary sewing

thread to sew the sequins and bugle

beads onto the head portion to create

eyes and a mouth. Using three strands

of yarn B (Orange) embroider a triangle 

at the centre of the face for a nose.

Once the stocking has been blocked,

sew the snowman to the side of the

stocking, about halfway up the leg.

Assemble the snowman

and then attach to the

stocking once blocked
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Love Knitting for Baby 
magazine is your 

complete baby wear, 
gift & toy collection

Never miss an issue again
when you subscribe to the
bi-monthly digital edition of

Love Knitting for Baby magazine!y
The fantastic range of patterns
really pop from the screen in full

colour and will inspire you to
knit for children, grandchildren,
friends and family. Issues are

fully searchable too!
Order your subscription today

and take advantage of 
a free 14-day trial!

TAP HERE
TO SUBSCRIBE & SAVE

FREE
 14-day  

trial!

GetGet Love Knitting for BabyLove Knitting for Baby delivered direct to your devicedelivered direct to your deviceyy
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Knitting basics

Make a slip knot Start all knitting projects with this easy knotkn

Twist the yarn into a loop,

and form a second loop of

]EVR XS TYPP XLVSYKL XLI ƤVWX

one, as shown.

Twist the yarn into a loop 8MKLXIR XLI ƤVWX PSST MRXS

a knot around the second.

8LMW [MPP RS[ FI ]SYV ƤVWX

cast-on stitch.

8MKLXIR XLI ƤVWX PSST MRXS

1 2

Never knitted before? Follow our step-by-step diagrams 
and instructions to get started. It’s easier than you think!

Wrap the ball end of the

yarn anticlockwise around

the needle. Push the needle

through the loop.

Wrap the ball end of the Slide the loop off your thumb

and tighten both ends. Repeeat

steps 2-4 for each stitch.

Slide the loop off your thumbMake a slipknot with a long

tail of 2.5cm (1in) per stitch

that the pattern asks you to

cast on.

Make a slipknot with a long Loop the tail end of the yarn

around your left thumb,

and slide the needle tip into

this loop.

Loop the tail end of the yarn

Cast on – thumb method Use this for an extra-stretchy edge

1 2 3 4

Cast on – two needle method Use this for a strong, hardwearing edge

Insert the left needle tip

through the front of this

new loop, dropping it off

the right needle.

Insert the left needle tip Repeat steps 1-3 as needed,

forming new stitches from tthe

top stitch on the left needle.

Repeat steps 1 3 as neededWith the slip knot on your left

needle, insert the right needle

from front to back of the loop.

With the slip knot on your left Wrap the ball end of the yarn

anticlockwise around the

right needle. Pull this through

the loop.

Wrap the ball end of the yarn

1 2 3 4

Cast off What to do when you’ve reached the end

8S FIKMR� ORMX SRP] XLI ƤVWX X[S

stitches in the cast-off row.

8S FIKMR ORMX SRP] XLI ƤVWX X[S Push the left needle through

XLI ƤVWX WXMXGL� 0MJX MX SZIV XLI

second stitch and off the  

right needle.

Push the left needle through With one stitch now on the

right needle, knit another

stitch and repeat step 2 to the 

end of the row.

With one stitch now on the Cut the yarn leaving a

15cm (6in) tail, and pull the

XEMP XLVSYKL XLI ƤREP GEWX

off stitch.

Cut the yarn leaving a

1 2 3 4
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Standard abbreviations

0 = no stitches
alt = alternate
approx = approximately
beg = begin(ning)
cb = cable back
CC = contrast colour
cf = cable forward
ch = chain
cn = cable needle
co = cast on
cont = continue
dc = double crochet
dec = decrease (ing) (by 
working two stitches
together
DPNs = double-pointed
needles
foll = following
g-st = garter stitch
inc = increase (ing)
k = knit
k2tog = knit 2 sts together
k(1)tbl = knit (1) into back
loop
kfb = knit into front and
back of stitch
kwise = knitwise
ktog = knit together
LH = left hand
LT = left twist
m1 = make one stitch by
picking up the loop lying
between the stitch just
worked and the next stitch
and working into the back of it
m-st = moss stitch
MB = make bobble
MC = main colour
P1 = work into the stitch
directly below the one at the
tip of the left needle, and
drop the stitch on the needle
off as usual
p2tog = purl 2 sts together
(1 stitch decreased)
p3tog = purl 3 sts together
(2 stitches decreased)

Knit Learn the basic stitch that everyone loves

Insert the right needle into the

left needle’s top stitch, from

front to back, with the yarn at 

the back.

Insert the right needle into the Hold the yarn around the

VMKLX MRHI\ ƤRKIV ERH [VET MX

anticlockwise around the 

right needle.

Hold the yarn around the

Using the right needle, pull

this new loop of yarn through

the stitch on the left needle.

U i th i ht dl ll Ease the stitch off the left

needle, keeping the new stitch

on the right needle. Repeat

these steps.

E th tit h ff th l ft

Purl A knit stitch on the other side

Insert the right needle into the

front of the left needle’s top

stitch, with the yarn at 

the front.

Insert the right needle into the ;MXL ]SYV VMKLX MRHI\ ƤRKIV�

wrap the yarn anticlockwise

around the top of the  

right needle.

;MXL ]SYV VMKLX MRHI\ ƤRKIV

Using the right needle, pull

this new loop of yarn back

through the front of the stitch.

Using the right needle pull Ease the stitch off the left

needle, keeping the new stitch

on the right needle. Repeat

these steps.

Ease the stitch off the left

patt = pattern
patt2tog = work 2 st
together in pattern
p = purl
pfb = purl into front and  
back of stitch
PM = place marker
psso = pass slipped  
stitch over
pwise = purlwise
rem = remain (ing)
rep or rept = repeat (ing)
rev = reverse
rev st-st = reverse stocking
stitch
rnd(s) = round(s) (on a
circular needle/DPNs)
RH = right hand
RS = right side
RT = right twist
skpo = slip 1, knit 1, pass
slipped stitch over
sl = slip
sl st = slip stitch
sm = stitch marker
sppo = slip 1, purl 1, pass
slipped stitch over
ssk = slip 2 stitches one at a
time, knit 2 slipped stitches
together (1 stitch decreased)
sssk = slip 3 stitches one
at a time, knit 3 slipped
stitches together (two
stitches decreased)
st(s) = stitch(es)
st-st = stocking stitch
tbl = through back of loop
tog = together
tr = treble crochet
WS = wrong side
wyib = with yarn at back
wyif = with yarn in front
ybk = yarn to the back
yf or yfwd = yarn forward
yo or yon = yarn over needle
yrn = yarn round needle

14 2mm 0

13 2.25mm 1

– 2.5mm –

12 2.75mm 2

11 3mm –

10 3.25mm 3

– 3.5mm 4

9 3.75mm 5

8 4mm 6

7 4.5mm 7

6 5mm 8

5 5.5mm 9

4 6mm 10

3 6.5mm 10½

2 7mm –

 1 7.5mm –

0 8mm 11

00 9mm 13

000 10mm 15

– 12mm 17

– 15mm 19

– 20mm 36

 – 25mm 50

UK METRIC US UK METRIC US UK  METRIC US

Needle sizes

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
1

0
1

1
1

2
1

3
1

4
1

5
1

6
1

7
1

8
1

9
2

0
2

1
2

2
2

3
2

4
2

5
n

c
h

1
22

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
1

0

1

3

1

3

2

4

2

4
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If you’ve not tried crochet before, learn the
stitches with our step-by-step guide then
add pretty edging or motifs to your knitt
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1, 2 & 3-ply Knit on 2 - 3.5mm needles. Use for delicate lace knitting

and baby garments. Good for socks and gloves.

4-ply Knit on 3 - 4mm needles. Great for baby clothes, heavier socks

d li ht i ht tand lightweight tops.

Double knitting (DK) Knit on 3.5 - 4.5mm needles. Usually double the

weight of 4-ply, this is the most widely used weight. Suitable for most

garments and quick to knit up.

Super chunky Knit on 7 - 12mm needles. A great weight for beginners,dl A t weight for beginners

lt G d for furnishingsas it produces quick results. Good for furnishings.

Big Knit on 9 - 20mm needles. Perfect for eye-catching scarves andtching scarves and

coats, as well as cosy cushions and throws.

Aran Knit SR � � ���QQ RIIHPIW� 3VMKMREPP] GVIEXIH JSV ƤWLIVQIRŭW

jumpers. Use when DK isn’t heavy enough, and chunky is too bulky. 

Perfect for outdoor or warm clothing.

UK METRIC US

Hook sizes

 

How to crochet

Chunky Knit on 5.5 - 7mm needles. Associated with outdoor wear and

winter jumpers great for oversized garmentswinter jumpers, great for oversized garments. 

Foundation chain Like casting on, this is the basis fois for your crochet project

With the yarn still under the hook,

bring the hook through the slip

knot to create a new loop.

With the yarn still under the hook Lengthen the chain by repeatingting

steps 2-3, creating a new chain

stitch with each repeat.

Lengthen the chain by repeaeatingTo start, make a slip knot around

your crochet hook.

To start make a slip knot around Bring the yarn around the hook

from the back to the front and

catch the yarn with the hook.

Bring the yarn around the hook

Carry the yarn over the hook

again, and draw this through both

loops on your crochet hook.

Carry the yarn over the hook

Double crochet A basic stitch that creates a dense fabric

Yarn weights 
There are lots of different weights of yarn to choose from, so

read our handy guide to picking the right yarn for your project,

fromdelicate laceweight to blankets and chunky big knits... 

Insert your hook into the loop of

the next stitch and carry the yarn

over the hook.

Insert your hook into the loop of Bring the yarn through the stitch.

You will now have two loops on

your crochet hook.

Bring the yarn through the stitch

14 2mm B/1

13 2.25mm –

12 2.5mm C/2

11 3mm –

10 3.25mm D/3

9 3.5mm E/4

8 4mm G/6

7 4.5mm 7

6 5mm H/8

5 5.5mm I/9

4 6mm J/10

3 6.5mm K/10½

2 7mm –

0 8mm –

00 9mm –

000 10mm –

1

1

2

2

3

3

4
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Angela Turner
www.angelaturner

designs.etsy.com
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bergeredefrance.co.uk 

DROPS Design
www.garnstudio.com

Jane Burns
www.janeburns.co.uk 

Jo Allport
www.yarntree

designs.com

Immediate Media is a company dedicated to producing the very best consumer specialist

magazines. Magazines are edited and designed to inform our readers, enhance their lives 

and give them the best value for money possible.

© Immediate Media Ltd 2018

We take great care to ensure all elements of Love Knitting for Baby are accurate.

However, we accept no liability for any misprints or mistakes that appear in this magazine.

Love Knitting for Baby (Love Craft Series) is published by:

Immediate Media Limited, 2nd Floor, Tower House,

Fairfax Street, Bristol BS1 3BN 

Tel: 0117 927 9009

Fax: 0117 934 9008

King Cole
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Love Knitting
www.loveknitting.com 
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Patons
www.knitpatons.com 

01484 950 630

Peter Pan
www.tbramsden.co.uk 

01943 872 264
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Angela Turner, Anna Wilkinson, Joshua Winsper, Sarah Winsper

Pattern checker
Joanna Benner

For pattern help
patternhelp@immediate.co.uk

Order hotline and customer enquiries
To order a single copy of Love Knitting for Baby
or any of our wonderful craft magazines,
please call the order hotline on 0844 844 0388 
or visit www.buysubscriptions.com

Join us on Facebook
Become a fan of our Love Knitting Facebook
page and show us your latest creations. Find us
at www.facebook.com/loveknittingmagazine

Copyright guidelines
Unauthorised reproduction of this magazine, in whole
or part, is prohibited without written permission of the
publisher. This magazine is not to be resold, lent or hired out 
for more than the recommended retail price or in part.

7EJIX] ƤVWX
Always attach embellishments securely, including buttons
and loose threads. Use a high-quality stuffing for toys and
consider stitching features such as eyes in the same yarn 
you’re knitting in.

Immediate Media is working to ensure that all its paper is
sourced from well-managed forests. This magazine can be
recycled, for use in newspapers and packaging. Please remove
any gifts, samples or wrapping and dispose of it at your local 
collection point.

We abide by IPSO’s rules and regulations. To give feedback
about our magazines, please visit www.immediate.co.uk, 
email editorialcomplaints@immediate.co.uk
or write to the Editor at the address below.
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www.rico-design.co.uk  

Rowan
www.knitrowan.com 

01484 950 630
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www.sirdar.co.uk
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01924 369 666
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01535 609 798  

West Yorkshire 
Spinners
www.wyspinners.com

01535 664 500

Wool Warehouse
www.woolware

house.co.uk

0800 505 3300      

Shopping KYMHI
Buy yarn and pattern books from this issue,
plus take a look at our designers’ websites
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The last word
We chat to the super-talented knit and

crochet designer, Anna Wilkinson…

Who taught you to knit and how long 

have you been knitting for?

My mother taught me to knit when 

I was a child, so I must have been knitting

now for over 25 years. I loved sewing and

knitting as a child and made a wide array

of things that I was very proud of at the

time but were somehow mysteriously

misplaced – not by me! 

'ER ]SY VIQIQFIV XLI ƤVWX XLMRK

that you knitted?

A quick loose knit jumper with huge

needles in awful ombre brown eyelash

yarn. It had a head hole and sleeves but

that was about all it had going for it! 

(IWGVMFI ]SYV ORMXXMRK WX]PI

I like to think of my style as being

colourful and fun but also timeless. 

I love using traditional techniques with

fun colourways. I take a lot of inspiration

from vintage garments and textiles for

unique colourways and details.

What are you working on at

the moment?

I’m currently in the early stages of

designing and swatching a very fun

collection of children’s knits for both boys

and girls. I’m really excited about this. 

What do you enjoy about knitting for

FEFMIW ERH GLMPHVIR#

Apart from the fact that knitting 

garments for tiny babies and children

is much quicker than knitting for adults,

- ƤRH ]SY GER LEZI E PSX QSVI JYR [MXL

childrenswear. Clothes for babies can be

so sweet, classic and just gorgeous.

;LEX LEZI FIIR ]SYV TVSYHIWX

EGLMIZIQIRXW EW E HIWMKRIV#

It has to be writing and working on my

ƤVWX FSSO� -X [EW E LYKI NSF ERH - HMH

most of the knitting myself in a very short

space of time while working full-time!

I worked through the night on many

SGGEWMSRW ERH Q] Ƥ] RKIVW[IVI WS WXMJJ

Find out more about Anna, see her 

marvellous creations and buy her 

patterns at www.annaknits.com 

F] XLI XMQI[I LEH SYV ƤV REP TLSXSWLSSX�

Working that hard made me feel like I’d

really earned it.

%R] EHZMGI JSV E RI[ ORMXXIV#

Don’t be overly ambitious to begin with.

Just take on really small simple projects

while you get comfortable with the

technique – holding the needles and

the yarn can feel so awkward to begin

with. Once you feel comfortable, build up

slowly while you learn new techniques

and always do a tension square.

;LEXŭWŭ ]SYV KS�XS FEF] UYMGO ORMX#

I love seeing babies in little knitted

bloomers – my youngest has sadly

just outgrown some rather marvellous

tomato-red popcorn stitch shorts.

;LEX HS ]SY HS MJ ]SY KIX ORMXXIVŭW FPSGO#

The great thing (but also annoying thing)

EFSYX ORMXXMRK MW XLEX ]SYV ƤV RKIVW NYWX

GERŭX OIIT YT[MXL ]SYV FVEMR� - SJXIR ƤRH

myself knitting and coming up with ideas

but there just aren’t enough hours in the

day! I try to keep a notebook handy where

I jot ideas down or do little sketches so

if I’m ever feeling a bit uninspired I just

have a look through to see if there are any

ideas I want to develop further.

Anna, above, also
rochets – we

ove her animal 
attles!

Make Anna’s
uddly teddy (far

eft) on page 63
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The pattern for this gorgeous

checked cardie is available 

from Anna’s website
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PRE-ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
CALL 03330 162 138 and quote ‘Love Knitting Winter 2018 Print 1’

ONLINE www.buysubscriptions.com/LKFB69
Lines open weekdays 8am to 6pm, and Saturday 9am to 1pm for orders only. Overseas please call +44 (0) 1604 973 746 

*Free delivery available on UK orders only. EUR price £7.99, ROW price £8.49. All prices include p&p.  
Please allow 14 days for delivery.

In the next issue...
Our Winter issue comes with an extra pattern 
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At just £5.99, this  
issue includes:
■ )\XVE����TEKI�TEXXIVR�FSSO
■ 'SW]�[MRXIV�ORMXW
■ 2I[FSVR�KMJX�WIX
■ 8S]W�ERH�FPEROIXW
■ /RMXXMRK XMTW 
 EHZMGI 

Contents subject to changeContents subject to change

The Winter issue is on 
sale 27th November, but 
you can pre-order your copy 
today with FREE UK delivery!

Extra 36-page  
pattern booklet
16 fab gift ideas to knit

NEXT ISSUE!
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